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ABSTRACT
The transverse vibrations of rigid elastic flexible turbine 
discs, centrally clamped, are investigated theoretically by using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, and experimentally by applying the techniques of 
Holographic Interferometry to determine their mode shapes patterns.
This thesis deals with discs of a uniform constant thick­
ness, and with discs whose thickness is variable either hyperbolically 
or linearly at any radius r. It also deals with discs when they are 
rotating about their polar axis with constant angular speed, and when 
they are not rotating and clamped at the centre.
The discs are considered as annular plates, the boundary 
conditions being free at the outer radius and rigidity clamped at the 
inner radius. Throughout the thesis a and b will define the outer 
and clamped radii respectively. Frequency values are obtained under 
the condition of various clamping ratios b/a, that is to say the ratio 
,of the clamped inner radius to the free outer radius of the disc.
The effect of the ratio b/a, the variation in thickness, 
and rotation on the frequency of vibration of the discs are considered 
and discussed.
The thesis consists of three parts. The first part is the 
analytical work. The equation of kinetic and strain energies of
rotating uniform and variable thickness disc rigidly clamped at its 
centre and free at its outer edge are derived.
The object is to obtain the frequencies eign values by the 
Rayleigh-Ritz approximate method using the strain and kinetic energies 
in the form of integral functions and under the Axisyrametric, without 
nodal diametre, and Asymmetric, with nodal diametres, conditions.
The eign values representing the frequences p of vibration 
in rad.-/sec. in terms of the dimensionless frequency parameter A are 
obtained theoretically for a number of cases as follows:
a) The umbrella mode using a single term in the funct­
ional series used to represent the lateral displace­
ment y.
b) The first twelve nodal diameter mode, using a single
term solution, that is to say nodal diameters n - 1,2,
3, .... 12 and nodal circles s = 0.
c) A two term solution is used to obtain the first five
modes of vibration with one nodal circle, that is to
say n = 0,1,2,3,4 and s = 1. Note that this solution 
will also give better approximations for the cases
n = 0,1,2,3,4 and s = 0.
Frequency results are obtained for both discs of constant 
thickness and discs of variable thickness.
The frequencies obtained above by the Rayleigh-Ritz method 
are compared with the exact values given by Southwell { 14 } and by 
Raju {15} and Govel {16} for case of discs of constant thickness. 
The results obtained in case of variable thickness discs are compared 
to the values obtained by Kovalenko { 59 } .
The theoretical results are also compared to the results 
obtained experimentally.
The second part of the thesis is the experimental analysis 
which is concerned with determining the frequencies and mode shapes of 
vibration of a number of circular discs, clamped at the centre making 
use of a holographic interferometer incorporating a Helium-Neon con­
tinuous wave laser.
The theoretical principles of holography are explained 
briefly with reference, in particular, to the vibrational measurement 
of engineering components.
The advantages of holographic interferometry over the 
classical sand pattern method, and the disadvantages and limitation 
of both methods are discussed.
The time-average fringe holographic technique is used to 
obtain the nodal patterns of the stationary discs.
The principle of the double-exposure holographic method is 
mentioned. However in order to use the method of double exposure which 
could be applied to a rotating disc, a pulsed laser is required.
Making use of the time-average technique, nodal patterns 
are obtained for nodal circles modes, nodal diameters modes, and com­
binations of nodal circles and diameters modes for the case of a non­
rotating disc.
The sand pattern method is also used to determine the 
mode shapes of the discs.
The practical requirements for a holographic interferometer 
in terms of the equipment available are examined. The arrangement 
finally adopted is limited to measurements on an object up to 10 
inches in diameter.
The thir-d part of the thesis deals with the numerical c om­
putation and the experimental results. Selected tables and graphs are 
presented with a discussion of the results. The theoretical and 
experimental results are compared.
The nodal patterns obtained by the time-average holographic 
technique and by the sand pattern method are also compared.
The integral functions of the energy expressions are 
solved by Simpson's rule numerically using Fortran IV computer 
language.
The effects of thermal stresses on the disc deflections and 
shearing stresses acting on the normal section of the disc are con­
sidered to have a negligible affect on the disc vibrational behaviour.
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NOTATION
The following tabulation lists the symbols used in both 
the analytical investigation. Part One, and the experimental analysis 
of holographic interferometry, Part Two.
Since, the alphabet is limited, the same letter can be 
used to represent more than one parameter. Each symbol is defined 
when it is used. Symbols which are used twice and appear the second 
time in the holography section are denoted by an asterisk (*).
W
FIG. 1 NOTATION AND POSITIVE DIRECTIONS OF RECTANGULAR COORDINATES 
SYSTEM AND BENDING MOMENTS.
M Z
Z
Cross-sectional area 
Amplitude of the light wave (*)
Amplitude of object beam 
Amplitude of reference beam 
Angstrom units (1A° = 10 ^cm)
Outer radius of a disc, or any annular plate
a^ ....... . coefficient of the expression series
Rigidity clamped at inner radius of the disc 
Clamping ratio in a circular disc 
Velocity in general
g
Speed o'f light, c - 3 x 10 m/sec 
Degree ^centigrade
Flexural rigidity of a plate
D = E.h3/12 (1-y2)
Diameter
Distance in general
Frings spacing, distance between frings (*)
d - ---  .... (m.m)
2 Sin |
Resolving power of a film (*).- (lines/m.m)
2Young's modulus of elasticity (lb^/in )
Light energy, plane wave amplitude (*)
Energy level
Transmittance of a photographic emulsion plate or film
Force in general; Functional
Centrifugal force
Degree fahrenheit
Frequency of oscillation in cycles per second (HZ)
Band width of light wave (HZ)
Shear modulus of elasticity,
G = E/2 (1+y)
Gravitational acceleration 
g = 32.2 ft/sec^ = 9.8 m/sec^ = 386 in/sec^
Height in general
Thickness of a plate at any general point r, 6
Maximum thickness of a disc at the centre
Inner and peripheral thickness of a tapered disc 
respectively
Taper ratios (Ah = 0.1, 0.2 , ......1.0)
Blanck's constant (*)
Stationary of integral of (Hamilton's principle) 
Intensity of light (*)
Intensity from the object beam
Intensity from the reference beam 
Moment of inertia (in^)
Polar moment of inertia
Intensity of the point (x,z) on the image of the stationary 
object
Mass moment of inertia
1 2 .
J = —  m a for circular plate of radius (a)
Zero-order Bessel function (*)
Frequency parameter of a rotating disc due to centrifugal 
tension only
k = ?|/ r r  •
Integer number; order of interference (*)
K = 1, 2, 3, ..............
Lagrangian function
Length in general
Focal length of lens (*)
Element length
Natural logarithm
Logarithm to base 10
Moment; bending moment (in.lbf)
Bending moments per unit length of section of a plate per
pendicular to X and Z direction respectively
Twisting moment per unit length of section of a plate
perpendicular x axis
Radial and tangential bending when using polar coordinate
Twisting moment per unit length of a plate when using 
polar coordinates
Rotational velocity (RPM)
Number of nodal diameters; Integer number 
Object beam (*)
Natural circular frequency of vibrating plate 
p = 2 it f . . . . (rad/sec)
The value of natural frequency p found by neglecting the 
the effects of rotation
The value of natural frequency due to the centrifugal
tension found by neglecting the flexural rigidity
2 2 
(rad./sec.)p^ - K £1
2 2 2 
p ■ Pl +-p2
Shearing force (lbf)
Resultant shearing forces normal to middle surface of the 
plate in X and Z direction respectively
Reference beam (*)
Functional; radius of curvature
Principle radii of curvature of the middle surface of a 
plate deflection in xy and zy plane respectively
Polar coordinate; radius in general; radius of element 
at any point (r, 0) from the origin
Inner radius of annular plate or circular disc
Outer radius of a circular disc
Radii ratio of tapered disc
Number of nodal circles
Coherence length of light (*)
/ O n
T emperature ( C) •
Kinetic energy 
Maximum kinetic energy 
Period of time (sec.) , t =
Coherence time (sec.)
Total strain energy
Total flexural strain energy due to bending and twisting 
moments of a plate (or, due to stiffness)
Total potential energy due to centrifugal tensions of rotat­
ion only; (i.e. by neglecting the flexural rigidity)
u “  u i  + V
Maximum strain energy
Elastic displacement in X-direction
Volume (ft^)
v Visibility of frings (*)
v Elastic displacement in Z-direction
W Weight in general (lbf)
• w Elastic displacement in Y-direction
X Rectilinear displacement in X-direction
x = r/rQ Radii ratio of tapered disc; (0 <  x < 1.0)
y Deflection of the plate in Y-direction
Maximum deflection in Y-direction
y Rectilinear velocity (Y = 4^) ft/sec
dt
d2 2
y Rectilinear acceleration (— j) ft/sec
dt
y, N (y) is a function of (r)
(r)
y^t  ^ (y) is a function of time (t)
X,Y,Z Rectangular coordinates (Cartesian Coordinates)
r,0 Polar coordinates
r Path difference from two slits (*)
r = K. A
v2 Laplacian operator
2a Any angle; constant, angular acceleration Crad/sec )
da^, da^ Angle of deflection produced by the bending moment in
X and Z direction respectively
8 Integer number; constant
6 Radial displacement of the plate element due to centrifugal
tension in rotating discs
.6 Phase angle difference (*)
Y Shearing strain, weight density per unit volume
in
Y Y Y XV * xz * vz
Shearing strain components in rectangular coordinates
Y^g Shearing strain in polar coordinates
t Shearing stress
x
xz
Twisting shearing stress in X-Z plane
Unit elongation; strain
Unit elongations in X,Y and Z direction respectively
Radial and tangential strain in polar coordinates
2
Normal stress (Ibf/in )
Normal bending stresses on the plane parallel to X,Y,Z 
axes respectively
Radial and tangential stresses in polar coordinates
Angle in general; polar coordinate; angular coordinate
Angle between direction of propagation of light incident 
on the object, and object displacement vector (*)
Angle between the axis of observation from the hologram 
and object displacement vector (*)
Elemental angle of a plate
Phase angle of light
Phase angle of disturbance in object and reference beam
Angle between object and reference beams incident at 
the hologram surface (*)
Angle of object and reference beams wave made with t! 
hologram plate surface respectively
Poisson's -ratio
-4
Micron,( y = 1 0  cm)
m
Frequency of photon (*) (HZ)
3
Mass density per unit volume of material (slug/in ),
P I
8
Angular velocity of rotation (rad/sec)
n = 2tt . N/60
Natural circular frequency of light (rad/sec)
03 2tt . f
n
Wave length of light used (A°) '(*)
A = c/f
Frequency parameter (dimension less frequency) of vibrating
plate due to bending only
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
As engineering components, which are subjected to vibrat­
ions, are becoming increasingly complex and are made to perform 
closer to their limits, the need for accurate knowledge of their 
vibrational characteristics becomes more critical..
The problem of the natural frequencies and mode shapes 
arising from the transverse vibration of a rotating disc has received 
extensive attention in the literature due originally to the interest 
in turbine failure from excessive vibrations. Other areas that 
stimulated investigation were vibrations of circular saw blades and, 
more recently, vibrations in solar sails and digit'al magnetic disc 
drives for computer use, since higher speed disc drives with low vib­
ration are demanded in computers. The interest in vibrations of 
rotating discs has thus been renewed.
The theoretical determination of vibrational modes, eigen 
vectors, and natural frequencies eigen values, are usually computed 
by variational methods which are simplest and most direct means of 
unifying those branches of mathematics which are commonly classified 
under the heading of 'Applied Mathematics'.
Problems in continuum mechanics require the solution of a 
system of differential equations with certain boundary conditions. 
Usually it is not possible to find the exact solution of this system 
and it is necessary to apply approximate methods.
There are a number of different types of approximate 
methods for calculating the natural frequencies of continuous systems. 
Rayleigh's method is used to calculate the frequency of the first 
mode of vibration. The Ritz method, the Galerkin method, and the 
Myklestad Holzer or Prohl method use lamped parameters for all modes. 
Other methods are the Dunkerly and the Stodala methods. More recently 
the powerful finite element method has been developed. Application 
of some of these methods to analysing the vibrations of plates would 
be cumbersome.
The two most important methods for engineering applications 
to the vibration of beams and plates are the Rayleigh-Ritz and Galerkin 
methods. The first of these was used by Rayleigh to solve vibration 
problems and was further developed by Ritz, who gave to it a mathemat­
ical basis and applied it to a large range of problems. The method is 
based on the existence of a functional, such as the potential energy 
which can be minimized.
In the past, although the mathematical methods were avail­
able, the determination of the vibrational characteristics of all but 
the simplest types' of plates was not easy due to the size and number 
of algebraic equations appearing in the computation. Solutions of. 
these equations was a very lengthy process when only mechanical cal­
culating machines were available. The advent of the digital computer 
changed all that. Complex sets of equations can now be solved rapidly 
with relative ease.
Experimental methods for obtaining the vibration mode 
shapes of a machinery parts are usually made by using either chladni 
.sand patterns or a piezoelectric contact probe. Sand patterns are 
not always possible on objects of complicated shape because the sand 
tends to fall off the object. Also, on extremely rigid components it 
is difficult to generate sufficient vibrational amplitude.
The contact probe overcomes most of these difficulties.
It is limited to small vibrational amplitude and it is very time con­
suming .
These limitations can be largely overcome and the accuracy
of the nodal position measurement increased by the use of holography.
Holography has the additional advantage of providing a 
contour map of lines of equal vibrational amplitude of the component. 
It has also proved possible to develop a self contained holographic 
system for application to vibrational measurement on a routine basis..
The technique described here presents one method of con­
structing a hologram of a nop-rotating disc.
The problem of free vibration of a thin, isotropic elastic 
circular disc, of constant thickness, was first dealt with by Poisson 
{1} in 1829. Basing this investigation on the classical Lagrange 
theory of plates, he obtained the lower frequencies of the axially
symmetric flexural motions of a disc with a traction free boundary.
In 1850, the solution for the vibration of a circular non­
rotating disc was obtained by Kirchoff {2} , but only the lowest 
modes have been computed by his method using Bessel functions. An 
alternative method, avoiding the use of the Bessel functions, was pro­
posed by Lord Rayleigh {34} and extended by Ritz {45}.
Various aspects of the problem have since been studied 
extensively. Other methods have been devised for computing the natural 
frequency including higher modes {3,4,5}.
The effect of shear on a circular disc has been investigated 
{6}. Some of the more complex nodal patterns have been deduced mathe­
matically {7,8,9}. Natural frequencies and corresponding nodal 
patterns have also been obtained experimentally {10,11,12 }.
The influence of a central clamp on the frequencies of 
transverse vibrations of a non-rotating flat disc have been invest­
igated by Raju {15} , Vogel {16} and Mote {27} . The effect of 
rotation on the frequencies of discs has been examined by Lamb and 
Southwell {13} and later by Southwell {14}", and others {27,28,29,30'
31 and 32}.
The vibration of circular plates with and without a 
central hole and various support conditions at the outer edge {15,
17, 22 }, and the effect of an elastic support at the boundary
{18} have been analysed. The theory has been extended {19} , 
and solutions have been given to particular problems of interest 
involving a concentrated mass {20}.
Forced vibration of a clamped circular plate, harmonically 
oscillating, and neglecting the effect of damping, has been analysed 
by Reismann {21}. The vibration of annular plates and rings is dealt 
with {L5,16,23,24,25,26 ,39}. Den Hartog {25} has used the Rayleigh 
method to find the fundamental frequency of various frames with fixed 
and hinged ends by assuming a deflection curves for each case. He has 
also given values {26} for the fundamental frequency for arches of 
varying angle from 0 to 360°. These results are accurate for very 
small ratios of radial thickness to radius.
The vibration of a variable thickness circular disc has 
been examined {48 to 59 }. The first investigation has been done by 
Holzer {48} into the symmetrical bending. The axisymmetrical bending 
of the circular plate of variable thickness has been discussed also 
by Pichler {49}, Olsson {50}, Conway {51, 52 and 53} , Kunda {54} and 
Raju {56}.
Asymmetric bending has been analysed by Mote {27}, Prescott 
{35} and Timoshenko {42}. Fung. {55} has employed numerical methods 
for determining the deflexion of thin plate of variable thickness.
The disc whose thickness is varying hyperbolically at 
radius r and proportional to -|3 is dealt with{27, 35, 41, 42, 44, 57}^
and the disc of linearly varying thickness is dealt with in refer­
ences (42, 51, 52, 56, 58 and 59}. These are expanded later in 
section 2.3.1.
A number of investigators {13, 14, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 
41} have dealt with the transverse vibrations of a centrally clamped 
rotating disc. One of the first papers published on the vibration of 
rotating discs was by Lamb and Southwell {13}. A further paper was 
published by Southwell {14}.
Lamb and Southwell.considered the problem in two parts.
They determined (a) the natural frequency of vibration of a stationary 
disc governed by the flexural rigidity and (b) the natural frequency 
of vibration of a rotating membrane governed by centrifugal tension 
only that is to say with negligible bending stiffness, and combined 
the two results.
Lamb and Southwell {13} and Southwell {14} discuss the 
problem of small transverse vibrations of a rotating disc which has 
no hole at the centre and is free at the outer edge. It is shown {13} 
that the mode shapes are Jacobi Polynomials.
In {14} the transverse vibrations of a rotating disc are 
considered, where the disc is clamped by a central hub in such a manner 
that radial but not transverse displacement could occur at the hub, 
and it is shown that the mode shape is expressible in,terms of a hyper­
geometric function.
Other investigators extended the analysis of Lamb and 
Southwell to include solutions for a variety of boundary conditions. 
Mote {27} has employed the Rayleigh-Ritz procedure to study the free 
vibration characteristics of heated, centrally clamped, rotating 
annular discs of variable thickness. The purpose of this study is to 
examine the effect of rotational, thermal and purposely induced 
initial in-plane stresses on the disc natural frequencies.
Simmond {28} investigated the axisymmetric case of the 
spinning membrane with one edge free and the other partially clamped, 
that is the membrane was held between two hubs in such a manner that 
the radial but not transverse displacements could occur at the hubs.
Simmond {29} also investigated the axisymmetric transverse 
modes of vibration of a fully clamped membrane, where neither radial 
nor transverse displacements could occur at the hubs.
Eversman {30} solved the spinning membrane problem for the 
general asymmetrical vibration case with one edge free and the other 
fully clamped. He {31} also combined both problems by including the 
flexural rigidity of the disc in to one differential equation. He 
solved this problem for the natural frequency without reverting to. 
the. analysis of Lamb and Southwell.
Barasch {32} solved the equation of motion of a rotating 
disc, clamped at the inner radius and free at the outer radius, by 
using the Adam's method. His results show that Lamb and Southwell's
approximate calculation of the frequency is valid.
Aspects of the problem of the vibration of rotating and 
non-rotating disc is dealt with in many other publications {33 to 47}.
The development of the holographic method for studying 
vibration was initiated by Powell and Stetson {60, 61} whose experi­
mental investigation and analysis were obtained for an object in 
sinusoidal motion.
Waddell and Kennedy {62} have studied plates and curved 
beams by using the time-average technique.
Further work on objects vibrating at more than one frequency, 
both rationally and irrationally related, has been carried out both 
experimentally and theoretically by Wilson and Strop {63, 65} . Time- 
average holographic interferonetry has been used {64} for measuring 
the vibration patterns.
Time-average holography has been applied {66, 67, 68, 69} 
to the vibration o'f circular plates , and discs.
Experimental verification of the natural frequencies of 
the stationary disc is straight-forward and has been carried out by 
Dugdale {70} at the University of Sheffield. Verification of the 
natural frequencies of rotating discs is more difficult because the 
disc is in a rotating coordinate system and the observer is stationary.
In his paper Dugdale investigated the vibration of a rotating disc 
problem relative to the stationary mode shapes. He used a number 
of electrical contacts around the discs to complete a circuit when 
the vibrating disc touched one contact. In this way, he was able to 
observe oscillationsof the disc.
Krauter and Dulkeley {71I also verified the natural fre­
quencies of a spinning membrane using a stropic light to measure 
the frequencies. In order to use the holographic interferometry 
technique for measuring the vibration of a rotating disc a pulsed 
laser is required.
Pulsed laser holography is dealt with Wuerker and Heflinger
{72}.
Evensen and Aprahamian {73} , used pulsed laser holography
for large amplitude vibrations of 30 inch cantilever beams and an
8" x 10" simply supported rectangular plate using the real-time and 
time-average methods. The resonant frequencies and mode shapes are 
investigated and the rotating inertia and shear effect are included 
for the higher modes.
Chen {74}, used the technique of the double-exposur holo­
graphic interferometry to determine the vibrational characteristics 
of a rotating disc. This was acoomplished by using a pulsed ruby
laser and operating a Q-switch to produce pulse with a peak power of
-3 . . . . .
5 x 10 W for a 15 n.sec. duration. This is sufficiently fast to
freeze the disc motion and of enough energy to expose photographic
film. He exposed the film twice, once when the disc was stationary
and once when the disc was rotating.
The disc was first maintained at a fixed rotational speed and 
a hologram exposed. Then the disc was stopped and repositioned in the 
same location as when the first hologram was made. A second hologram 
of the stationary disc was then exposed on the same film.
Holographic interferometry has been applied for the mea­
surement of dynamic deformation of an object during rotation by 
Tsurula {75}.
A Q-switch ruby laser was used for recording,and a Helium- 
Neon laser was used for the reconstruction. He arranged his system 
in such a manner that the object and the hologram plate had a common 
axis of rotation and both the object and reference beam fell parallel 
to this axis. The method through is simple in concept but not very 
practical at higher rotational speeds. Also the object size was 
limited to 60mm.
The E'lomag Image Derotator system {76} is a revolutionary 
new kind of instrument capable of continuously freezing the rotat­
ional motion of engineering components in real-time and without the 
use of a stroboscope. It is possible to measure with the aid of this
s,
system and a variety of optical techniques, stresses, vibration amp­
litudes and fluid flow distributions on rotating structures. The
operation of the system is based upon an unusual optical phenomena 
wich involves the observation of the image of a rotating component in 
a roof edge prism that is rotating at half the angular velocity of 
the component. This condition makes the image of the component stat­
ionary, regardless of its operational velocity. In the same paper, 
Stetson used a Q-switched pulsed ruby laser holographic interferometry 
in conjunction with the derotator to produce double a exposed hologram 
for a 200mm aluminium disc, rotating about its centre with speeds up 
to 9200 RPM. The holograms were recorded on Agfa-Gavert 10E75 scientia 
film. 'MacBain, Horner, Stange and Ogg {77} have used the same system 
to make holograms for studying the vibration of a rotating steel- disc 
of 1/16” thickness and 10" in diameter at speeds up to 8000 RPM, using 
a low energy ruby laser of (10 to 12) mJ per pulse. The first five 
diametrical modes and one complex mode of 2 nodal diameters and one 
circles mode of vibration were obtained at various speeds.
Many other publications and text books {78, 79, 80, 81,
82, 83, 84, 85, 86} deal with the holography technique . The present 
investigation is a theoretical and experimental study of the vibrat­
ional behaviour of circular plates and discs which are rigidity 
clamped at the inner radius.and free at the outer edge.
The natural frequencies and modes of transverse vibrations 
of both rotating and non-rotating discs are determined at various 
speeds of rotation about their polar axes. Axisymmetric and asymmetric 
modes are analysed.
Discs of uniform thickness and discs with linearly varying
taper are dealt with. The discs whose thickness at radius r is
. . , . . , “3 are mentioned and discussed from a
variable and proportional to r
theoretical point of view only.
Using a single term in the series function for y^ in the 
Rayleigh method and two terms in the Ritz method, the frequencies 
of lateral vibration of the disc is calculated for various values of
clamping'ratio b/a, and the effect of this ratio on the disc lateral
frequencies is discussed.
Equations are established for the strain energy and kinetic
energy of a non-rotating disc including flexural rigidity only and
the calculation of the natural frequency is not complex. The equation
for the strain energy includes flexural rigidity and centrifugal
tension, and to simplify the solution, frequency of the rotating disc
may be divided into two parts (a) the natural frequency p^ due to
flexural stiffness of bending without rotation and (b) the natural
frequency p ' due to the centrifucal force only without flexural
rigidity; so that that the square of the natural frequency of the 
2 .
rotating disc p is equal to the sum of the squares of the natural
2 . .frequency p^ of the non-rotating disc and the natural-frequency
2 .
p^ of the rotating membrane, that is to say:
More explanation and derivation of the above equation 
are expanded in section 2.
The experimental work is concerned with determining the 
mode shapes of the disc when excited at certain of its natural fre­
quencies by using the piezoelectric crystal gauges. The technique 
used to determine these mode shapes is based on time-average holo­
graphic interferometry and on the classical method of sand patterns
CHAPTER 1
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
1.1 Introduction
In this thesis the vibrational characteristics of a 
circular plate is obtained by -use of the approximate energy method 
due to Ritz.
Expression for the strain energy in bending of the plate 
are thus required and this, in turn, requires a knowledge of the 
bending moments.
The equations for the bending moments of a homogenous, 
isotropic, elastic rectangular plates are developed from the stress- 
strain relationships, and from these equations a general equation 
for strain energy.of a plate is obtained using a transformation op­
erator the expression-developed in rectangular coordinates is con­
verted to polar coordinates for application to a circular plate or 
disc.
The expressions for the kinetic energy and potwtiaI energy
due to^tension of a circular plate as well as the associated boundary 
conditions are derived.
The following assumptions are made in this investigation:
a) The maximum thickness of the plate is small compared 
with its other dimensions.
b) The effects of stretching the middle plane of the plate 
are negligible.
c) The effects on deflections of shearing stresses acting 
on normal sections of the plate are negligible.
d) Plane sections normal to the middle surface of the 
plate before bending remain plane and normal after 
bending.
e) Stress is directly proportional to strain for the 
material of which the plate is made, and this material 
is assumed to be homogenous and isotropic.
These assumptions are tacitly implied in the classical 
theory of the thin plate (Poisson, Love, Kirchhoff), which in addition 
postulates that any line normal to the middle surface of the plate 
remains straight and normal to it in any strained condition, and that
the stress component normal to the middle surface is small in 
comparison to other stress components and may be neglected in the 
stress-strain relations.
YFIG. 2 CONFIGURATION OF ROTATING DISC RIGIDLY CLAMPED AT THE CENTRE
1.2 Rectangular Coordinates System
The rectangular coordinates system of an element section 
of a plate at any point from X and Z axis are shown in Figure 1.
Small deflections w of an elemental rectangular plate are
considered when the plate is subjected to bending moments uniformly
distributed along the edges. The directions of the bending moments
M and M are considered to be positive when they put the upper side 
x z
of the plate element in compression. The direction of the Y-axis is
taken positive downward perpendicular to the middle plane.
1.2.1 Bending Moments and Curvature in Pure Bending of Plates
The relations between moments and curvature in pure bend­
ing of a rectangular plate shown in Figure 4.
Let X,Y,Z be a system of cartesian coordinates, Figure 1.
The XZ plane is taken to coincide with the middle plane of the plate 
before deflection and the X and Z axes along the edge of the plate are 
as shown. The Y-axis, which-is then perpendicular to the middle plane, 
is taken positive down.
Consider first this element as a rectangular plate located 
at a point x,z from the origin o and acted upon by moments M
X
and M along the edges. Denote M as the bending moment per unit 
z x
length acting on the edges parallel to the Z-axis, and Mz as the 
bending moment per unit length acting on the edges parallel to the 
X-asix. These moments are considered positive when they act in the 
direction shown in Figure 1 and Figure 4, that is to say when they 
produce compression in the upper surface of the plate and tension in 
the lower surface. The twisting moment M agree with the couple 
due to the shearing stressex t
xz
The thickness of the plate, not necessarily constant, is 
denoted by h and considered to be small in comparison with the other 
dimensions of the plate.
The analysis is restricted to the case of pure bending inwhich
^stretching of the neutral surface. 
v\o
Consider a thin elemental section of the plate element as 
shown in Figure 6. The stress conditions are uniform in all elements, 
Figure 7;. for the case of uniform bending of Figure 1.
It is assumed that cross sections of the plate element 
remain plane during bending and the deflections are small in comparison . 
with the thickness and radius of curvature.
Let w be the deflection of the element of a point in the 
Y direction. The deflection w is a function of x,z and is independent 
of y. Let u and v be the displacements in the X and Z direction res­
pectively.
N>
|i
r
FIG. 3 POLAR COORDINATES SYSTEM FOR A ROTATING DISC
Let 1/R and 1/R denote the curvature of the neutral 
x z
surface nn, Figure 6, in sections parallel to the xy and zy planes 
respectively, see Figure 4.
Then the strains in the X and Z directions of the elemental 
lamina abed, Figure 6, at a distance y from the neutral surface nn are 
given b y :
e = ... (la)
x R
J_ ... (lb)
z R
where e and e^ are the strains in X and Z direction respectively.
1.2.2 Stress-Strain Relationships
Let a.:. and cr be the normal bending stresses in the X and
. x z
Z direction respectively. Using the stress-strain relations and
applying Hooke's law, the corresponding stresses in the lamina abed,
Figure 7, are:

t = y G
xy. xz
(2c)
.where
Y : is the shearing strain^XZ plane of the element
G: is the modulus of rigidity given by:
G = T T T + p ) •••• (3)
E: is the modulus of elasticity.
y: is Poisson’s ratio.
1.2.3 Moment Integrals
It can be seen from the above relationships that these
stresses are proportional to the distaynce y from the neutral
surface. In case of a homogenous plate the moments of the internal
forces acting on the sides of the element are equated to the moments
of the external couples M and M , giving the following equations:
x z
h/2
o v. dzdy = M .dz ... (4a)
x J *
-h/2
h/2
/ c- y , dxdy = dx « , « (4b)
‘ H/2
From equation (4) it can be shown that the bending moments 
and are obtained by integrating the inplane stresses over the 
plate thickness. Figure 6.
Substitution of equation (2) for a and o in equation (4)X z
and noting that:
h/2
y 2  d y  =  1 2  * “  ( 4 C )
-h/2
gives the following expression for M and M , namely
X 2
Mx = D ( f + b f )  ... (5a)X z
nz =  D  (  t  + v r  }  • • •  (5b)
Z X
where the flexural ridigity, D, is given by
D -  — ^ 5- ... (50
12 (1-p )
t
zx
xz\ xz
3M 3M
zx
dzdz zx
rvM
M + dx 
x 3x
3M
xz
dx
X
xz
dxzx
3x
x
dx
xz
-<r
dx
zx
dz+zx
dz
FIG. 5 FREE BODY DIAGRAM OF A PLATE ELEMENT
Let da and da be the slopes in the X and Z direction 
x z
respectively, Figure.4.
With the assumption that the slopes are small and the 
displacement w is a function of x and z only, it can be shown that
dax
R dx
x
where:
3w . . 3^w ,
a = —  and d„ = — T dx, 
x 9x ax . 2
9x
Therefore it follows that:
R  ^ 2x 3x
Similarly:
i a21 _ _ d W
R " " ^ 2Z dZ
(6a)
(6b)
... (6c)
From equation (6b) and (6c) the Laplacian Operator V 
in rectangular coordinates is thus:
w R R
2 2 
( 3 w 3 w % 
~ -v. — r + — r ) ... (6d)
x 3x' 3z‘
Also:
1 1 / 1
2 2 
3 w 3 w
RX R Rz n < z/ ' \ 3x 3z-
32w
3x3z
(6e)
Substituting equations (6b) and (6c) into equation (1) the strains 
become:
e = -y 
x J
32w
3x2
.. (7a)
A l s o :
o2
e - ° W- - y - j  ... (7b)
3z
.2
Y = Y = "2y r-f-- ... (7c)xz zx 3x3z
e = Y = Y = 0 ... (7d)
y yx yz
Substituting equations (6b) and (6c) into equation (5a) and (5b) 
give:
Mx = - „ (8a)
3x 3z
M = - D ( ^  + p £Z) ■■■ (8b)
dZ dX
The bending moments M and M are functions only of the
x z
stresses due to bending. Therefore the bending stresses a and a
x z
can be treated as independent of the in-plane stresses.
1.2.4 Twisting Moments
For the case where the planes xy and zy do not coincide
with the principle planes of curvature, the sides of element, Figure 6,
will not only be subjected to the bending moments, M .dz and M .dx
but also the twisting moments M dz and M dx as shown in Figure 5.
xz zx
The sense of the twisting moment M is in the same
xz
direction as the couple due to the shearing stresses t and is 
given as follows:
h/2
M dz = - I t y dy.dz ... (9)
xz I xz
-h/2
where t is the shearing stress in the xz plane as defined in equa- 
xy •
tion (2c). Substituting equation (3) and equation (7c) into equation (2c)
T = G.y - ( |fs_ ) ... (10)
XZ XZ 1 + y dxdz
Substitution of equation (10) into equation (9) and 
noting that:
h/2
gives :
M = D (1-y) { } ... (11)
xz i 3x3z
where D is the flexural ridigity.
From Figure 5, it can be seen that:
M = M = D (1- y) { } ... (12)
zx xz i 3x3z
1.2.5 Calculation of Stresses and Forces
The distribution of stresses ox and oz across the element 
Figure 7, due to bending can be determined by substituting equations 
(5a) and (5b) into equations (2a) and (2b).
6.M
(a ) = ... (13a)
x max. 2
6 M
(a ) = — f- ••• (13b)z max. , 2h
The shearing stresses parallel to the X and Z axes are 
obtained from:
^Txz^max. ^ ’^ ‘ { b x 8z } ... (1A)
The forces acting on the surface of the plate per unit
length are:
h/2
F = I o dy ... (15a)x J
-h/2
F2 = _ /  Gz d y  . . . ( 1 5 b )
h/2
F _ = F___ = J 0_  dy ... (15c)
- h/2
TKes«- o c ^ s s i  ov\s cvyfe. Z.5.KO . AVe- Co.Se v\ o SttffcHVvivyj
> Vv Va\<A<A\.€- *
dx
Y
FIG. 6 PLATE ELEMENT GEOMETRY
1.2.6 Free-Body Diagram
Figure 5 shows a rectangular element of the plate with 
the dimensions dx, dy, dz.
Acting on this element are the bending moments M , M and
X z
the twisting moment M . Also acting on the element are the normal
xz
forces F and F .and the shearing forces F due to displacements in
X z xz
the xz plane. There are also shearing forces Q and Q and the
X z
inertial force q acting on the element.
The plate is in dynamic equilibrium it is assumed that
rotary inertia can be neglected. Since the plate is in dynamic eq­
uilibrium, the sum of all the moments about any axis is zero and the
sum of all the forces in any direction is zero.
Summing the moments about the Z-axis
aM
M dz + (M + ■ ~,X dx) dz + M dx
x zx
- (M +
zx 3z
Q  dz dx = o 
x —
3M. .. 3Q
ZX dz) dx - (Q + dx) dx dz
x 3x
(16a)
After simplification., and neglecting the term containing
2l/2(bq.xy^ ) „ ( dx) . dz , equation( l6a) becomes :
5mx 5mzx
dx - dz - _ _ _  dz dx - Qx dx dz=0 . . . ( l6b)
Dividing by dx dz ;
*bMx /5m z x
 -------   = Qx ( l6c)
bx 'fcz.
In a similar manner, the moments around x-axis are zero; 
we obtain:
bMz _  btfax a
T)z z l6d)
The summation of aii forces in Y-direction is zero.then
^>QX *^Qz
+ q =0 ( l 6 e )
'bx
Substituting equations(lSc) and (l6d) in to equation 
(16e) and observing that Mxz = Mzx , we obtain :
t>2Mx d2Mz ^ 2M
 —  +   — 2   = _ q (l6f)
T)x2 "5z2 ^zOx
The substitution of equation (8a) , (8b) and (ll) into
equation (l6f) yield the governing differential equation 
of the plate;
2 2 k
*(W *bw
D ( . ' + 2 2 + — r r >  = q ' < l 6 s
'bx* b x 25z
From which the equation of motion of the system can be obtained. 
1.2.7 Strain Energy in Pure Bending of Plate
The strain energy of the plate is required in order to 
make use of the Rayleigh-Ritz method for determination of the fre­
quencies and mode shapes of latral vibration.
When a plate is acted upon by uniformly distributed bending
moments M and M the strain energy stored in the element of 
X z
Figure 6, is obtained by calculating the work done by the bending
moments M^dz and M^dx on the element during bending. Since the sides
of the element remain plane, the work done by the moment M dz is
x
given by:
^  M dz da ... (17)
2 x x
where
dx
da = —  is the angle between the sides of the element
x ' Rx
parallel to YZ planes after bending has taken place.
Since
1 _ 3 2 w
—  = ~ — r , the angle of da corresponding to moment 
Rx 3x X
M dz is thus given by: 
x
da = - (— 2 ) dx . ... (18)
3x
Combining equations (17) and (18) the work done by the bending
moment M dz is thus: 
x
i
- M — ^ dx dz ... (19)
2 x 2  
3x
Similarly the work done by the moment dx is
1 ^
- M — % dx dz ... (20)
2 z _ 2
dZ
Name the work done by the moments M dz:: and M dx equal
x z
to the strain energy du^ of the element is:
du = - ( M ——| + M — 7^  ) dA ... (21)
a 2 x . 2  z 2
dx dz
where dA = dx.dz is the area of the element of the plate of Figure 6
Substituting for the moments and M , given by equation 
(8), into equation (21) the strain energy du of the elements is:
cl
du = -  D 
a. 2
2 ? o
 ^ —  ) + ( ~ 2 ) + 2U ( — 2 • _ w
3x 3Z2 y - 2  2
z 3* 3z
dA
(22)
Equation (22) represents the strain energy of the plate
element due to the bending moments M dz and M dx.
x z
To obtain the work done on the element by twisting moments
M- dz, it is noted that the corresponding angle of twist da per 
xz xz
unit length is equal to the rate of change of slope 3w/3z with x.
Thus :
a2
da = - -z— ~  dx ... (23)
xz dxoz
The work done due to M .dz is:
xz
—  M dz da ... (24)
z xz xz
Combination of equations (23) and (24) gives:
M
xz
a2
( ) 
3x3z ’
dA ... (25)
For the work done and using equation (11) results in the 
following expression, viz.,
A similar energy component results from the twisting
moment M .dx so that the combined strain energy du, due to the 
zx b
twisting couples is:
. dA ... (27)
The total strain energy du of the plate element due to 
bending is thus given by the summation of equation (22) for du and
cl
equation (27) for du^. Thus
du = r- D 
2
.2 2 2 2 /  J2 J2
( --^ ) + ( ^  ) + 2p(^-f .
3x 3z \3x 3z ,
dA
... (28)
which can be written in the following form, viz.,
du = — D 
2
2 2
, 3 w 3 w x 2  , .
( — 2 + — 2 ”
3x 3z
2 2 2 2 3 w  a w  , a w  .
a 2 • 2 ‘  ^ 3x3z
3x 3z
... (29)
The total strain energy u of an element of the plate in 
bending is thus given by double integration of equation (29), thus:
■  \ f f
dA
- 2 ( 1 -  p)
3x 3z
.2
3 w
2 2 
3 w  ^ __3 w^
3x 3z 3x3z _
dA .. (30)
\FIG,;7 STRESSES DISTRIBUTION ACROSS THE THICKNESS
OF A PLATE
1.3 Polar Coordinates System
In order to deal with the lateral bending of a circular 
plate in the most convenient manner use is made of a polar coordinate 
system.
Such a system of'polar coordinates is shown in Figure 3, 
and the bending moments and stresses in the polar coordinates system 
are shown in Figure 8 and Figure 9 respectively.
ships between a polar coordinates system r, 8 and a cartesian coord­
inates system X, Z. These relationships are given in Appendix C, 
as well as the expression of the Laplacian Operator in the r, 0 
systems is derived. Making use of equations (2c), (3c) and (4c) in 
Appendix C and differentiating equation (5c) the following equations 
are obtained:
For the polar coordinates system r, 0, Figure 3,
shows an element of a circular plate located at a distance r from
the axis of length dr and at an angle 0 from Z-axis.
Figure 1C in Appendix C shows the geometrical relation-
3x 3r
3^w Sin(28) 3^w Sin^8
3r30 r 30^ r^
+ 3w Sin^0 3w Sin(26)
?3r r 30 r
(31a)
/D^Wv 92w 2a B2w  Sin(20) 9^w Cos2
v rj = — A Sin 6 + ------------- +2 2 2 2 
9z 9r 9r 90 r 90 r
+ jiti*. Sin(20)
9r r 90 r2 ... (31b)
2 2 2 
/9_w v 9 w Sin(20) 9 w Cos(20)
) 2 +
9x9z 9r 2 9r90 r
92w Sin(20) 9w Sin(20) 
2 2
90 2r 9r 2r
9w Cos(20) 
90 r2
(31c)
Making use of equation (31a) and (31b) the Laplacian operator in polar 
coordinate equation becomes:
and
+ (32)
w 2 ■* - - 2  2 '
9r ‘ 9r r 90
V 4 = (-^ 2 h-.-^) ( ~  + -^ f) ...(33)
w 9x 9z 9x 9z
and using equation (31) gives:
1.3.1 Bending Moments, Shearing Forces, and Shearing Stresses
in Polar Coordinates
Equations for the bending moments, shearing forces and 
shearing stresses in polar coordinate are derived.
Figure 8 shows an element of a plate bounded by two adjacent 
axial planes forming an angle d0 and by two cylindrical surfaces of 
radii r and r+dr respectively.
Assuming that the X-axis coincides with the radius r the.
bending moments M M A and M . and the shearing forces Q , Q n in 
r 0 r0 r 0
polar coordinates have the same values as the bending moments M , M ,
X z
M and the shearing forces Q , Q at the same point.
XZ X z
Substitution 0 = o in the equation (31) for
2 2 2 
3 .w 9 w , 9 w . , . r .
— - , — - and ---- gives the equations for bending moments,
9x 9z 3x3z
shearing forces and stresses as shown in Table 1.
Rectangular Coordinates Polar Coordinates System
-D
(35 a)
(35b)-D
M = (1-u) D(—  — —  
r8 V 3 r 3 0 (36)xz zx
(37a)-D —  ( -D
9x
(37b)-D
6(M )
(38a)
6(M ) 6 (MG) (38b)
9w
(39)-G.h. -G.h
r 8r80zx rexz
TABLE 1 COMPARISON OF RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEM AND POLAR COORD­
INATE SYSTEM.
#  TKese stresses a.re cx.-t -tWe ou.ter Su-v^cme^ *
er
Me
FIG. 8 BENDING OF A DISC ELEMENT IN POLAR COORDINATES
1.3.2 Strain Energy in Polar Coordinates System
Expression of the strain energy of a circular plate or 
disc in polar coordinates is obtained by the substitution of equat­
ion (32) and equation (34) into equation (29), with dA = r.dr.dS . 
Thus the strain energy du becomes:
du - f
r 3^w , 1 3w , 1 3^wN2 n r-i \ 3^w A  3w 
( — x + ------ + ~x  — x) - 2 (1-y) — X (- 3—
3r r 3r r2 302 3r2 r 9r
+ ~  ^ )  + 2 (1-y)
r 36
±  (± 3r V
3w
30
-i 2
r.dr.d©
.. (40)
Equation (40) gives the strain energy of flexure of an 
element of a circular plate or disc when the deflection w is a 
function of r and 0.
0FIG. 9 STRESSES ACTING ON A DISC ELEMENT IN POLAR COORDINATES
1.4 Derivation of the Kinetic Energy and Strain Energy
of a Rotating Circular Disc
In making use of the Rayleigh-Ritz method to obtain the 
vibration characteristics of a system, it is essential to derive
expressions for the strain and kinetic energies.
In dealing with a circular plate or disc the expressions 
for the energies must be obtained in polar coordinates r, 6.
The polar coordinates system is dealt with in section 1.3, 
and the strain energy of a circular plate is given by equation (40).
The problem dealt with initially is that of a circular 
disc of thickness h containing a central hole of radius b and the 
outer radius of the disc, as shown in Figure 2, is a. The disc is 
free at the outer edge, rotates with a constant angular velocity 
and it is rigidly clamped at the inner radius b.
Figure 3 shows an element of the disc of length dr at a
distance r from the origin and at an angular coordinate 0 .
The lateral displacement w is thus a function of r and 0 
in polar coordinate. Hence the deflected form of the disc can be 
represented by an equation of the following form:
w
(r,e, t) = W (r,0) Sin (pt + a) ••• (41)
where W. .x is a function of r and 6, can be written as follows: (r, 0)
is:
where:
W , , = y Cos (n 0 + 3) ... (42)(r.0) r
Therefore, the general form of the displacement function
w r q \ = y Sin (pt + a). Cos (n 6 + 3) ... (43) ^r ,o , t) r
y^ _ is the - amplitude of the displacement w.
p is the natural circular frequency of vibration (rad./sec)
n is the number of nodal diameters
is the angular coordinate from a nodal diameter.
a,3 constant.
Letting a = 3'= 0> yield:
w, v = y Sin pt. Cos n 0 ... (44)
lr, u, tj r
1.4.1 Kinetic Energy
The kinetic energy of a rotating disc is found, and the 
assumption is made that the disc vibrates with simple harmonic motion. 
So the displacement w at the point r, 6 is given by the equation (44) 
where yr is a function with coordinate r. The disc is rigidly clamped 
at its inner radius so that there is zero displacement at r = b ,
Figure 2.
Let c denote the velocity of the element of mass dm.
Thus :
c = w = = y p Cos pt. Cos n 6 ... (45)
dt r
Hence the kinetic energy T is given by:
T = |- dm. c2 ... (46)
The mass of the element is:
dm = hrp dr d0 ... (47)
The kinetic energy of the element disc is thus:
dT = -^  dm (w)^ (48)
Substitution of equation (45) and equation (47) into 
equation (48) gives:
p
dT = |
2 2 2 2 
hr (y P Cos pt. Cos nB ) dB dr .. (49)
The total kinetic energy T for the disc is obtained by 
integration with respect to r and 0, thus:
2 _ 2 
T = P P Cos pt
2n
27T/ /  <hr ^ 2 2Cos nB ) d (nB). dr
b 0
... (50)
The integrating with respect to (nB) make use of the
fact that:
27r/ Cos (nB). dnB = tj
2 _ 2 
T _ P tt p Cos pt
2n
h r y . dr  
J r . (51)
The maximum kinetic energy can be shown to be:
c/T = I h f .  r d r (52)
Where y is the maximum deflection as a function of r. Equation (52) 
gives the maximum kinetic energy of a disc rigidly clamped at the
inner radius r = b and free at outer radius r = a » With n nodal 
diameters, that is to say when the deflection y is asymmetric with 
respect to the centre.
The kinetic energy of the disc for n = 0 without nodal 
diameters is obtained in the following manner.
The deflection is independent of 0 and thus:
w = y Sin pt ... (53)
r
and the kinetic energy is
dT = i dm (w)2 ... (54)
putting | dm = 2 7T r . dr. h.p [ and | w = p y^ Cos pt j- in equation (54) 
yield:
dT = (2 nr r dr h p) (p2 y^ _2 Cos2 pt) . . . (55)
and integrating from a to b:
a
T = rr p p2 Cos2 pt J '  h r y ^  dr ... (56)
b
The maximum value of equation (56) is:
Equation (57) gives the maximum kinetic energy of a 
disc clamped at r = b and free at the outer edge r = a, without 
nodal diameters, that is to say when the deflection is axisymmetric 
with respect to the centre.
1.4.2 Strain Energy
When a disc is vibrating but not rotating the strain energy 
arises only from the elastic deformation and is given by equation (40)
When a disc is rotating it is also subjected to centri­
fugal tensions which do work against the inward displacement. Figure 
10 shows the centrifugal force arising from the rotation acting on 
a disc element of mass dm at the point p . The' total strain energy 
of a rotating disc is thus the sum of the energy due to elastic deform­
ation and the work done by the centrifugal force.
1.4.2.a Strain Energy due to Bending :
The strain energy due to elastic deformation of a disc 
element is given by equation (40). The displacement w of a disc can 
be represented as:
w = yr Sin pt Cos- n0 .... (58)
For the asymmetric condition the deflection is a function 
of r and 0 and in a given mode of vibration the disc will have n 
nodal diameters. From expression (58):
a2w
3r2
d V
dr
Sin pt Cos n6 (59b)
3w, a2w 1
( o + “  ao. 2 r dr
dr
) =
dy -i dy(_Jr +1 —x )
, 2  r dr 
dr
Cos n0 Sin pt
(59c)
,3 w 1 . 3w , 
3r2 '
d 2y.
dr2 r dr
1 P 2 . 2) Cos n6 S m  pt .. (59d)
= -ny Sin (n0) Sinpt 
30 r
... C59e)
3 w 2 / \
— r = - n y Cos(n0) Sin pt 
2 r
30
.. (59f)
Make use of equations (59) in equation (40)
D . 2  
dU = dU = -  Sin pt d y , 1  dy
, 2  r dr 
dr
^  yl Cos2 (n0) - 2(l-p)
ri!z ( I &  - i x  ) Cos2 (n6)
, 2  r dr 2
dr r
- (
■2 [*•dydr
9
^2 Sin (n0) ) 
r -*
r.dr.dS . (60)
The total strain energy of the disc is given by double 
integration as follows:
u„ = Sin p t
2 2 v2 2 
d y 1 dy _ n y \ Cos (n6) - 2 (1-y)
2 + r dr 2
0 b
r .2
d y / I dy _ n_y_
L dr
2 r dr
) Cos n0
( n 1*1 -  -2-  
r dr
r J
Sin (n0)). r .dr.d0
... (61)
Noting that:
27r 27r
Sin^ (n0) d (n0) = — / Cos^ (n0) d (n0) = —
n J  n
(62)
and integration with respect to 0 gives:
TT 7T _ .  2 / D
U1 n Sln Pt / I
, d y 1 dy
. 2  r dr
dr
2 2
y) - 2 (i-y)
2 2 
L l ( I  iz - 2_ v) -
. 2 r ' dr 2 y '
dr r
2 / 1  dy _ _y_ 
( r ' dr 2
r . dr
(63)
The maximum strain energy of the disc is thus:
U. =
7T
2n
a
B dy_ + 1  dy n^ N - 2 (1-y)
2 r dr r2 y J
dr
-d-JZ- ( I dy _ ) . 2 / 1 dy _ jy \ 2
2 v r dr 2 y; I r dr 2
dr r \ r /
r . dr
For the symmetric case:
(64)
w = y Sin pt ... (65)
and the corresponding equation to equation (40) is
du = du = -
( f f  + r If ^  " 2 (1'W)
dr
d w ^l*dw  ^
dr2 ‘r dr
. . .  ( 66 )
putting dA = 2iTr dr, then the total strain energy of the disc becomes
a
U = Dtt ( 4-2 + - ^ ) 2 - 2 (1-y)
dr
2 r dr'
dr
2 r dr
(67)
From equation (65)
—  = Sin pt ... (68a)
dr dr
y » Sin pt ... (68b)
dr dr
The maximum value of for this case is:
a
! - •  / » {< $ *;S)!
dr
b
, 2  r dr 
L dr
... (69)
1.4 . 2 . b "Ytf\ervtv«\ Energy due to Centrifugal Tensions, u
The centrifugal force F^ acts on an element of the disc 
of mass | m = ph r dr d0 j at the point pQ , distant r from the origin. 
Figure 10.
The energy du2 on an element due to the centrifugal
tensions is thus:
dU„ = F .6 ... (70)
2 c
6 is the total inward displacement of the element and is given by:
proof of equation (71) is given in Appendix D,
F = mas x Radial acceleration ... (72a)
c
= (p hr dr d0) x (r ft2) ... (72b)
where ft is the angular velocity of rotation in rad.» /sec.
Substituting equation (72b) and (71) into equation (70),
dU^ becomes
du2 = P h r2 ft2.dr.d0 j | f  ( ~  ) . d r j ... (73)
Putting w = y Sin pt Cos n8 and dw/dr = 4^ Sin pt. Cos n0
r dr
and integrating with respect to r and 0 given for the po^ewUoAenergy
due to centrifugal force for the disc is:
27r a
U2 ' P ^  / /  j h 'r2 /  (S )2 Cos2 n9- dr 1 dr‘C
o -b ( b )
... (74a)
(n0)
The integration with respect to 0 gives:
IL =
2 . 2 
tt p ^ Sin pt
2n
h.r
i
I
1 A 2
( £) dr
dr
dr ... (74b)
The m a x i m u m  e n e r g y  due to centrifugal force is thus
U = 77 p ^
2 2n
h.r2 /" ( ^ )  dr
•4 dr
dr ... (75)
For the axisymmetric case, the lateral displacement w is:
w = y Sin pt 
r
For this case,|m = 2n r.dr. ph|and F^ thus be comes
F = 2tt . r^. dr. p. h.fi^ 
c
... (76)
Substituting equation (76) and equation (71) into equation (70), 
thus :
dU2 =
_ „r 2
2 2 
nr .dr.p.h. /<!?>
b
dr
. (77)
The corresponding maximum value is:
= 7r. p . ft' dr ... (78)
FIG. 10 CENTRIFUGAL FORCE Fc ACTING ON DISC ELEMENT
1.5 Boundary Conditions
Figure 2 shows a circular homogenous isotropic disc of 
thickness h and an outer radius a .rotating about its polar axis with 
angular velocity Q. The disc is rigidly clamped at the inner radius 
b, so that there are no radial and transverse displacement on the . 
clamping circle. The outer edge at radius a is not constrained. The 
boundary conditions are:
a) Zero normal displacement w and zero slope at b
W (b) ' 0s
(b)
b) Zero radial displacement under the clamp at r = b
v ( b ) = u ( b ) = 0  ...(80)
c) Zero radial stress at r = a
a = o ... (81)
r (a)
d) Zero bending moments and twisting moments at r = a
M = o ... (82)
r(a)
83.
Mr0, N = o 
(a)
... (83)
e) Zero shearing force at r = a
Q_ = o (84)
(a)
The boundary conditions given in equation (83) and (84) are thus 
equivalent to:
n 1 re _
Qr \ 7  I T  ■ °
. (85)
Using the bending moments M in polar coordinates equat­
ion (35a), and the twisting moment M equation (36), the shearing
r 6
force becomes:
Q = -D V2 
r 3r w . . .  ( 86)
The boundary conditions thus become:
'w f 1 9w 1 3 w
-«■ + y ( -■
3r'
r or 2 2 
•r 36
) =
r=a ... (87)
and;
D ( 4- v2 ) + D d-u) <3r w 2 *
32 o w
3rae
1 3Wv
r3 96 J
r=a
(88)
84.
The boundary conditions for the disc are thus given by 
equations (79), (80), (81), (87) and (88).
1.6 Method of Solution by the Rayleigh-Ritz Method
The Rayleigh-Ritz method can be applied to continuous 
systems where the expressions for the kinetic and potential energies 
are in the form of integrals. The method consists of choosing a 
deflection function which satisfies the boundary conditions of the 
system.
The Ritz method is an extension of the Rayleigh method for 
determining the fundamental characteristic frequency of a vibrating 
system.
1.6.1 The Rayleigh Method
The Rayleigh method is a relatively simple method of cal­
culating approximately the first or lowest or fundamental natural 
frequency. The method, which can be applied to continuous systems, 
requires thatthe modal curve for first natural frequency is assumed 
approximately.
The Rayleigh method is used only to calculate the fund­
amental natural frequency, where the frequency of the constrained 
mode, based on the assumed modal shape, is always greater than the 
fundamental natural frequency.
Thus if a number of shapes are chosen, that shape which gives the 
lowest frequency will be the closest to the true shape. That is to 
say that the accuracy of the result can be improved with certainty.
The approximate frequency approaches the true frequency from above.
No such upper bound condition exists for the higher modes 
and thus no indication can be obtained as to the accuracy of the 
frequency determined from a given modal shape. Modal shape for higher 
modes can also be difficult to express in simple mathematical form.
Also since the Rayleigh method is an energy method based 
on the law of conservation of energy, it can only be applied to un­
damped or conservative systems. The method is based on the fact that 
the meximum kinetic energy T is equal to the maximum potential energy 
0-
The deflection of the system during a natural mode of 
vibration is required to be known in ordre to calculate the kinetic 
and potential energies. A dynamic deflection curve corresponding to 
the fundamental mode is thus assumed. If the correct dynamic def­
lection curve is chosen, the exact value of the natural frequency 
is obtained. If the assumed deflection curve is not exact, the 
calculated natural frequency will be higher than the correct value.
Thus, the accuracy of the Rayleigh method depends on the 
choice of the dynamic deflection curve. If the predicted curve is
reasonably close to the exact one the calculated natural frequency 
will be only slightly higher than the true value.
Rayleigh method can be used to calculate the lowest 
frequency of transverse vibration of the rotating disc clamped at its 
inner radius and free at its outer radius a as shown in Figure 2.
The natural circular frequency p of the umbrella mode,
n = 0, s = 0, can be obtained using Rayleigh's principle which
can be stated as:
T = U = U + U . .. (89)
Using equation (57) for T and equation (69) and (78) for
and respectively gives:
dr
r .dr.+ pft
a
b
(90)
Where y is the maximum amplitude of the assumed deflection 
curve, the functional form of which must satisfy the boundary conditions 
of the problem.
a 
>
88.
1V6.2 The. Rayleigh-Ritz Method
The Rayleigh-Ritz method can be regarded as an extension 
of the Rayleigh method. A limited range of admissible functions is 
used to represent the deflected forms of the system. The choice of 
these admissible function must be made with care if a good approx­
imation to the natural frequencies and modal shapes is to be 
obtained.
In many engineering problems the shape of the function is 
reasonably well known and the procedure can thus be very accurate.
The number of terms in the functional series can be increased to 
improve the accuracy of the results.
To obtain a full understanding of the Rayleigh-Ritz method 
a knowledge of variational calculus and Hamilton's principles.is 
required.
Hamilton's principle (45), is one of the most fundamental 
principle in applied mathematics.
Thus if:
L = T-U (91)
where L' is the Lagrangian function, then Hamilton principle 
states that:
f (L').dt ... (92)
taken between two fixed values of the time t^ and t  ^ is the stat­
ionary for a dynamical trajectory.
In general:
X.
X
A .
L' = /  F (x,t,y,y,y  ) dx ... (93)
'o
Applying Hamilton's principle gives:
12 xj
I = f f F (x,t,y,y,y ... ) dx.dt ... (94)
t1 xo
where F is a functional, and x., x are the inner and outer boundaries
1 0
respectively.
In the-above expression x and t are independent variables 
arid y is a dependent variable. To solve the integral it is necessary 
to have a knowledge of the functional form of the displacement y in 
terms of x and t.
In the Rayleigh method we assume one shape for the fundam­
ental mode of vibration. In the Rayleigh-Ritz method we assume the
the solution for y to be approximated by a series of functions satis­
fying the boundary conditions of the system in the form:
i=n
= X )  V i ( x > t )  • • • (95)
i=l
The functions f^ (x,t) should satisfy the given boundary 
conditions and a^ are undertermined parameters independent of x and 
t. These parameters are so determined that the integral (94) is 
stationary.
On substituting equation (95) for y into equation (94) and 
evaluating the integral we obtain an expression for I as a function 
of the parameters a  ^ . The inetgral is stationary if these param­
eters are chosen to satisfy the n simultaneous equations
-jr = O ... (96)
d a .
l
from which as many equations can be formed as there are unknowns a^ ,
a .  a to be determined.
2 n
On solving these simultaneous equation for a. the frequencies 
of vibration and the corresponding forms for y can be determined.
In this investigation the method is applied to the deter­
mination of frequency of vibration of circular discs.
The kinetic and strain energies of a rotating circular 
disc are derived in polar coordinates and are thus represented as 
functions of r.
Equation (94) can thus be written as: 
r.
I = J F (r,y,y,y,...... ) dr ... (97)
ro
where r. = b is the inner radius, and r = a is the outer radius of 
1 o
the disc.
The solution for the disc deflection y is assumed in
J r
the form of a series:
n
y = E  a .. f. (r) ... (98)
’* r - T  i i
r i.i
where y is a function of r only,r
The disc is clamped at r - b and free at the outer edge 
at r = a. For y we could assume an expression of the form:
2 3
y = a + a , ' (r-b) + a„ (r-b) + a (r-b) +
Jr o 1 2 3
+ a (r-b)n ... (99)
n
It can be seen from the above equation (99) that in order
92.
to satisfy the kinematic boundary condition, equation (79), y = y = o
at r = b, we need a = a, = o which means that function y = a + a (r-b)
o 1 o
• is not satisfactory.
We need a qudratic function with a first approximation of
the form:
y = a^ (r-b)^ ... (100)
T he boundary conditions of the problem equation (79) 
can then be satisfied.
In some the practical problems a good approximation is 
obtained to the fundamental frequency using only two terms, thus:
2 3
y = a^ (r-b) + a^ (r-b) ... (101)
• 2 3
The functions such as (r-b) and (r-b) should be as
simple as possible to facilitate the computation of integrals. Each
of these functions must statisfy the required boundary conditions of
the problem.
The two term functions for y given by equation (101) are 
used to calculate the natural frequencies and modal shapes of a rot­
ating disc for both the axisymmetric and asymmetric mode of vibrat­
ion using the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
CHAPTER 2
VIBRATIONS OF ROTATING DISCS
2.1 Introduction
Large rotating discs are' used for turbine discs and more 
recently for solar sails and optical and radar reflectors for space 
vehicles. This has led to renewed interest in the problem of cal­
culating the transverse vibrations of an elastic disc rotating at a 
constant speed about its centre, a problem which traditionally has 
been studied in connection with gas and steam turbines.
All turbine discs will vibrate to some extent when the 
period of the forcing frequency coincides with the natural period of 
vibration of the disc. This may result in serious operating problems 
and the vibration may arise in several ways.
One of the most common causes is the partial admission 
with uniformly distributed nozzle groups. In an inpulse turbine 
blades are fitted to the rim of the disc, and steam or gas is admitted 
to them from nozzles which are usually arranged symmetrically, but not 
always continuously, around the periphery. The failures appear to 
result in some cases in the blades making contact with the adjacent 
casings. This points to transverse vibrations and there can be little
doubt that the phenomenon is one of resonance between the periodic 
forces exerted by the steam or gas jets and the periods of free vib­
ration of the disc.
The disc is clamped at its centre, entirely unconstrained, 
and can vibrate transversely in modes which may be characterized by 
any number of nodal concentric circles s, crossed by uniformly spaced 
nodal diameters n. The natural frequencies for a disc of uniform or 
variable thickness, in some instances, will be seriously affected by 
the clamping which is introduced when the disc is attached at its 
centre to a shaft and rotor of considerable inertia.
The assumption made in regard to central clamping requires 
some explanation. The case of the stationary disc, discussed in 
this section, shows how the frequency varies with the radius of clamp 
ing b in the gravest modes having 0,1,2,3 .... etc. nodal diameters
The frequencies calculated in the gravest mode rise very 
rapidly with an increase in the radius of the clamping circle b/a as 
shown in Figure 11.
The problem of this section is to find the natural fre­
quencies and modes of free transverse vibrations of discs when they 
are rotating about their axes and when they are not rotating.
When a rigid disc is not rotating it has definite modes 
of vibration due to its stiffness of flexural deformation. A
95.
flexible disc v?hen rotating is in tension due to the centrifugal 
force and the tension is capable of affecting the vibrations when 
the disc has been disturbed from the plane state. When a disc is 
rotating the vibrations are influenced both by the tension and the 
stiffness. Since the tension in the disc is proportional to the 
square of the angular velocity Q it is clear that,' at low speeds, 
the main controlling force is the flexural rigidity, whereas at very 
high speeds, the tension due to rotation has an increasing effect.
First the frequencies of vibrations of a non-rotating 
disc, whihc has negligible centrifugal tension will be found.
Secondly, the Rayleigh-Ritz method will be used to find the frequencies 
of the rotating disc in which both rigidity and tension are .taken into 
account.
Discs of uniform thickness and discs whose thickness is 
variable will be discussed, in the axiymmetrical mode, in which there 
are no nodal diameters, and the asymmetrical mode of vibration.
0-5
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FIG. 11 FREQUENCY PARAMETER X = p ^ ph/D FOR A NON-ROTATING
DISC. THE VALUES TAKEN FROM TABLE. 7A AT n = 0 AND s = 0
2.2 Vibrations of a Uniform Thickness Disc
The determination of the natural frequencies of free trans­
verse vibrations of a circular disc of a uniform thickness, clamped at 
the centre and free at outer edge as shown in Figure 2, will be inves­
tigated by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
2.2.1 Axisymmetric and Asymmetric Free Transverse Vibrations of a
Non-Rotating Uniform Thickness Disc
The disc is stationary and clamped at the centre. The 
effects of rotation is considered to be negligible, that is to say that 
the vibrations of the disc are controlled by the rigidity only.
The modes without a nodal diameter and modes with nodal 
diameters are discussed.
2.2.1.a Axisymmetrical Vibration
The axisymmetrical vibration modes have concentric nodal 
circles but not nodal diameters and the vibration is thus symmetrical - 
about the disc centre and hence the deflection y is independent of 8. 
The transverse deflection of the middle surface can then be written as:
= y sin pt (102)
In order to obtain the frequencies by the Rayleigh 
method and the extended method due to Ritz, it is essential to 
obtain the expressions for the kinetic energy and potential energy 
of the disc and make use of the assumed deflection curve. For the 
case of n = 0, the umbrella mode, the equation of the maximum kinetic 
energy is given by equation (57), and the expression for the maximum 
potential energy is given by equation (69).
* A  A
Applying the Rayleigh's principle T = , then the funda­
mental frequency p^ is given by
/»[(&*?£
1 - b „a
r. dr
/p I (y2 .h) r dr
.. (103)
Substituting equation (100) for y^ into equation (103).the 
value of p^ due to flexural only can be obtained.
By referring to Figure 2, with the properties given in 
Appendix A for the uniform thickness disc and the ratio of b/a = 0.1114, 
p^ is found to be:
p^ = 0.546 y D/ph
The result is of the order of 55% higher than the exact
value of the fundamental frequency
p = 0.351 , D/ph 
1 v
given by Raju {15}and Vogel {16}, see Table 3b.
Table 2 shows values of disc frequencies whose properties 
shown in Appendix A for different values of the clamping ratio b/a, 
and for the first twelve nodal diameter modes using a single term 
solution for y . These results are about (45 to 55)% higher than 
the exact values. j^ Note: Tables 2 - 1 9  show the theoretical results
and are available at the end of this chapter in pages (131 - 207)J ■ 
In order to obtain a better approximation, it is necessary 
to apply the Ritz method using two terms in y as represented by 
equation (101). •
Using the equations for T and represented by equations
(57) and (69), then the Ritz system using equation (96) gives:
a
,2
3a.
i / 2 V 2P1 Pby D d y 1 dy V 0 ,. >.— |  + ------- I -  2 ( 1 - y )dr r dr '
ritz I &  
2
dr r dr ] r dr) = 0
i = 1,2,3,... n ... (104)
Substitution of equation (101) into equation (104) for 
the disc whose properties are given in Appendix A and with b/a = 0.1114,
gives:
3a" \ X ( (173*5) + (921-6) axa2 + (1250.717) a£2
(51.748)a1 + (496.545) a ^  + (1417.89) a£
where X =
p.px .h
is the dimensionaless frequency parameter.
and i = 1 and 2.
From the above expression the following two homogenous 
equations in the unknown parameters a^, a^ are given as:
31 = 0 j from which
3a.
X (347) a, + (921.6) a,
■  [•
(103.5) a + (496.545)
giving:
a 1 496-545— 921-6 X
a 2
3 4 7  X - 103-5
(105)
0 T
ond , 1 _ 0 , from which
d a o '
(921.6) ax + (2501.37) a2 (496.5) a + (2835.78) a2
giving:
a, = 2835.78 - 2501.37 X 
—  921.6 X - 496.5
a2 -
(106)
Equating equation (105) and equation (106) gives the second degree 
2
equation m  X thus :
X2 - 17.593 X + 2.291 = 0  ... (107)
The lowest root of this equation is:
X = 0.3549
and the value of the fundamental frequency is thus 
? ! = °-3549-
The result is a very close approximation to the fundamental 
frequency p obtained by Raju {15} and Vogel {16} being 1.11% higher 
than the exact values given in Table 3b for a uniform thickness, stat­
ionary disc whose properties given in Appendix A. Table 7a shows 
values of X for this case when n = 0 and for different values of the 
clamping ratio b/a using two terms of the deflected form for y^ in 
the Ritz method. The values of X shown in this table are about 
one to-four percent higher than the exact values obtained by Raju {15} 
and Vogel {16}. Table 8a shows, values of X for n = 0 and s = 1 only.
2 . 2 . I .b Modes with Concentric Nodal Circles
In modes with concentric nodal circles s the motion is 
independent of 0. Frequency and modal shapes can be determined by 
the Ritz method assuming a shape function of the form:
y = a (r - b)2 + a (r - b)2 + a (r - b)^ + .... 
r 1 2 3
(108)
The number of nodal circles obtained depends on the numbe 
of the terms of the above expression. If the first three terms of y 
are used, then three values of frequency for the first three nodal 
circles can be obtained, that is to say s = 0, 1 and 2.
Tables 7a and 8a show the values of the frequency param­
eters of a non-rotating disc with n = 0 and s = 0 and s = 1 respect­
ively by using a two term solution from equation (108).
2.2.1.C Asymmetrical vibration
The frequencies of the vibrating disc can be found by 
using Rayleigh method for all the integer values of nodal diameter 
n, and it may be expected to give a good result not only for the 
first frequency n = 1, but also for higher mode of vibration.
Using the Rayleigh-Ritz method not only the frequencies 
of the modes with nodal diameters only can be found, but also fre­
quencies which are a combination of both nodal diameters and nodal 
circles can be determined.
In order to determine the natural circular frequency p^, 
for this case, equation (52) for T and equation (64) for must be 
used. Thus p^ is given by:
2
P = 
1
I
+ - 2(i-p)
dr r dr r
ILI ) r?( I &  -lV
; 2 V j 2 J r “ 2dr r dr r \ dr r /
/ 'P j ( h r y ) d r  
b
... (109)
Equation (109) will give the frequencies of a non-rotating 
disc vibrating with n nodal diameters. The values of the frequency 
parameter X of this case are shown in Table 2 for the first twelve 
nodal diameter modes, that is to say n = 1,2, ....  12.
r. dr
In order to get a better result for higher modes with 
nodal diameters and nodal circles, the Ritz method is used, with the 
functional series given by equation (101).
Thus, the system of the Ritz method by using equation (52)
A A
for T and equation (64) for can be written as:
ttD
2n
+ I 1s . i l  )2
dr2 r dr r2
- 2 (1-y)
I' %r . dr oiiA
- J
(110)
Substituting equation (101) in to equation (110) and 
obtaining the parameters a^ and a^ gives a second degree equation in 
A.
Tables 7b, 7c, 7d and 7e show the values of A for the 
asymmetrical vibration with various values of the ratio b/a, and 
for n = 1,2,3 and 4, and zero nodal circle s = 0. Tables 8b, 8c,
8d and 8e show the values of A for this case for one nodal circle 
s = 1 and n = 1,2,3.and 4 nodal diameter.
In each case frequencies are compared with exact values of X obtained 
by Raju 115 J and Vogel { 16 j . In addition, it can be seen that the
values of X obtained by the present investigation are very close to the 
values obtained by Mote j 2 7 1 for the stationary disc. Table 4 shows the 
values of the frequency taken from Mote j27 | using the Ritz method for a 
uniform thickness stationary disc, clamped at its centre whose properties 
given in Appendix A.
2.2.2 Axisymmetric and Asymmetric Free Transverse Vibrations .
of a Rotating Uniform Thickness Disc
In case of rotating discs, the centrifugal tensions and 
the flexural stiffness are both operative. The difficulties of ob­
taining a solution are greatly increased, since the modes as well as 
the frequencies of vibration depend upon the relative importance of 
the two factors. The total potential energy for this particular case
A
is equal the sum of the potential energy due to bending plus the
A
potential energy due to the centrifugal tension .
Applying Rayleigh's principles, gives an expression rep­
resented by equation (-89) written in an expression of the form
2 U1 + U2
pZ =  * ... (Ill)
■ T (y)
^ 2 
where T = p . T (y).
It is evident that if the exact form is given to y the 
equation (111) will be exact.
We can write:
where is the natural frequency obtained by neglecting the effects 
of rotation. Equation (112) is represented by equation (103) and 
equation (109) for the case of symmetric and asymmetric vibrations 
respectively.
Similarly:
2 U2
P92 = --- -  ... (113)
T (y)
where p^ is the natural frequency of a rotating disc due to the cen­
trifugal tension only neglecting the flexural stiffness.
Thus, by Rayleigh’s theorm the square of the natural 
2 .frequency p is the sum of the squares of the frequencies represented 
by equation (113) and equation (112), that is:
2 2 2 ..... 
p = Pl + p2 ... (114)
. . 2
This equation provides a method of calculating p
2.2.2.a Axisymmetrical vibration
Applying Rayleigh's principle for a rotating' disc when 
the vibration is axisymmetric about the centre and n = 0, gives 
equation for p represented by equation (90) in which equation (57)
A A  A
for T and equations (69) and (78) for U-^  and are used.
Using the functional form of equation (100) for y 3
r
equation (90) can be solved with different values of disc angular 
velocity ft, and the values of p are shwon in Table 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 
5e, 5f, 5g for different values of h and b/a with ft = 0, 1000, 2000, 
.... 9000 RPM.
To obtain better results the Ritz method is applied using 
the-same expressions (57).(69) and (78). The Ritz equation is:
a
... (115a)
Equation (115a) can be simplified by dividing it into two
parts.
The first part consists of the non-rotation parameters 
represented by equation (104) from which the values of the frequency 
parameters X = p^ j ph/D due to the stiffness only can be found.
These results are given in Tables 7a and 8a.
The second part of this equation consists of the rotation 
parameter only given by:
a
3 * / i 2 2 \ ' 2p0 p h y  J r d r -  p ft
b
3a. \ 2
i v •M
= 0
(115b)
The frequency parameters due to the rotation only 
2 2
K = p^ / ft is determined by substituting equation (101) into
equation (115b). The unknown parameters a^ and a^ are determined by
3 j - 3 1
putting -r—  = 0 and -—  and a second degree equation of the 
3a1 Ba2
2
P2
frequency parameter K = — - can be found. The result is given in
ft
Table 9.
/ 2 2
The values of the frequency P = / P-j_ + p2 are 8^ven -^n 
Tables 10 for various b/a values and for different values of ft .
2.2.2.b Asymmetrical vibration
A similar method of calculation can be carried out for the 
case of modes with all integer values of n nodal diameter by using
A _ A  A
equation (52) for T and equation (64) and (75) for and respect-
Thus, the complete expression for p is given by equation 
(116) using the Rayleigh's principle.
Tables 6 give values of p for n = 1,2, ....... 12 with
ft = 0, 1000, ....... 9000 RPM. and for different values of the ratio
b/a and thickness h. These results are determined by using a single
2
term solution in the functional form for y = a (r-b) .
■'r
For the case of higher modes with nodal diameters and nodal 
circles, the Ritz method can be applied by using the two terms of the 
shape function given by equation (101) and making use of the equations 
(52), (64) and (75). These accurate results of p obtained for n = 0, 
1,2,3,4 with different values of ft and various values of clamping 
ratio b/a are given in Tables 11 and 12.
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2.3 Vibration of Disc of Variable Thickness
2.3.1 Introduction
In the case of a disc of variable thickness the coefficients 
in the energy equations will be variable. This increases the complexity 
of the mathematical splution. The thickness is a function of the radial 
distance r from the axis. The coefficients are variable with r and the 
solution will be lengthy.
Circular plates of non-uniform thickness are sometimes en­
countered in the design of machine parts such as diaphrams of steam 
turbines and pistons of reciprocating engines.
The need to understand the behaviour of turbine discs 
prompted the first investigation by Holzer into the symmetrical bend­
ing of circular plates of variable thickness.
The thickness h varies with the radial distance r either
hyperbolically or linearly. Prescott {33}, Stodala {41} ,
Timoshenko {42} and Wang {44} described the disc whose thickness is
~ 8
varying hyperbolically at any radius r and proportional to r , 
where 3 is a positive integer number, that is to say:
h = K r“3 ... (117)
and, K is constant
Y
A
FIG. 12 HYPERBOLIC CIRCULAR DISC OF VARIABLE THICKNESS, h = K r
From Figure 1 2 , is the inner thickness at r = b, h^ is
the peripheral thickness at r = a and h is the maximum thickness of 
‘ o
the disc at its centre.
Using equation (117) we obtain:
h2 =. K a ... (118)
h1 = K b ... (119)
113.
Dividing equation (117) by equation (118) and (119) we obtain:
... (120a)
6
and ... (120b)
Equation (120b) used by Mote {27} . He uses the Rayleigh-Ritz method 
to find the natural frequency of a variable thickness disc with B = 0.9.
The circular disc of linearly varying thickness is dealt 
with in references {42}, {51}, {52}, {56}, {58} and {59}.
Timoshenko {42} and Conway {51} cons-idered circular 
plates whose thickness variation is of the form:
that is to say the thickness is linearly increasing with increase of 
the radius of the disc from the centre to the rim as shown in Figure 13.
ymmetrical bending of a variable thickness circular plate in which the 
thickness h decreases linearly with increase of the radius from the 
centre of the plate, as shown in Figure 14, according to the following 
formula:
. . .  ( 121)
Conway and Ithaca {52}, analysed the problem of the axis
h = h (1 - r/a) 
o
(122)
114.
Y
FIG. 13 CIRCULAR PLATE WITH LINEARLY VARYING THICKNESS
ACCORDING TO h = b. (£)
1 b
Y
FIG. 14 TAPERED CIRCULAR DISC WITH LINEARLY VARYING THICKNESS
ACCORDING TO h = h (1 - r/a)
o.
l i b .
where h is the maximum thickness at the centre of the circular 
o
plate.
In 1977 Kunda and Basule {54} used the Rayleigh-Ritz 
method to determine the natural frequency of the axisymmetrical vib­
ration of a circular disc clamped at its outer edge whose thickness 
is variable according to the expression
h = h { 1 + ( -  ) j ... (123a)
o v a
= 1,2,3
and:
D = D [ 1 + ( |  ) I ... (123b)
where:
E 'h03
D = --  —  is the flexural rigidity of the disc at
° 12 (1-y )
the inner radius b of thickness h .
o
Thurston and Tsui {58} investigated the problem of a 
linearly tapered circular plate which is supported elastically on a 
central supporting stem as shown in Figure 15.
The Rayleigh-Ritz method is applied using the deflection
form:
IFIG.15 LINEARLY- TAPERED CIRCULAR PLATE SUPPORTED ELASTICALLY ON 
A CENTRAL SUPPORTING AREA
117.
y (r) = %  + air + a2r
... (124)
for axisymmetric vibrations. Equation (124) satisfies the boundary 
conditions at the origin:
S r r. r dr = 0 ... (125a)
dy
dr
r = 0
= 0 ... (125b)
Thurston and Tsui assume that the thickness h can be
defined by:
h = h = h 
max o
0 < r < b ... (126a)
h = h l - K (
a - b
b <  r < ... (126b)
for K = o, hi 2/3, 3/4, 4/5
Kovalenko {59} made a study of an annular plate having 
a thickness variation according to the equation:
h = h (1 - x) 
o
... (127)
where, x = r/r 0 < x  <1 (128)
That is to say, the thickness of the annular plate is linearly 
decreasing with increase of radius from the centre to the rim, as 
shown in Figure 16.
The circular tapered disc shown in Figure 16, using 
equations (127) and (128) is one of the configurations of the 
present investigation.
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2.3.2 Theoretical Analysis of a Tapered Disc
Figure 16 shows a disc of thickness h varying according 
to equation (127) and which is clamped at the centre, r = b.
The flexural rigidity D is proportional to the cube of the 
plate thickness h and is given by:
D = D (1-x)3 ... (129)
o
where x = r/r , and
o
E. (h )3
D = —  _  (130)
° 12 (1-y )
h is the maximum thickness of the disc at the centre, 
o
To apply the Rayleigh-Ritz we make use of equations (127) 
and (129) in the kinetic and strain energy equations.
At the inner boundary which is rigidly clamped r = r =• b
and thus:
ri b
X = P  = --- ... (131a)
1 r r 
o o
At outer boundary which is free r = r^ = a and thus:
121.
r2 3
*2 = -  = r  ... (131b)
o o
For the axisymmetric case we have that:
w / .n = y sin pt ... (132)
(r.t)
Substitution equations (127) and (131) into equation (57) for kinetic 
energy gives:
X2
T = tt p r 3 h p3 f  (1-x) y . x dx ... (133)
0 °  J
xi
Substitution of equation (129) into equation (69) for strain 
energy gives:
x2
U = -— | f  (1-x)3 | + - ^  ) - 2 (1-y)
r / ( dx x dx
° J
X1
( — | } x.dx ... (134)
dx x dx
Applying Rayleigh s principle, T = U , the frequency 
parameter A for the stationary tapered disc for modes without nodal 
diameter is:
P h o ro 2
D P1
• o
X2 ( 2
/  (1-x)3 ( i i  + 1^1)'
x. ( dx x dx
2 (i-p)
dx x dx
x dx
f (1-x) y^2 x dx
For the Ritz method
. . . (135)
Ba.
1 / (i!| + -  & ) 2 - acirwl i i  \ (1-x)2dx x dx x dx dx /
2 2 
- A y x (1-x) dx = .0 ... (136)
The solution of equation (136) is obtained by assuming
the radial variation in the deflection y in the form:
Jr
yr = a (x - Xj)2'* a, ” xi^ ... (137)
which is similar to equation (101) for the uniform thickness disc.
2 3
The two functions (x - x^) and (x - x^) must satisfy
the boundary conditions of the tapered disc given by:
123.
a) Zero -normal deflections and zero slope at the clamped edge 
when x = x, :
x = x.
= 0 (138)
dy.r \ = 0
dx I x = x.
... (139)
b) Zero bending moments at free edge when x = x.
y dy.
2 v 2 
r dx x dx
o
= 0
X = X.
Do(l-x)
2 2 
x dx x dxdx'
0
X = x.
.. (140)
. ..(141)
o  2
Equations (138), (139), (140), and (141) are the required boundary con­
dition for the axisymmetric vibration of the tapered disc.'TW
For the asymmetric case of the nodal diameter modes the 
transverse displacement is used in the form of equation (35). Thus 
the maximum kinetic energy equation (52), and the maximum strain 
energy due to bending equation (64), can be used for the tapered 
disc.. Substituting equation (127) for h and equation (129) for D
A A
into equation (52) and equation (64) respectively, then T and 
become:
144.
T =
2 2 a 2 
tt p r h p 
o o
2n / (l-x) ( , ) x . dx
... (142)
and
tt 'D
U
1 2n r 2
o
2
f .
(l-x)' ix + I iz . 2! y2)2 - 2 (1-p)
dx x dx x '
dj ( 1 . a! y) .
dx x dx x
n2 / I ±L Z_
 ^ 2 x dx x
x dx
... (143)
A single term in the functional series of equation (137) 
is used in applying the Rayleigh method and a two term solution is 
used for the Ritz method.
This functional form must satisfy the boundary conditions 
for the asymmetrical case given by:
(y) = 0
x = x^
c £  )
dx
= 0 . (145)
x = x-
2 2 
5 y , p ay y B y
2 2 2 
3x x 3x x d6
= 0 .. (146)
x = x,
D (l-x) 
o (1. v 2 ) + (i-y > (1 i_z. . i _  »zj
3x ^ x 3x 86 x 36
= 0
x = x,
(147)
Using equation (142) for T , equation (143) for and 
equation (137) for y^ _ the values of the natural frequencies obtained 
by applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method are given in the Table 13 for the 
case of n = 0 and n = 1. These results are compared with the results 
given by Kovalenko {59} for the case when the inner boundary r = r^ .
= b = 0-1 r^ , that is x^ = 0.1 is clamped, and the boundary 
r = r „ = a = 0 . 5 r  , that is x0 = 0.5 is free, that is to say when2 o 2 J
the ratio b/a = 0.2
The lowest axisymmetric frequency parameter for n = 0 and 
s = 0 is found to be:
D
Pl = 1 9 . 1 8 3 ^
p . h . r 
o o
and the frequency parameter for the asymmetrical vibration with
one nodal diameter and zero nodal circle is found to be:
P l -  18.45v / - ^
v p h r 
o o
using the two terms in the functional series represented by equation 
(137). The corresponding values of the frequency parameter for 
n = 0 and n = 1 obtained by Kovalenko are 19.2 and 18.47 respectively 
see Table 13. The results given by this Table are the frequency 
obtained by using a single term solution for y^ and are about 18% 
higher than the results obtained by Kovalenko. The values of the 
frequency obtained by using a two terms solution are very closed to 
that obtained Kovalenko. Table 14, shows the values of frequency 
parameter A for non-rotating discs, clamped at the centre, with 
different values of b/a and different values of x^ and x^ using the 
Rayleigh-Ritz method, for zero nodal diameter.
2.3.3 Vibrations of the Rotating Tapered Disc
In the case of a rotating disc the potej/iUolenergy due to
A
centrifugal force U is taken into account. The total strain energy
A
is the sum of the strain energy due to bending U^, which is represen­
ted by equation (69) for axisymmetric case and b y ‘equation (64) for 
asymmetric case, and the energy due to centrifugal force
and is given by
^  2 2
U_ = it p ft h r 
2 o o
(l-x)
/
(S) dx
dx
dx
.. (148)
for the case of .the axisymmetric vibration, and
x„
U.
2 2 
77 p 0, h r
________o o
2n / (l-x) x^ f  (~^) dx ( dx dx (X1 j
for the case of the asymmetric vibration,
... (149)
The natural frequency p of the rotating disc is given 
by equation (114), from which the frequency p^ due to the flexural 
rigidity only, and the frequency p^ due to centrifugal tension only 
are defined in the equations (112) and (113) respectively. In the
case of a tapered disc the frequency p^ and p^ can be represented 
by:
2 U2 2 
P2 = W  = K “ ••• (150)
where ft is the angular speed of the disc in rad./sec., and K is the 
frequency parameter due to the rotation only. The values of K for 
a rotating tapered disc obtained by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method, 
for different values of b/a are given in Table 16.
And
2 U1 9 Do
pi =x(?y = * (151)p h r 
o o
where is the flexural rigidity of the disc at the inner radius 
b of thickness h^ , and is represented by equation (130).
A is the frequency' parameter due to bending represented 
by equation (135) in the case of axisymmetrical vibrations whose 
corresponding values are given in Table 14.
The values of the frequency p^ represented by equation (151)
can be easily determined after finding the values of h and r .
o °
From Figure 16, we have that:
h h
o 1
r r — x, r
o o l o
from which:
h i
h = ■■■" ••• 052)o 1
similarly:
r r - x r 
o o 2 o
from which:
V
h = t— —  ... (153)
o 1 - x2
where h^ and h^ are the inner and outer or peripheral thickness 
•of the tapered disc respectively.
The taper ratio Ah can be defined as the ratio of the 
outer thickness to the inner thickness, that is to say:
h .
Ah = ... (154a)
h l
Substituting equation (152) for h^ and (153) for h^ into equation 
(154a), Ah becomes:
1 '  X 2
Ah = ■=--------------------------------------------- . . . (154b)
1 ' X 1
From equations (131a) and (131b) the value of r can be given as
o
r = —  = —  ... (155)
°  X 1 X 2
Using equation (152) to find h^ and equation (155) to find r^ and 
substituting them into equation (151), the value of can be obtained
Table 15 shows the values of h , r and Ah for different
0 0 r \
values of x^ and x ^  The values of the frequency p - A ------- ^
V  p h r 
o o
for a non-rotating tapered disc of outer radius a = 3.5M and inner 
thickness h^ = 3/16" are also shown in Table 15. These frequencies are 
obtained using a single term solution in the Rayleigh method and a 
two terms solution in the Ritz method for n = 0 and s = 0.
Values of the frequency p due to rotation only and the
/ 2 2~ . . . 
frequency p = + ^2 ^or rotatin§ tapered discs whose properties
are shown in Appendix A, with different values of the angular speed 
of the disc ft and different values of the clamping ratio b/a, are 
given in Tables 17 and 18. These results are obtained using the 
Rayleigh method and the Ritz method respectively. All results in 
both Tables are for the n = 0 and s = 0 mode of vibration.
In Table 19 the values of p2 and p are given for the case 
of asymmetrical vibration for n = 1 and s = 0.
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n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
b //a X
b,
/ a X b // a X b /la
*
A
0.276 0.5102 0.060 0.23020 0.186 0.5102 0.43 1.306122 •
0.642 2.0408 0.397 0.73469 0.344 0.73464 0.59 2.0408
0.840 6.61224 0.603 1.7306 0.522 1.306122 0.71 4.0
- - 0.634 2.0408 0.769 5.22448 0.82 8.16326
- - 0.771 5♦22448 0.81 8.16326 -
- 0.827 9.87755 - - - -
TABLE 3 a)cflLcuLflrei?VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS A = pn . / ^ r
Iv D
ARE GIVEN FOR A UNIFORM THICKNESS, STATIONARY DISC CLAMPED 
AT THE CENTRE AND FOR THE. ZERO NODAL CIRCLE MODE OF VIB­
RATION OBTAINED BY SOUTHWELL { 14 }
A = p^ '. yph/D for modes of vj bration n of:
ratio:.
of b ,
/ a
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
0.1 0.3453 0.256 0.458 1.012
0.2 0.428 0.393 0.518 1.040
0.3 0.551 0.5167 0.651 1.08326
, 0.4 .0.574 ‘ 0.7425 0.846 -
0.5 1.065 1.091 1.200 1.5102
0.6 1.684 1.7085 1.765 -
0.7 3.020 3.0612 3.208 3.4775
0.8 6.65 3.680 5.522 -
0.9 4.204 28.163 28.3265 28.7374
TABLE 3 b) EXACT VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS A= p1 =Jph
ARE GIVEN FOR A UNIFORM THICKNESS, STATIONARY DISC? CLAMPED 
AT THE CENTRE AND FOR THE ZERO NODAL CIRCLE MODE OF VIB­
RATION OBTAINED BY RAJU { 15 ) AND VOG%L { 16 }
Clamping
ratio
b /■fa
A = p^. /ph/D for one nodal circle and n nodal 
diameters modes of vibrations of:
2 n o n = 1 n = 2 n = 3
0.1 2.065 2.22857 3.0204 4.343
0.3 3.4775 3.6408 4.155 5.069
0.5 6.947 7.0775 7.485 8.163
0.7 19.510 19.673 20.0816 20.653
0.9 79.183 178.694 179.102 . 179.592
TABLE 3 c) EXACT VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS A = p . /ph/D
OBTAINED BY VOGEL {16} FOR A UNIFORM THICKNESS DISC WITH 
ONE NODAL CIRCLE.
ratio b , 
/a
Nodal di­
ameter Tl
Zero Nodal 
circle S=0
One Nodal 
circle S=1
Two Nodal 
circle S=2
0.1 0 0.3467 2.0707 6.0829
0.2 0 0.50408 2.6323 7.9211
0.3 O' 0.54375 3.4931 10.0142
0.4 0 0.7364 4.7771 14.3886
0.5 0 1.0632 6.9402 21.2072
0.6 0 1.6752 10.9283 34.6349
0.7 0 3.0161 19.5151 69.1643
0.8 0 6.8780 43.0572 155.4834
0.1 1 0.2861 2.2667 6.4612
0.2 0.3933 2.8281 8.0331
0.3 0.5350 3.6523 10.6676
0.4 1 0.7442 4.9524 14.4324
0.5 1 1.0850 7.0836 21.8598
0.6 1 1.7092 11.0697 35.2032
0.7 1 3.0610 19.6817 68.9695
0.8 1 6.9325 43.1534 158.9377
0.1 2 0.4605 3.0606 7.7404
0.2 2 0.5286 3.4853 9.8793
0.3 2 0.6523 4.2408 13.1906
0.4 2 0.8558 5.4445 18.9460
0.5 2 1.2011 7.5667 25.6918
0.6 2 1.8373 11.5019 39.5404
0.7 2 3.2067 20.0341 76.8347
0.8 2 7.1000 43.5861 162.3123
0.1 3 1.0161 4.3731 16.8874
0.2 3 1.0319 4.5521 19.0989
0.3 3 1.0877 5.1228 27.7458
0.4- 3 1.2247 6.2889 32.7416
0.5 3 1.5173 8.3877 38.8987
-0.6 3 2.1220 12;2726 55.8644
0.7 3 3.4832 20.7126 93.0449
0.8 3 7.3905 44.1783 174.6201
TABLE 4 FREQUENCY PARAMETERS A = p ^ V h .  OBTAINED BY MOTE { 27 } ,
USING THE RITZ METHOD. D
TABLE 5 VALUES, OF THE FREQUENCY p = ^ p ^  + p 2 IN HZ FOR THE
AXISYMMETRICAL VIBRATION OF A ROTATING DISC, CLAMPED AT THE 
CENTRE, BY USING THE RAYLEIGH'S PRINCIPLE FOR DIFFERENT VALUES 
OF fi, VARIOUS VALUES OF THICKNESS h AND FOR THE CLAMPING 
’ RATIO b/a OF:
5 a) b/a = 0.03794
Angular 
speed Q,
f 2 2
Values of the frequency p = jV-y + ^°T t*ie 
thickness h of:
(RPM) hi = 1/16* h2 = 1/8 * h3 = 3/16 "
0 295.729 591.459 887.188
1000 • 296.590 591.890 887.475
2000 299.158 593.181 888.337
3000 303.389 595.325 889.771
4000 * 309.215 598.316 891.774
5000 316.548 602.138 894.343
6000 325.286 606.777 897.473
7000 335.320 612.215 901.159
8000 346.536 618.430 905.392
9000 358.825 625.398 910.166
5 b) b/a = 0.1114
'fi (RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 333.043 666.086 999.129
1000 334^454 666.793 999.601
2000 338.653 668.909 1001.013
3000 345.538 672.421 1003.363
4000 354.952 677.307 1006.644
5000 366.701 683.537 1010.847
6000 380.569 691.076 1015.960
7000 396.333 699.881 1021.969
■8000 413.777 709.904 1028.860
9000 432.697 721.096 1036.614
5 c) b/a = 0.2
Angular
speed
Values of the frequency p = 
for the thickness h of:
/ 2 2 
/ Pi + P2
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 395.954 791.909 1187.864
1000 398.423 793.146 1188.688
2000 ■ 405.738 796.846 1191.160
3000 417.645 802.974 1195.269
4000 433.766 811.476 1200.996
5000 453.652 822.277 1208.321
6000 476.832 835.290 1217.213
7000 502.851 850.411' 1227.640
8000 531.292 867.532 1239.561
9000 561.787 886.535 1252.934
5 d) b/a = 0.3
' 2 2 ' ■
Angular Values of the frequency p = / p + p ' 
s s 0 d
^ for the thickness h of:
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1 / 8 h3 = 3/16
0 499.331 998.663 1497.994
1000 503.814 1000.921 1499.495
2000 517.030 1007.269 1503.986
3000 538.335 1018.725 1511.443
4000 . . 566.818 1034.060 1521.821
3000 601.461 1053.448 1535.061
6000 641.266 1076.670. 1551.089
7000 685.334 1103,485 1569.821
8000 732.897 1133.637 1591.161
9000 783.317 1166.868 1615.005
5 e) b/a = 0.5
Angular 
speed ft
Values of the frequency p = 
for the thickness h of:
/ 2 2 
A l  + P2
(RPM) hi - 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 ' 929.227 1858.453 2787.680
1000 943.440 1865.601 2792.450
2000 984.849 1886.880 2806.711 .
3000 1050.242 1921.821 2830.319
4000 1135.483 1969.698 2863.044
5000 1236.473 2029.594 2904.577
6000- 1349.683 2100.483 2954.546
7000 1472.295 2181.293 3012.533
8000 1602.153 2270.965 3078.083
9000 1737.634 2368.493 3150.725
5 f) b/a = 0.7
Angular 
speed ft
Values of the frequency p = 
for the thickness h of :
/ 2 2 
/ P1 + P2
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 2504.049 5008.099 7512.148
1000 2555.582 5034.063 7529.482
2000 2704.293 5111.164 7581.247 -
3000 2935.452 5237.144 7666.746
4000 3231.413 5408.587 7784.866
5000 3576.121 5621.337 7934.151
6000 3956.858 5870.904 8112.881
7000 - 4364.205 6152.811 8319.158
8000 4791.379 6462.825 8550.988
9000 5233.527 6797.103 8806.357
5 g) b/a = 0.8
Angular
speed
r  2 2
Values of the frequency p = y + ^2 
for the thickness h of:
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 5588.746 11177.492 16766.238
1000 5710.272 11238.746 16807.137
2000 6060.250 11420.545 16929.242
3000 6602.449 11717.275 17130.816
4000 7294.129 12120.500 17409.105
5000 8097.071 12620.016 17760.496
6000 8981.486 13204.898 18180.750
7000 9925.619 13864.348 18665.223
8000 10913.982 14588.258 19209.051
9000 11935.594 15367.518 19807.348
/ 2 2
TABLE 6 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY p = J p  + IN HZ FOR THE CASE
OF ASYMMETRICAL VIBCATIONS WITH n = 1,2, ...... 12 NODAL
. DIAMETERS AND ZERO NODAL CIRCLE FOR A ROTATING DISC, USING 
A SINGLE TERM OF THE FUNCTIONAL FORM, FOR THE RATIO b/a OF:
6 a) for b/a = 0.03794
When (n) = 1
a (r p m )
freq. p for 
hi = 1/16
freq.(p) for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 260.97565 521.95129 782.92688
1000 261.95062 522.43945 783.25244
2000 264.85419 523.90125 784.22827
3000 • 269.62396 526.32874 .735.85193
4000 276.16333 529.70837 788.11963
5000 284.35016 534.02234 791.02551
6000 294.04688 539.24792 794.56262
. 7000 305.10956 545.35925 798.72278
8000 317.39551 552.32666 803.49622
9000 330.76831 ' 560.11829 808.87195
When (n) = 2
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/16
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 302.76270 605.52539 908.28809
1000 303.60352 605.94617 908.56860
2000 . 306.11224 607.20703 909.41003
3000 310.24835 609.30261 910.81055
4000 315.94800 612.22449 912.76782
5000 323.12842 615.96082 915.27808
6000 331.69342 620.49670 918.33679
7000 341.53888 625.81506 921.93848
8000 352.55756 631.89600 926.07703 ,
9000 364.64313 638.71777 930.74512
When (n) = 3
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/16
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 / 1 6
0 634.76501 1269.53003 1904.29492
1000 635.16650 1269.73071 1904.42896
2000 636.36938 . - 1270.33301 1904.83032
3000 638.36926 1271.33594 1905.49951
4000 641.15869 ,1272.73877 1906.43555
5000 644.72729 1274.54028 1907.63876
6000 649.06226 1276.73853 1909.10815
7000 654.14844 1279.33179 1910.84351
8000 659.96826 1282.31738 1912.84351
9000 666.50281 1285.69263 1915.10791
When (n) = 4
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/16
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 * 3/16
0 1187.38867 2374.77734 3562.16602
1000. 1187.60352 2374.88477 3562.23779
2000 1188.24731 2375.20703 3562.45264
3000 1189.31934 2375.74316 3562.81006
4000 1190.81885 2376.49463 3563.31104
5000 1192.74414 2377.45947 3563.95459
6000 1195.09302 2378.63867 3564.74170
7000 1197.86304 2380.03174 3565.67139
8000 1201.05103 2381.63770 3566.74365
9000 ’ 1204.65405 2383.45703 . 3567.95850
When (n) = 5
n (RPM)
freq. p for 
h 1 = 1/16
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq'. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1919.31250 3838.62500 5757.93750-
1000 1919.45531 3838.69092 5757.98047
2000 1919.84351 3838.89063 5758.11426
3000 1920.50732 3839.22217 5758.33496
4000 1921.43628 3839.68701 5758.64551
5000 1922.63013 3840.28467 • 5759.04297
6000 1924.08789 3841.01465 5759.53027
7000 1925.80981 3841.87744 5760.10547
8000 1927.79443 3842.87256 5760.76953
9000 1930.04126 3844.00000 5761.52148
When (n) = 6
ft.(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
■ 0 2821.15820 5642.31641 8463.47461
1000 2821.24805 5642.36035 8463.50391
2000 2821.51953 5642.49609 8463.59375
3000 2821.97119 5642.72266 8463.74414
4000 2822.60352 5643.03906 8463.95508
5000 2823.41602 5643.44531 8464.22656
6000 2824.40918 5643.94238 8464.55859
7000 2825.58252 5644.52930 8464.94922
8000 2826.93506 5645-20703 8465.40234
9000 2828.46777 , 5645.97363 8465.91211
When (n) = 7
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3890.11621 7780.23242 11670.34766
1000 3890.18164 7780.26465 11670.36914
2000 3890.37842 7780.36328 11670.43555
3000 3890.70605. 7780.52647 11670.54492
4000 3891.16455 7780.75684 11670.69727
5000 3891.75391 7781.05078 11670.89453
6000 3892.47461 7781.41211 11671.13477
7000 3893.32568 7781.83789 11671.41797
8000 3894.30811 7782.32910 11671.74609
9000 3895.42041 7782.88574 11672.11719
•When (n) = 8
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5125.11230 10250.22461 15375.33789
1000 5125.16211 10250.25000 15375.35352
2000 5125.31152 10250.32422 15375.40430
3000 5125.55957 10250.44727 15375.48633
4000 5125.90820 10250.62305 15375.60352
5000 5126.35547 10250.84570 15375.75195
6000 5126.90234 10251.11914 15375.93359
7000‘ 5127.54883 10251.44335 15376.14844
8000 5128.29492 10251.81641 15376.39844'
9000 5129.13965 10252.23828 15376.67969
When (n) = 9
ft (RPM)
.freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
o 6525.66113 13051.32227 19576.98438
1000 6525.69922 13051.33984 19576.99609
2000 6525.81738 13051.39844 19577.03516
3000 6526.01172 13051.49609 19577.10156
4000 6526.28613 13051.63477 19577.19141
5000 6526.63672 13051.81055 19577.30859
6000 6527.06641 13052.02344 19577.44922
7000 6527.57422 13052.27930 19577.62109
8000 6528.16016 13052.57227 19577.81641
9000 6528.82422 13052.90430 19578.03906
145.
When (n) - 10
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8091.51465 16183.02930 24274.54297
1000- 8091.54590 16183.04492 24274.55459
2000 8091.64063 16183.09180 24274.58594
3000 8091.79785 16183.16992 • 24274.63672
4000 8092.01855 16183.28125 24274.71094
5000 8092.30176 16183.42188 24274.80468
6000 8092.64844 16183.59570 24274.92188
7000_ 8093-05859 16183.80078 24275.05859
8000 8093.53125 16184.03711 24275.21484
9000 8094.06641 16184.30469 24275.39433
When (n) = 11
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 9822.54102 19645.08203 29467.62109
1000 y822.56641 19645.09375 29467.62891
2000 9822.64453 19645.13281 29467.65625
3000 9822.77344 19645.19531 19467.69922
4000 9822.95508 19645.28906 29467.75781
5000 9823.18750 19645.40234 29467.83594
6000 . 9823.47461 19645.54688 29467.92969
7000 9823.81250 19645.71484 29468.04297
8000 • 9824.20117 19645.91016 29468.17578
9000 9824.64258 19646.13281 29468.32031 .
When (n) = 12
fi (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/x6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 11718.65430 23437-30859 35155.96094
1000 11718.67578 23437.31641 35155.96875
2000 11718.74023 23437.35156 35155.99219
3000 11718.84961 23437.40625 35156.02344
4000 11719.00195 23437.48047 35156.07813
5000 11719.19727 23437.57813 35156.14063
6000 11719.43555 23437.69922 35156.21875
7000 11719.71875 23437.83984 35156.31250
8000 11720.04688 23438.00391 35156.42188
9000 11720.41602 23438.18750 35156.54688
6 b) for b/a = 0.1114
When (n) = 1
n (rpm) freq. p . for 
hi = l/»6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 307.75031 615.50061 923.25085
1000 309.27710 616.26548 923.76099
2000 313.81299 618.55420 925.28943
3000 321.23047 622.35022 927.83130
4000 331.33612 627.62598 931.37830
5000 343.89301 634.34460 935.91895'
6000 358.64380 642.46094 941.43896
7000 375.32983 651.92273 947.92102
8000 393.70520 662.67224 955.34583
9000 413.54474 674.64795 963.69141
When (n) = 2
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 341.21167 682.42334 1023.63501
1000 342.58936 683.11328 1024.09497
2000 346.68970 685.17871 1025.47388
3000 353.41785 688.60754 1027.76807
4000 362.62762 693.37939 1030.97119
3000 374.13574 699/46680 1035.07520
6000 387.73767 706.83569 1040.06909
7000 403.22156 715.44666 1045.93994
8000 420.37952 725.25525 1052.67358
9000 439.01526 736.21362 1060.25342
When (n) = 3
• 8 (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 / 1 6
0 622.14734 1244.29468 1866.44189
1000 622.90393 1244.67310 1866.69409
2000 625.16846 1245.80786 1867.45117
3000 628.92444 1247.69702 1868.71191
4000 634.14551 1250.33691 1870.47559
5000 640.79590 1253.72290 1872.74048
6000 648.83154 1257.84888 1875.50537
7000 658.20166 1262.70776 1878.76758
8000 668.85034 1268.29102 1882.52466
9000 680.71741 1274.58936 1886.77344
148.
When (n) = 4
fi (RPM) freq. p for .
h i  =  1 / j6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1121.74463 2243.48926 3365.23438
1000 1122.16455 2243.69922 3365.37402
2000 1123.42310 2244.32910 3365.79395
3000 1125.51758 2245.37793 3366.49365
4000 1128.44336 2246.84619 3367.47314
5000 1132.19385 2248.73193 3368.73145
6000 1136.76123 2251.03516 3370.26953
7000 1142.13525 . 2253.75391 3372.08594
8000 1148.30493 2256.88672 3374.18066
9000 1155.25757 2260.43213. 3376.55273
When (n) = 5
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1 A6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 .1795.13281 3590.26563. 5385.39746
1000 1795.39502 3590.39648 5385.48535
2000 1796.18213 . 3590.79004 5385.74805
3000 1797.49268 .3591.44580 5386.18457
4000 1799.32617 .3592.36426 5386.79688
5000 1801.68066 . 3593.53495 5387.58398
6000 1804.55444 3594.98535 5388.54590
7000 1807.94458 3596.68848 5389.68164
8000 1811.84839 . 3598.65234 5390.99316
9000 1816.26270 3600.87695 5392.47754
149.
When (n) = 6
R (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/i6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 2629.19238 5258.38477 7887.57715
1000 2629.37158 5258.47461 7887.63672
2000 2629.90869 5258.74316 7887.81543
3000 2630.80420 5259.19043 7888.11426
4000 2632.05713 5259.81738 7888.53223
5000 2633.66748 5260.62402 7889.07031
6000 2635.63428 5261.60840 7889.72656
7000 2637.95654 5262.71148 7890.50293
8000 2640.63379 . 5264.11426 7891.39844
9000 2643.66455 5265.63477 7892.41211
When (n) = 7
R (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3619.73145 7239.46289 10859.19336
1000 3619.86133 7239.52734 10859.23633
2000 3620.25146 7239.72266 10859.36719
3000 3620.90234 7240.04785 10859.58203
4000 3621.81299 7240.50293 10859.88672
5000 .... 3622.98291 7241.08887 10860.27734
6000 3624.41309 7241.80469 10860.75391
7000 3626.10205 7242.64941 10861.31836
8000 3628.05029 7243.62598 10861.96875
9000 3630.25684 7244.73047 10862.70508
When (n) = 8
n (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 47^5.10742 9530.21484 14295.32422
1000 4765.20605 9530.26563 14295.35742
2000 4765.50293 9530.41211 14295.45703
3000 4765.99707 9530.66016 14295.62109
4000 4766.68945 9531.00586 14295.85156
5000 4767.57813 9531.45117 14296.14844
6000 4768.66504 9531.99414 14296.50977
7000 4769.94922 9532.63672 14296.93750
8000 4771.43066 9533.37891 14297.43359
9000 4773.10840 9534.21875 14297.99219
When'(n) = 9
n (r p m )
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6064.57617 L2129.15234 18193.72656
1000 6064.65430 12129.19141 18193.75391
2000 6064.88672 12129.30859 18193.83203
3000 6065.27539 12129.50195 18193.96094
4000 6065.81836 12129.77344 18194.14063
5000 6066.51758 12130.12305 18194.37500
6000 6067,37207 12130.55078 18194.66016
7000 6068.38086 12131.05469 18194.99609
8000 6069.54492 12131.63672 18195.38281
9000 6070.86426 12132.29688 18195.82422
When (n) = 10
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = U 6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 7517.75488 15035.50977 22553.26172
1000 7517.81641 15035.54102 22553.28516
2000 7518.00488 15035.63281 22553.34375
3000 7518.31836 15035.79102 22553.44922
4000 7518.75684 15036.00977 22553.59766
3000 7519.32129 15036.29297 . 22553.78516
6000 7520.00977 15036.63672 2,2554.01172
7000 7520.82422 15037.04297 22554.28516
8000 7521.76367 15037.51367 22554.59766
9000 7522.82715 15038.04492 22554.95313
When (n) = 11
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 9124.43359 18248.86719 27373.30078
1000 9124.48438 18248.89063 27373.31641
2000 9124.63867 18248.96875 27373.36719
3000 9124.89648 18249.09766 27373.45313
4000 9125.25977 18249.27734 27373.57422
5000 9125.72266 18249.51172 27373.73047
6000 9126.29102 18249.79297 27373.91797
7000 9126.96289 18250.12891 27374.14063
8000 9127.73633 18250.51953 27374.40234
9000 9128.61328 18250.95703 27374.69141
152.
When (n) = 12
n (rpm)
freq . p for 
hi = 1/.6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 10884.48438 21768.96875 32653.45313
1000 10884.52734 21768.99219 32653.46875
2000 10884.65820 21769.05469 32653.51172
3000 10884-87305 21769.16406 32653.58203
4000 10885.17773 21769.31641 32653.68359
3000 10885.56641 21769.51172 32653.81250
6000 10886.04297 21769.74609 32653.97266
7000 10886.60547 21770.02734 32654.16016
8000 10887.25391 21770.35547 32654.37500
9000 10887.98828 21770.72266 32654.62109
Table 6 c) for b/a = 0.2 
When (n) = 1
(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi - I/16
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 380.06445 760.12891 1140.19336
1000 382.63531 761.41760 1141.05298
2000 390.24634 765.27063 1143.62769
3000 402.61176 771.64966 1147.90601
4000 419.31116 780.49268 1153.86890
5000 439.85114 791.71704 1161.49097
.6000 463.72174 805.22351 1170.73901
7000 490.43683 820.89905 1181.57544
8000 519.55786 838.62231 1193.95654
9000 550.70313 858.26624 1207.83521
When (n) = 2
fl (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/\6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 411.04718 822.09436 1233.14136
1000 413.42542 823.28601 1233.93628
2000 420.47943 826.85083 1236.31738
3000 431.98029 832.75830 1240.27612
4000 ’ 447.58533 840.95886 1245.79712
5000 466.88306 851.38660 1252.85986
6000 489.43707 863.96057 1261.43848
7000 514.81946 878.58887 1271.50195
8000 542.63342 895.17065 1283.01563
9000 572.52490 913.59949 1295.94092
When (n) = 3
(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/i6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 644.06738 1288.13477 1932.20239
1000 645.58777 1288.89575 1532.7097 2
2000 650.12769 1291.17554 1934.23096
3000 657.62463 1294.96655 1936.76343
4000 667.97876 1300.25537 1940.30371
5000 681.06006 1307.02393 1944.84595
6000 696.71497 1315.24927 1950.38306
7000 714.77417 1324.90405 1956.90698
8000 735.06067 1335.95752 1964.40747
9000 757.39551 1348.37549 1972.87378
When (n) = 4
a (r p m )
freq, p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq,...p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1090.66772 2181.33545 3272.00342
1000 1091.56641 2181.78516 3272.30322
2000 1094.25757 2183.13281 2373.20166
o n n nJ U U W 1 A G O  7 0 Q G Q  «/ 01 fit; -576QC; * •/ / 3274.69922
4000 1104.95654 2188.51514 3276.79395
5000 1112.91333 2192.54297 3279.48584
6000 1122.56177 2197.45605 3282.77246
7000 1133.85864 2203.24854 3286.65283
8000 1146.75537 2209.91309 3291.12402
9000 1161.19824 2217.44238 3296.18457
When (n) = 5
fl (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 /16
0 1709.87866 3419.75732 5129.63672
1000 1710.45215 3420.04395 5129.82715
2000 1712.17065 3420.90430 5130.40137
3000 1715.03125 3422.33643 5131.35645
4000 1719.02832 3424.34131 5132.69336
5000 1724.15356 3426.91748 5134.41211
6000 1730.39722 3430.06250 5136.51270
7000 1737.74707 3433.77637 5138.99316
8000 1746.18921 3438.05664 5141.85352
9000 1755.70801 3442.90088 5145.09375
When (n) = 6
ft (r p m )
freq. p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 .= .3/16
0 2484.09717 4968.19434 7452.29199
1000 2484.49219' 4968.39160 7452.42285
2000 2485.67578 4968.98438 7452.81738
3000 2487.64697 4969.97070 . 7453.47461
4000 2490.40381 4971.35156 . .7454.39648
5000 2493.94482 4973.12598 7455.57910
6000 2498.26514 4975.29395 7457.02539
7000 2503.36133 4977.85449 . . . 7458.73535
8000 2509.22900 4980.80762 7460.70605
9000 2515.86279 4984.15332 7462.93945
When (n) = 7
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
. h3 .= 3/16
0 3406.94385 6813.88770 10220.83008.
1000 3407.23145 6814.03125 10220.92578
2000 3408.09473 6814.46289 10221.21289
3000 3409.52332 6815.18164 10221.69336
4000 3411.54492 6816.18945 10222.36523 .
5000 3414.13037 6817.48340. 10223.22852.
6000 3417.28711 6819.06445 . 10224.28320
7000 3421.01514 6820.93359 ,10225.52930.
8000 3425.31104 6823.08984 . .10226.96680
9000 3430.17334 6825.53125 10228.59766
156.
When (n) = 8
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/(6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 4475.80176 8951.60352 13427.40625
1000 4476.02051 8951.71289 13427.47852
2000 4476.67772 8952.04102 13427.69727
3000 4477.77246 8952.58789 13428.06250
4000 4479.30469. 8953.35547 13428.57422
3000 4481.27441 8954.33984 13429.23047
6000 4483.68066 8955.54492 13430.03320
7000 4486.42148 8956.96875 13430.98242
8000 4489.79883 8958.60938 13432.07813
9000 4493.50879 8960.47070 13433.31836
When'(n) = 9
n (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = l/\6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5689.45508 11378.91016 17068.36719
1000 5689.62695 11378.99609 17068.42188
2000 5690.14453 11379.25391 17068.59375
3000 5691.00586 11379.68555 17068.88281
4000 5692.21191 11380.28906 17069.28516
5000 5693,76172 11381.06250 17069.80078
6000 5695.65527 11382.01172 17070.43359
7000 5697.89258 11383.13086 17071.17969
8000 5700.47266 11384.42383 17072.04297
9000 5703.39551 11385.88672 17073.01563
When (n) = 10
ft (r p m )
freq. p for
hi = 1A6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 7047.27930 14094.55859 21141.83594
1000 7047.41797 14094.62695 21141.88281
2000 7047.83496 14094.83594 21142.01953
3000 7048.53027 14095.18359 21142.25391
4000 7049.50488 14095.66992 21142.57813
5000 7050.75586 14096.29688 21142.99609
6000 7052.28516 14097.06055 21143.50391
7000 7054.09180 14097.96484 21144.10938
8000 7056.17676 14099.00977 21144.80469
9000 7058.53809 14100.19141 21145;58984
When (n) = 11
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/i6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8548.92188 17097.84375 25646.76953
1000 8549.03711 17097.90234 25646.80469
2000 8549.38086 17098.07422 25646.92188
3000 8549.95313 17098.35938 25647.11328
4000 8550.75781 17098.76172 25647.37891
5000 8551.78906 17099.27734 25647.72266
6000 8553.04883 17099.90625 25648.14453
7000 8554.53906 17100.65234 25648.64063
8000 8556.25781 17101.51563 25649.21484
9000 8558.20703 • 17102.48828 25649.86328
When (n) = 12
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = I/16
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 10194.17773 20388.35547 30582.53125
1000 10194.27344 20388.40234 30582.56250
2000 10194.56055 20388.54688 30582.65625
3000 10195.04297 20388.78516 30582.82031
4000 10195.71484 20389.12109 30583.04297
5000 10196.58008 20389.55469 30583.33203
6000 10197.63867 20390.08594 30583.68359
7000 10198.88867 20390.71094 30584.10156
8000 10200.33008 20391.42969 30584.58203
9000 10201.96484 20392.25000 30585.12500
Table 6 d) for b/a = 0.3 
When (n) = 1
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 492.71094 985.42188 1478.13281
1000 497.25348 987.70093 1479.65308
2000 510.63867 994.50696 1484.20483
3000 532.19983 1005.74792 1491.76050
4000 560.99500 1021.27734 1502.27417
5000 595.97656 1040.90356 1515.68481......
6000 636.12463 1064.39966 1531.91602
7000 680.52563 1091.51587 1550.87964
8000 728.40210 1121.98999 1572!47632
9000 779.11353 1155.55615 1596.59961
When (n) = 2
C2 (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1A6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 526.33625 1053.07251 1579.60889
1000 530.78931 1055.20532 1581.03149
2000 543.34912 1061.57861 1585.29224
3000 563.66040 1072.11670 1592.36816
4000 590.92456 1086.69824 1602.22192
3000 624.23108 1105.16309 1614.80273
6000 662.66956 1127.32080 1630.04736
7000 705.40161 1152.95825 1647.88208
8000 751.69531 1181.84912 1668.22339
9000 800.93335 1213.76074 • 1690.98120
When (n) = 3
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 717.84460 1435.68921 2153.53369
1000 720.97009 1437.25439 2154.57715
2000 730.26611 1441.94019 2157.70605
3000 745.50208 1449.71582 2162.91016
4000 766.32385 1460.53223 2170.17480
5000 792.29089 1474.32275 2179.47949
6000 822.91638 ' 1491.00415 2190.79834
7000 857.70154 1510.48145 2204.10059
8000 896.16199 1532.64771 2219.34961
9000 937.84570 1557.38794 2236.50635
160.
When (n) = 4
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/»6
freq.~p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1108.08154 2216.16309 3324.24463
1000 1110.10889 2217.17725 3324.92090
2000 1116.16870 2220.21777 3326.94922
3000 1126.19604 2225.27588 3330.32666
4000 1140.08594 2232.33740 3335.04932
5000 1157.69971 2241.38428 3341.11133
6000 1178.87036 2252.39209 3348.50635
7000 1203.40991 2265.33203 3357.22412 .
8000 1231.11743 2280.17188 3367.25537
9000 1261.78394 2296.87451 3378.58789
When (n) = 5
n (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = 1^6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1671.56567 3343.13135 5014.69727
1000 1672.91016 3343.80371 5015.14551
2000 1676.93750 3345.82031 5016.49023
3000 1683.62842 3349.17871 5018.73047
4000 1692.95093 3353.87500 5021.86523
5000 1704.86230 3359.90332 5025.89355
6000 1719.30859 3367.25684 5030.81250
7000 1736.22656 3375.92627 5036.61914
8000 1755.54468 3385.90186 5043.31152
9000 1777.18457 3397.17236 5050.88477
When (n) = 6
n (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = 1/6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 2387.84033 4775.68066 7163.52051
1000 2388.78174 4776.15137 7163.83398
2000 2391.60352 4777.56348 7164.77539
3000 2396.29980 4779.91602 7166.34473
4000 2402.85889 4783.20703 7168.54102 .
5000 2411.26611 4787.43652 7171.36328
6000 2421.50195 4792.59961 7174.81152
7000 2433.54297 4798.69531 7178.88379
8000 2447.36279 4805.71777 7183.58105
9000 2462.93213 4813.66602 7188.89941
When (n) = 7
8 (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3247.57910 6495.15820 9742.73633
1000 3248.27100 6495.50391 9742.96680
2000 3250.34717 6496.54199 9743.65820
3000 3253.80420 6498.27246 9744.81250
4000 3258.63770 65oo.69434 9746.42773
5000 3264.84180 6503.80664 9748.50391
6000 .3272.40869 6507.60840 9751.04102 -
7000 3281.32910 6512.09863 9754.03906
.8000 3291.59131 6517.27539 9757.49609
9000 3303.18359 6523.13770 9761.41211
±Vc. .
When (n) = 8
n (r p m ) freq. p for 
hi = l/t6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 /16
0 4246.58008 8493.16016 12739.74023
1000 4247.10938 8493.42383 12739.91602
2000 4248.69727 8494.21875 12740.44531
3000 4251.34180 8495.54102 • 12741.32813
4000 4255.04297 8497.39453 12742.56250 '
5000 4259.79590 8499.77539 12744.15039
6000 4265.59863 8502.68359 12746.09180
7000 4272.44531 8506.12109 12748.38477 "
8000 4280.33203 8510.08594 12751.02930
9000 4289.25293 8514.57617 12754.02734
When (n) = 9
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/i6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5382.79590 10765.59180 16148.38867
1000 5383.21289 10765.80078 16148.52539
2000 5384.46582 10766.42578 16148.94336
3000 5386.55371 10767.47070 , 16149.64063
4000 5389.47461 10768.93164 16150.61328
5000 5393.22852 10770.81055 16151.86914
6000 5397.81250 10773.10742 16153.39844
7000 5403.22461 10775.82031 16155.20898
8000 5409.46387 10778.94922 16157.29492
9000 5416.52441 10782.49609 16159.66211
When (n) = 10
n (rpm)
freq. p for 
hi = l/>6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6655.14648 13310.29297 19965.43750
1000 6655.48438 . 13310.46094 19965.55078
2000 6656.49707 13310.96875 19965.88672
3000 6658.18652 13311.81250 19966.45313
4000 6660.54980 13312.99414 19967.23828
5000 6663.58691 13314.51563 19968.25391
6000 6667.29785 13316.37305 19969.49219
7000 6671.68066 13318.56641 19970.95313
8000 6676.73438 13321.09961 19972.64453
9000 6682.45605 13323.96875 19974.55859
When (n) = 11
a (rpm)
.freq. p for 
hi = I/16
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8063.02148 16126.04297 24189.06641
1000 8063.29980 16126.18164 24189.15625
2000 8064.13574 16126.59961 24189.43750
3000 8065.53027 16127.29688 24189.90234
4000 8067.48145 16128.27148 '24190.55078
5000 8069.98926 16129.52734 24191.38672
6000 : 8073.05371 16131.06055 " 24192.41016
7000 8076.67383 16132.87305 24193.61719
8000 8080.84863 16134.96289 24195.01172
9000 8085.57715 16137.33203 24196.58984 •
When (n) = 12
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 9606.05469 19212.10938 28818.16406
1000 9606.28906 19212.22656 28818.24219
2000 9606.99023 19212.57813 28818.47656
3000 9608.16016 19213.16406 28818.86719
4000 9609.79883 19213.98047 28819.41406
5000 9611.90430 19215.03516 28820.11328
6000 9614.47656 19216.32031 28820.97266
7000 9617.51758 19217.84375 28821.98828 '
8000 9621.02344 19219.59766 28823.15625
9000 9624.99609 19221.58594 28824.48438
Table 6 e) 
When (n) =
for b/a = 0.5 
1 ■
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/\6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 938.67969 1877.35938 2816.03906
1000 952.75159 1884.43481 2820.76074
2000 993.77258 1905.50317. 2834.87891
3000 1058.61450 1940.10913 2858.25488
4000 1143.23120 1987.54517 2890.66309 •
5000 1243.59277 2046.91992 2931.80469
6000 1356.20801 2117.22900 2981.31787
7000 1478.27954 2197.42334 3038.79346
8000 1607.65430 2286.46240 3103.78955
9000 1742.76079 2383.35596 3175.84375
165.
When (n) = 2
■fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 988-96960 1977.93921 2966.90869
1000 1002.33569 1984.65601 2971.39063
2000 1041.40527 2004.67139 2984.79639
3000 .1103.45190 2037.59375 3007.00684
4000 1184.87085 2082.81055 3037.82861
5000 1281.97656 2139.54346 3077.00342
6000 1391.48901 2206.90381 3124.21631
7000 1510.71216 2283.95117 3179.10938
8000 1637.52661 2369.74170 3241.29297
9000 1770.30176 2463.36133 3310.35547
When (n) = 3
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/(6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1134.10547 2268.21094 3402.31689
1000 1145.77979 2274.07080 3406.22607
2000 1180.11011 2291.55957 3417.92676
3000 1235.20874 2320.41504 3437.33984
4000 1308.45459 2360.22021 3464.33545
5000 1396.99634 2410.43262 3498.73779
6000 1498.12427 2470.41748 3540.33057
7000 1609.46777 2539.48291 3588.86475
'8000 1729.05420 2616.90918 3644.06299
9000 1855.29053 2701.97852 3705.62646
When (n) = 4
a (r p m ) freq. p for 
hi = . 1 /|6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1423.15601 .2846.31201 4269.46875
1000 1432.47656 2850.98389 4272.58398
2000 1460.08130 2864.95313 4281.91797
3000 1504.96460 2888.08545 4297.42969
4000 1565.64087 2920.16260 4319.05273
5000 1640.35864 2960.89453 4346.69531
6000 1727.29688 3009.92920 4380.24414
7000 1824.70923 3066.86865 4419.56445 ■
8000 1931.01172 3131.28174 4464.50293
9000 2044.81787 3202.71729 4514.89355
When (n) = 5
n (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 1871.73291 3743.46582 5615.19824 '
1000 1878.82935 3747.01904 5617.5673G
2000 1899.96021 3757.65869 5624.67090.
3000 1934.66504 3775.32520 5636.48828
4000 1982.23145 3799.92041 5652.99121
5000 2041.76074 3831.31055 5674.13965
6000 2112.24170 3869.33008 5699.87988
7000 2192.61816 3913.78662 5730.15234
8000 2281.84473 3964.46289 . 5764.88379 .
9000 2378.92627 4021.12451 5803.99512
When (n) = 6
a (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 2473.04541 4946.09082 7419.13574
1000 2478.42041 4948.78027 7420.92969
2000 2494.47754 4956.84082 7426.30762
3000 2521.01123 4970.24707 7435.26172
4000 2557.69629 4988.95508 7447.78027
5000 2604.10352 5012.90430 7463.84473
6000 2659.72412 5042.02246 7483.43164
7000 2723.99414 5076.21875 7506.51465
8000 2796.31641 5115.39258 7533.06055
9000 2876.08398 5159.42969 7563.03418
When (n) = 7
(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3216.64672 6433.28344 9649.91016
1000 3220.77148 6435.34180 9651.28906
2000 3233.14355 6441.54297 9655.42578
3000 3253.65918 6451.86426 9662.31445
4000 3282.16553 6466.28711 9671.95117
5000 3318.45703 6484.78320 9684.32617
6000 3362.28125 6507.31836 9699.42969
7000 3413.34766 6533.850.59 9717.25000
8000 3471.33789 6564.33105 9737.77148
9000 3535.91016 6598.70605 . 9760.97852
When (n) = 8
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 4094.80078 8189.60256 12284.40234
1000 4098.04883 8191.22656 12285.48438
2000 4107.78027 8196.09766 12288.73438
3000 4123.94269 8204.21289 12294.14844
4000 4146.47461 8215.56055 12301.72266
5000 4175.25977 8230.12500 12311.45508
6000 4210.17480 8247.89258 12323.33984
7000 4251.06836 8268.84180 12337.36914
8000 4297.76953 8292.94922 12353.53906
9000 4350.09180 8320.18555 12371.83984
When (n ) = 9
(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1A6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5102.68750 10205.37500 15308.06055
1000 5105.29395 10206.67773 15308.92969
2000 5113.10840 10210.58789 15311.53711
3000 5126.10547 10217.10352 15315.88281
4000 5144.24609 10226.21680 15321.96484
5000 5167.47656 10237.92188 15329.77930
6000 5195.72852 10252.21094 15339.32617
7000 5228.91992 10269.07227 15350.59961
8000 5266.95801 10288.49219 15363.59766
9000 5309.73828 10310.45898 15378.31641
ioy.
When (n) = 10
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6237.33203 12474.66406 18711.99609
1000 6239.46484 12475.73047 18712.70703
2000 6245.86035 12478.92969 18714.83984
3000 6256.50488 12484.26172 18718.39453
4000 627.1.37695 12491.72080 18723.37109
5000 6290.44629 12501.30469 18729.76563
6000 6313.67480 12513.00977 18737.58203
7000 6341.01660 12526.82813 18746.81250
8000 6372.41992 12542.75391 18757.45703
9000 6407.82520 12560.77734 18769.51563
When (n) = 11
fl (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 146
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16 '
0 7496.90039 14993.80078 22490.69922
1000 7498.67480 14994.68750 22491.28906
2000 . 7503.99707 14997.34961 22493.06641
3000 7512.85938 15001.78516 22496.01953
4000 7525.24805 15007.99414 22500.16406
5000 7541.14746 15015.97266 22505.48438
6000 7560.53418 15025.71875 22511.98828
7000 7583.38281 15037.22852 22519.67188
8000 7609.66113 15050.49609 22528.53516
9000 7639.33398 15065.52148 22538.57422
When (n) * 12
(RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq, p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8880,22266 17760,44531 26640.67188
1000 8881,72070 17761.19531 26641.16797
2000 8886.21484 17763.44141 26642.66797
3000 8893.69922 17767.18750 26645.16406
4000 8904.16797 17772.42969 26648.66016
5000 8917.60938 17779.16797 26653.15625
6000 8934,00977 17787,39844 26658.64844
7000 8953.35352 17797.12500 26665.13672 .
8000 8975.62109 17808.33594 26672.62109
9000 9000.79297 17821.03516 26681.10156
Table 6 f) for b/a = 0.7 
When (n ).= 1
n (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 2527.38477 5054.76953 7582.15332
1000 2578.45068 5080.49414 7599.32715
2000 2725.91504 5156.90137 7650.62012
3000 2955.38330 5281.79004 7735.35059
4000 3249.52832 5451.83008 7852.43945
5000 3592.4*9951 ' • 5662.95605 8000.46387
6000 3971.66699 5910.76660 .8177.74512
7000 4377.63574 6190.85742 8382.42578
8000 4803.61523 6499.05664 8612.55469
9000 5244.73242 6831.56250 8866.14844
171.
When (n) = 2
fl (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq, p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 =3/16
0 2603,24512 5206,49023 7809.73535 .
1000 2652.85107 5231,46973 7826.41016
2000 . 2796.39502 5305,70215 7876,22363
3000 3020,51367 5427.16797 7958.55371
4000 3308.87402 5592,79004 8072.40527
5000 3646,26709 5798.78613 8216.46680
6000 4020,36719 6041,02734 8389.18359
7000 4421.86621 6315,34375 8588.82813
8000 4843,95898 6617.74805 8813.56836
9000 5281,70703 6944.57324 9061,53906
When (n) = 3
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
o . 2747,52441 5495.04883 8242.57227
1000 2794.57031 5518.72168 8258.37305
2000 2931.18213 5589.14063 8305.59766
3000 3145.71240 5704.57422 8383.71094
4000 3423.54395 5862.36426 8491.86523 .
5000 3750.63574 6059.20313 8628.92773
6000 4115.25879 6291.42480 8793,54688
7000 4508.31543 6555.27148 8984,20898
8000 4923.00098 6847.08789 9199,29688
9000 5354.29102 7163.45605 9437.13672
When (n) = 4
Q (RPM)
freq, p for 
. hi = 1/6
freq, p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 .2981,38379 5962.76758 8944.15039
1000 3024.79492 5984,59082. . 8958.71484
2000 3151,44238 6049,58984 9002,26563
3000 3351.90479 6156.39551 9074.38477
4000 3613.91943 6302.88477 9174,39844
5000 3925,17871 6486,36816 9301.41016
6000 4274.94043 6703,80957 9454.32617
7000 4654.53223 6952.02246 9631.91797 ’
8000 5057.24219 7227.83887 9832.84766
9000 5477.97363 7528.22363 10055.71484
When (n) = 5
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for
b2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3324.92480 6649.84961 9974.77539
1000 3363.90576 6669.42578 9987.83594
2000 3478.22754 6727.81152 10026.91797
3000 3660.83887 6824.01074 10091.71680
4000 3902.16455 6956.45508 10181.74414
5000 4192.07617 7123.12305 . . 10296.33594
. 6000 4521.23730 7321.67773 10434.68164
7000 4881.71582 7549.60352 10595.85547
8000 5267.08398 7804.32910 10778.83008
9000 5672.27246 8083.31934 10982.51758
When (n) = 6
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/6
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 3792.26318 7584,52637 ,11376.78906
1000 3826.48584 7601.69531 .11388.24219
2000 3927.36523. 7652.97168 11422.53320
3000 4089.97217 7737,67676 11479.45703
4000 4307.32129 7854.73047 11558.67969
5000 4571.61230 8002.71289 11659.74805
6000 4875.21484 8179.94434 11782.09570.
7000 5211.26465 . 8384.57227 11925.07227.
8000 5573.89551 8614.64258 12087.94336
9000 5958.25488 8868.17773 12269.91797
When (n) = 7
n (rpm)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/j6
freq, p for ' 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 /16
0 4390.21484 8780.42969 13170.64453
1000 4419.80957 8795.26367 13180.53906
2000 4507.42969 8839.61914 - 13210.17773
3000 4649.79590 .8913.05469 13259.42969
4000 4842.08105 9014.85938 13328.07617
5000 5078.61816 9144.08594 13415.82031
6000 5353.54590 9299.59180 13522.28906
7000 5661.27246 9480.08203 13647.04688
8000 5996.75195 9684.16211 13789.59570
9000 6355.59082 9910.37305 13949.38867
When (n) = 8
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5119.98242 10239.96484 15359.94727
1000 5145.38184 10252.68750 15368.43359
2000 5220.83887 10290.76367 15393.85938
3000 5344.23340 10353.91211 15436.14453
4000 5512.34766 10441.67773 15495.15234
5000 5721.24121 10553.44727 15570.68945
6000 5966.63086 10688.46680 15662.51563
7000 6244.21582 10845.86914 15770.35156'
8000 6549.90625 11024.69531 15893.86719
9000 6879.95410 11223.92188 16032.70117
When (n) = 9
n (r p m ) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h 2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5979.70508 11959.41016 17939.11719
1000 6001.46680 11970.30664 17946.38281
2000 6066.28516 12002.94459 17968.16016
3000 6172.80176 12057.11914 18004.40234
4000 6318.91113 12132.57031 18055.01563
5000 6501.94238 12228.89453 18119.88672
6000' 6718.87988 12345.60352 18198.85547
7000 6966.55566 12482.12695 18291.74219
8000 7241.81836 12637.82227 18398.33984
9000 . 7541.64648 12811.98828 18518.40625
When (n) = 10
fi (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6966.40820 13932.81641 20899.22266
1000 6985.09668 13942.16992 20905.46094
2000 7040.86523 13970.19336 20924.16016
3000 7132.84375 14016.77539 20955.28906
4000 7259.65625 14081.73047 20998.79297
5000 7419.51660 14164.80664 21054.59375
6000 7610.34277 14265.68750 21122.59375
7000 7829.87012 14383.99805 21202.67578
8000 8075.75977 14519.31250 21294.70703
9000 8345.67969 14671.16016 21398.53125
When (n) = 11
n (rpm)
freq. p for 
hi = 1/(6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8077.06738 16154.13477 24231.20313
1000 . 8093.19141 16162.20313 24236.58023
2000 8141.37305 16186.38281 24252.71484
3000 8221.04688 16226.60352 24279.57422
4000 8331.31250 16282.74609 24317.13281
5000 8470.97266 16354.64648 24365.33594
6000 8638.60352 16442.09375 24424.11719
7000 8832.61133 16544.84766 24493.41016
8000 9051.30078 16662.62500 24573.11719
9000 9292.92969 16795.10547 24663.14453
176.
When (n) = 12
ft (r p m ) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 9309.04102 18618.08203 27927.12500
1000 9323.03516 18625.08203 27931.79297
2000 9364.89063 18646.07031 27945.78906
3000 9434.23828 18680.99609 27969.10547
4000 9530.47852 18729.78125 28001.71484
5000 9652.80469 18792.32031 28043.58594 -
6000 9800.24023 ' 18868.47656 28094.67188
7000 9971.67188 18958.08594 28154.93359
8000 10165.88867 19060.95703 28224.30078
9000 10381.60938 19176.87500 28302.71875
Table 6 g) for b/a = 0 . 8
When (n) = 1
ft (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = 1/|6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5618.30469 11236.60938 16854.91406
1000 5739.20508 11297.54297 16895.59766
2000 6087.51953 11478.41016 17017.06641
3000 6627.48828 11773.68359 17217.61719
4000 7316.80078 12175.03906 17494.52344
5000 8117.50098 12672.40625 17844.23047
6000 8999.90820 13254.97656 18262.55859
7000 9942.29297 13912.05273 18744.91797
8000 10929.14648 14633.60156 19286.50000
9000 11949.46289 15410.57031 19882.46484
177.
When (n) = 2
n (r p m )
freq, p for 
hi = l/t6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5709.06445 11418.12891 17127.19531
1000 5828,08301 11478.09961 17167.23438
2000 - 6171.38379 11656.16602 17286.79688
3000 6704.60059 11947.04688 17484.25000
4000 7386.72070 12342.76758 17756.99609
3000 8180.58008 12833.63281 18101.63672
6000 9056.84375 13409.20117 18514.15234
7000 9993.86133 14059.07227 18990.11719
8000 10976.08008 14773.44141 19524.89844
9000 11992.40234 15543.42188 20113.80469
When (n) = 3
n (rpm)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 5866.94336 11733.88672 17600.83203
1000 5982.82227 11792.25195 17639.79297
2000 6317.71973 11965.64453 17756.17578
3000 6839.53809 12249.17773 17948.46484
4000 7509.41113 12635.43945 18214.26563
5000 8291.53125 13115.35742 18550.41016
6000 9157.18555 13679.07617 18953.16016
7000 10084.88281 14316.70117 19418.36719
8000 11059.02148 15018.82227 19941.66797
9000 12068.35938 15776.83203 20518.61328
When (n) = 4
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6100.76660 12201.53320 18302.29688
1000 6212.28516 12257.67188 18339.77344
2000 6535.43457 12424.57031 18451.73828
3000 7041.13672 12697.85938 . 18636.85547
4000 7693.47656 13070.86914 18892.96875
5000 8458.59570 13535.35742 19217.24609
6000 9308.72461 14082.27344 19606.30469
7000 10222.67969 14702.42188 20056.36719 '
8000 11184.82422 15386.95313 20563.43750
9000 12183.74609 16127.66796 21123.41016
When (n) = 5
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 6420.91113 12841.82227 19262.73438
1000 6526.96191 12895.17383 19298.34375
2000 . 6835.25098 13053.92383 19404.77734
3000 7320.26953 13314.30078 19580.88672
4000 7949.73730 13670.50195 19824.80859
5000 8692.32813 14115.27148 20134.08594
6000 9521.61328 14640.53906 20505.75391
7000 10416.90625 15237.98633 20936.49219
8000 11362.61523 15899.47461 21422.73828
9000 12347.16211 16617.35938 21960.80859
When (n) = 6
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = 1 /|6
freq. p for 
h2 =.1/8 .
freq. p for 
.h3 = 3/16
0 6837.79492 13675.58984 20513.38281
1000 6937.47559 13725.70117 20546.82422
2000 7228.27734 13874.95117 20646.82813
3000 7688.54297 14120.19727 20812.42578
4000 8290.09375 14456.55469 21042.07813
5000 9004.66016 14877.84180 21333.71484
6000 9807.57031 15377.08594 21684.83203
7000 10678.91602 15946.96094 22092.59375.
8000 11603.29102 16580.18750 22553.93359
9000 12569.00000 17269.80078 23065.62891
When (n) = 7
ft (RPM)
freq. p for 
hi = l/<6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3 / 1 6
0 7360.57129 14721.14258 22081.71094
1000 7453.26367 14767.70703 22112.78125
2000 7724.67188 14906.52734 22205.73047
3000 8156.97656 15135.06641 22359.78906
4000 8726.29492 15449.34375 22573.70703
5000 9407.78906 15844.25781 22845.79688
6000 10178.94922 16313.95313 23174.01563
7.000 11020.97266 16852.17578 23556.01563
8000 11918.84766 17452.58984 23989.22656
9000 12860.88281 18109.01172 24470.92578
180.
When (n) = 8
n (rpm) freq, p for 
hi = l/\6
freq, p for 
. . h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16 .
0 7996.30957 ..15992.61914.. .23988.92969 .
1000 8081.81289 16035.49023 24017.53125
2000 8332.67578 16163.42578 24103.13672
3000 8734.94141 16374.43359 24245.14063
4000 9268.82813 16665.35156 24442.56250
5000 9913.09375 17032,09375 . ,24694.07031 .
6000 10647.72070 17469.88281 24998.03125
7000 11455.33789 17973.52344 . . .25352.56250.-
8000 12321.60156 18537.65625 25755.57422
9000 13235.00195 19156.93359 . 26204.82813 .
When (n) = 9
Q (RPM) freq. p for 
hi = l/t6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 8749.73633 17499.47266 26249.21094
1000 8827.85547 17538.66016 26275.35156
2000 9058.16992 17655.71094 26353.62500
3000 9429.53516 17849.08203 26483.56641
4000 9926.13281 18116.33984 26664.41797
5000 10530.25977 18454.26953 26895.15625
6000 11224.56836 18859.07031 27174.51172
7000 11993.40430 19326.54688 . 27500.99609
8000 12823.37109 19852.26563 27872.96094
9000 13703.36523 20431.73438, 28288.60547
181.
When (n) = 10
fl (RPM)
freq, p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 9623.45898. 19246.91797 28870.37500
1000 9694.53906 19282.55469 28894.14453
2000 9904.72070 19389.07813 28965.33984
3000 10245.44727 19565.32813 29083.61719
4000 10704.25977 19809.44141 29248.39844
5000 11266.74023 20118.95313 29458.90234
6000 11918.22070 20490.89453 29714.16406
7000 12644.95117 20921.94141 30013.03516 .
8000 13434.72656 21408.51953 30354.23047
9000 14277.08789 21946.93750 30736.34375
When (n) = 11
n (rpm) freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 10618.41211 21236.82422 31855.23438
• 1000 10682.87305 21269.12500 31876.77734
2000 10873.97070 21365.74609 31941.32813
3000 11185.20898 21525.82031 32048.62109
4000 11606.93359 21747.94141 32198.23047
5000 12127.61914 22030.23047 32389.57031
6000 12735.13672 22370.41797 32621.90625
7000 13417.69336 22765.90625 32894.36719
8000 14164.44922 23213.86719 33205.96875
9000 14965.79492 23711.32422 33555.62500
When (n) = 12
n (r p m )
freq. p for 
hi = l/,6
freq. p for 
h2 = 1/8
freq. p for 
h3 = 3/16
0 11734.40039 23468.80078 35203.19531
1000 11792.76367 23498.03516 35222.69531
2000 11966.14648 23585.52734 35281.12500
3000 12249.66797 23730.62891 35378.28906
4000 12635.91602 23932.29297 35513.87500
3000 13115.81641 24189.10938 35687.43750 .
6000 13679.51463 24499.33594 35898.43750
7000 14317.12109 24860.98047 36146.21094
8000 15019.22266 25271.8,3203 36430.01563
9000 15777.21289 25729.53125 36749.00000
183.
TABLE 7 COMPARISON OF THE DIMENSIONLESS FREQUENCY PARAMETER 
. A *= .p ^ ph/D OBTAINED BY THE RITZ METHOD WITH THE 
EXACT VALUES OBTAINED BY RAJU {15} AND VOGEL {16} .
7 a) mode of vibration n = 0
clamping ratio 
b/a
theoretical values of 
A obtained by the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained by Ref. 
{15} or {16}.
0.0379 0.339 0.324
0.1114 0.3549 0.351
0.2 0.438 0.428
0.3 0.565 0.551
0.5 1.079 1.065
0.7 3.056 3.02
0.8 6.961 6.65
7 b) mode of vibration n = 1
clamping ratio 
b/a
theoretical values of 
A obtained by the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained by Ref. 
{15} or {16}.
0.0379 0.270 0.255
0.114 0.284 0.260
0.2 0.401 0.393
0.3 0.534 0.5167.
0.5 1.098 1.091
0.7 3.093 3.0612
0.8 7.037 3.680
7 c) mode of vibration n = 2
clamping ratio 
b/a
theoretical values of 
A obtained by the pre­
sent investigation
exact values ofA 
obtained by Ref. 
{15} or {16}.
0.0379 0.444 0.440
0.1114 0.475 0.465
0.2 0.531 0.518
0.3 0.676 0.651
0.5 1.221 1.200
0.7 3.252 3.208
0.8 7.212 5.522
7 d) mode of vibration n = 3
clamping ratio 
b/a
theoretical values of 
A obtained by the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained by. Ref. 
{15} or {16}.
0.0379 ... 1.034 . 1.030
0.1114 1.03548 1.032
0.2 1.046 1.040
0.3 1.0954 1.08326
0.5 1.533 1.5102
0.7 3.521 3.4775
0.8 7.511 -
7 e) mode of vibration n = 4
clamping ratio 
b/a
theoretical vlaues of 
X obtained by the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of X 
obtained by Ref. 
{15} or {16}.
0.0379 1.7908 -
0.1114 1.797 -
0.2 1.805 -
0.3 1.813 -
0.5 2.215 -
0.7 3.712 -
0.8 7.968 -
Footnote: (1) These values are about 1 to 4 percent higher than the 
exact values 'm Tcxbie-s n b ^  7 c. emcl v d
(2) All values are for the zero nodal circles s = 0
TABLE 8 COMPARISON OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS X OBTAINED BY THE
RITZ METHOD USING TWO TERMS SOLUTION OF y WITH THE EXACT
r
VALUES OBTAINED BY VOGEL {16 } FOR MODES OF VIBRATION WITH 
ONE NODAL CIRCLE s = 1 , AND WITH n NODAL DIAMETER OF:
8 a) modes of vibration n = 0
ratio of b/a theoretical values of 
X obtained by Ritz 
method from the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of X 
obtained from paper 
of Vogel {16}
0.0379 2.350 -
0.1114 4.078 2.150
0.2 5.06
0.3 6.130 3.4775
0.5 11.115 6.947
0.7 32.3 19.510 '
0.8 77.7 -
8 b) modes of vibration n = 1
ratio of b/a theoretical values of 
X obtained by Ritz 
method from the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of X 
obtained from paper 
of Voge.l {16}.
0.0379 3.758
. 0.1114 ........ - 4,20 2.310 -
0.2 5.231 -
0.3 6.549 3.6408
0.5 11.531 7.0775
0,7 33.447 19.673
0.8 78.530
8 c) inodes of vibration n = 2
ratio of b/a theoretical values of 
A obtained by Ritz 
method from the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained from paper 
of Vogel {16}.
0.0379 ...... 4,190 -
o.iii4 : 4.669 3,065
0.2 5.521 -
0.3 ....... 6.881 4.155
0.5 11.6 7.485
0.7 34.12 20.0816
0.8 86.285 -
8 d) inodes of vibration n = 3
ratio of b/a theoretical values of 
A obtained by Ritz 
method from the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained from paper 
of Vogel {16}.
0.0379 ......... 5.316 -
0.1114 5.547 4.388
0.2 6.760 . -
0.3 7.397 5.069
0.5 11.83 8.163
0.7 3 6 , 9 .......... 20.653
0.8 90.870 -
8 e) mode of vibration n = 4
ratio of b/a theoretical values of 
A obtained by Ritz 
method from the pre­
sent investigation
exact values of A 
obtained from paper 
of Vogel {16}.
• 0.0379 6.499 -
0.1114 6.910 -
0.2 7.120 -
0.3 8.400 -
0.5 12.360 -
0.7 40 .ooo -
0.8 80.358 -
Footnote: The values in table 8a and 8b are about 65% higher than
the exact values. Where as in table 8c , 8d and 8e are 
about 50% higher than the exact.
clamping ratio 
b/a
values of K by the 
Rayleigh method 
using a single 
term solution 
for y
r
values of K by the
Ritz method using
two terms solution
for y 
■ r
0.0379 1.83553 1.7131
0.1114 3.39151 2.0
0.2 7.058 2.29
0.3 16.189 2.460
0.5 95.818 3.8725
0.7 938.647 6.668
0.8
... ..
4943.3 10.314
TABLE 9 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETERS K = .p 2 / ft2 DUE TO 
THE ROTATION ONLY FOR A ROTATING UNIFORM THICKNESS DISC
TABLE 10 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY p = / p ^  + P^ IN HZj F0R A
UNIFORM THICKNESS ROTATING DISC. THE VALUES GIVEN FOR 
THE CASE OF AXISYMMETRIC VIBRATION BY APPLYING THE RITZ 
METHOD WITH ZERO NODAL CIRCLE FOR DIFFERENT VALUES OF • 
THICKNESS h AND FOR DIFFERENT VALUE OF THE CLAMPING RATIO 
.b/a OF:
10 a) b/a = 0.03794
Angular 
speed ft
/ 2 2 
Values of the frequency p = J p^ + P2
f of the thickness h of:
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 206.713 413.426 620.138
1000 207.498 413.819 620.401
2000 209.837 414.997 621.187
3000 213.678 416.952 622.495
4000 218.943 419.674 624.322
5000 225.531 423.149 626.662
6000 233.331 427.357 629.511
7000 242.225 432.277 632.862
8000 252.098 437.886 636.706
9000 262.839 444.156 641.035
191.
10 b) b/a = 0. 1114
Angular 
speed ft
Values of the frequency p = ^ 
for the thickness h of:
r 2  2
Pi + p2
(RPM) hi = 1^6 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 216.424 432.849 649.273
1000 217.704 433.490 649.701
2000 221.499 435.408 650.983
3000 227.683 438.587 653.113
4000 236.069 442.998 656.083
5000 246.431 448.606 659.882
6000 258.533 455.366 664.497
7000 272.143 463.228 669.909
8000 287.045 472.137 676.100
9000 303.050 482.035 683.049
10 c) b/a = 0.:I
i
Angular 
speed ft
/ 2
Values of frequency p = j p^ 
for the thickness h of:
h Pl2
(RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 267.105 534.209 801.314
1000 268.293 534.804 801.711
2000 271.826 536.585 '802.900
3000 277.615 539.541 804.878
4000 285.522 543.652 807.640
5000 295.377 548.892 811.176
6000 306.993 555.229 815.478
7000 320.179 562.627 820.532
8000 334.748 571.043 826.326
9000 350.528 580.435 832.844
192.
10 d) b/a = 0 . 3
ft (RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 344.553 689.105 1033.658
1000 345.543 689.610 1033.989
2000 348.497 691.086 1034.980
3000 353.365 693.553 1036.629 .
4000 360.069 696.993 ..... 1038.933
5000 368.510 701.391 1041.889
6000 378.572 706.729 1045.490
7000 390.128 712.986 1049.730
8000 403.051 720.139 . 1054.601
9000 417.213 728.160 1060.094
10 e) b/a =. 0.3
Q (RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3 / 1 6
Q 658.004 1316.008 1974.012
1000 658.821 1316.417 1974.285
2000 661.266 1317.642 1975.102 '
3000 665.320 1319.681 1976.463
4000 670.955 1322.531 1978.367
5000 678.131 1326.186 1980.812
6000 686.800 1330.640 1983.797
7000 *696.906 1335.884 1987.318
8000 708.388 1341.910 1991.374
9000 721.180 1348.706 • 199.5.960
193.
■10 f) b/a = 0.7
/ 2 2
Angular Values of the frequency p = y p^ + 
speed ft thickness h of:
ft (RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 1863.635 3727.269 5590.903
1000 1864.131 3728.581 5591.069
2000 1865.621 3728.263 5591.566
3000 1868.102 3729.505 5592.395
4000 1871.569 3731.243 5593.554
5000 1876.017 3733.476 5595.043
6000 1881.439 3736.203 5596.863
7000 1887.828 3739.424 5599.015
8000 1895.172 3743.138 5601.495
9000 1903.461 3747.341 5604.305
10 g) b/a = 0.8
/ 2 2
Angular Values of the frequency p = j p^, + p^ 
speed ft thickness h of:
ft (RPM) hi = 1/16 h2 = 1/8 h3 = 3/16
0 4245.012 8490.023- 12735.033
1000 4245.349 8490.191 12735.146
2000 . . . . 4246.360 ... - 8490.697- ..... 12735.484
3000 4248.047 8491.541 12736.047
4000 4250.407 8492.721 12736.834
5000 4253.439 8494.238 12737.846
6000 4257.143 8496.094 12739.082
7000 4261.515 8498.285 12740.545
8000 4266.554 8500.814 -12742.230
9000 4272.258 8503.678 12744.143
194.
TABLE 11 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY p = /p 2 + p£2 IN HZ
FOR A ROTATING DISC, IN CASE OF AXISYMMETRICAL AND
ASYMMETRICAL VIBRATION WITH n NODAL DIAMETERS AND
ZERO NODAL CIRCLES. THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY USING
TWO TERMS SOLUTION FOR y FOR A UNIFORM THICKNESS
r
h = 1/16 WITH DIFFERENT VALUES OF b/a:
11 a) b/a = 0.0379
Angular 
speed ft
s 2 2
Values of the frequency P = / P-^  + ^2 ^°r moc*e 
vibration of:
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 206.71277 164.65353 270.76361 630.56323 1092.06885
1000 207.49826 165.63858 271.36371 630.82117 1092.21777
2000 209.83710 168.55927 273.15631 631.59436 1092.66455
3000 213.67831 173.31772 276.11804 632.88086 1093.40869
4000 218.94281 179.76807 280.21185 634.67773 1094.44971
5000 225.53091 187.73599 285.38910 636.98035 1095.78662
6000 233.33060 197.03751 291.59204 639.78357 1097.41846
7000 242.22479 207.49332 298.75677 643.08069 1099.34375
8000 252.09775 218.93808 306.81592 646.86401 1101.56128
9000 262.83911 231.22504 315.70105 651.12537 1104.06885
195.
11 b) b/1 = 0.1114
Angular 
speed ft
/ 2 2
Values of the frequency p = /  Pj + ^2 ^°r moc*e 
vibration of: .........
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 216.42447 173.19113 289.66827 631.46497 1095.86084
1000 217.70416 174.78763 290.62561 631.90466 1096.87427
2000 221.49893 179.49203 293.47900 633.22205 1096.87427
3000 227.68301 187.06995 298.17395 635.41162 1098.13989
4000 236.06870 197.19037 304.62531 638.46448 1099.90894
5000 246.43140 209.48520 312.72443 642.36816 1102.17969
6000 258.53345 223.59598 322.34717 647.10742 1104.94849
7000 272.14288 239.20154 333.36151 652.66382 1108.21167
8000 287.04547 256.02869 345.63452 659.01709 1111.96533
9000 303.05035 273.85242 359.93711 666.14404 1116.20386
11 c) b/a = 0.2
Angular 
speed ft
/ 2 2
Values of the frequency p - J  p^ + for mode of 
vibration of:
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 267.10461 244.54022 323.81860 637.88110 1100.73511
1000 268.29272 245.83740 324.79932 638.37952 1101.02417
2000 271.82593 249.68854 327.72388 639.87244 1101.89038
3000 277.61462 255.97836 332.54095 642.35291 1103.33252
4000 285.52173 264.53296 339.16998 645.80969 1105.34863
5000 295.37714 275.14124 347.50720 650.22693 1107.93530
6000 306.99329 287.57593 357.43317 655.58545 1111.08862
7000 320.17853 301.61127 368.81964 661.86230 1114.80371
8000 334.74762 317.03473 381.53583 669.03174 1119.07520
9000 350.52795 333.65387 395.45349 677.06519 1123.89624
i»D .
11 d) b/a = 0.3
Angular 
speed ft
' 2 n
Values of the frequency p = y + p^~ for mode of 
vibration of: .......
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 344.55273 325.64471 . 412.24371 668.00513 1105.61816
1000 345.54291 326.69220 413.07166 668.51648 1105.92725
2000 348.49664 329.81476 415.54565 670.04785 1106.85352
3000 353.36469 334.95441 419.63660 672.59265 1108.39600
4000 360.06934 342.02014 425.29779 676.13916 1110.55151
5000 368.51038 350.89569 432.46753 680,67188 1113.31689
6000 378.57178 361.44769 441.07239 686.17114 1116.68774
7000 390.12805 373.53418 451.03015 692.61401 1120.65820
8000 403.05078 387.01135 462.25336 699.97437 1125.2221-7
9000 417.21283 401.73926 474.65234 708.22375 1130.37231
11 e) b/a = 0.5
Angular 
speed ft
' 2 .... 1
Values of the frequency p = j p^ + p^ for mode of 
vibration of:
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 658.00403 669.58997 744.59973 934.84851 1350.73779
1000 658.82080 670.39258 745.32166 935.42371 1351.13574
2000 661.26550 672.79517 747/48340 937.14697 1352.32935
3000 665.31982 676.78052 751.07251 940.01221 1354.31665
4000 670.95483 682.32080 756.06860 944.00891 1375.09375
5000 '678.13098 689.37866 762.44409 949.12280 1360.65601
6000 686.80005 697.90808 770.16467 955.33594 1364.99731
7000 696.90625 707.85571 779.19043 962.62695 1370.10986
8000 708.38806 719.16272 789.47633 970.97168 1375.98560
9000 721.17993 731.76624 800.97424 980.34326 1382.61475
197.
11 f) b/a = 0.7
Angular 
speed ft
/ 2 2
Values of the frequency p = j + p^ for mode of 
vibration of:
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 1863.63452 1886.19800 1983.15991 2147.20068 2263.67773
1000 1864.13135 1886.68872 1983.62695 2147.63184 2264.08691
2000 1865.62109 1888.16089 1985.02686 ‘2148.92529 2265.31348
3000 1868.10132 1890.61157 1987.35815 2151.07861 2267.35645
4000 1871.56860 1894.03735 1990.67168 2154.09033 2270.21387
5000 1876.01685 1898.43311 1994.80054 2157.95654 2273.88232
6000 1881.43921 1903.79150 1999.90088 2162.67188 2278.35840
7000 1887.82739 1910.10498 2005.91187 2168.23193 2283.63623
8000 1895.17163 1917.36377 2012.82520 2174.62939 2289.71143
9000 1903.46094 1925.55762 2020.63184 2181.85693 2296.57715
11 g) b/a = 0 . 8
Angular 
speed ft
/■ 2'"
Values of the frequency p = j p^ + p^ for mode of 
vibration of:
ft (RPM) (n = 0) (n = 1) (n = 2) (n = 3) (n = 4)
0 4245.01172 4291.36035 4398.07715 4580.41602 4859.10840
1000 4245.34863 4291.69336 4398.40234 4580.72852 4859.40234
2000 4246.36035 4292.69531 4399.37891 4581.66699 4860.28711
3000 4248.04688 4294.36328 4401.00684 4583.22949 4861.75977
4000 4250.40723 4296.69824 4403.28516 4585.41699 4863.82227
5000 4253.43848 4299.69727 4406.21191 4588.22754 4866.47266
6000 4257.14160 4303.36035 4409.78613 4591.66113 • 4869.70898
7000 4261.51465 4307.68555 4414.00781 4595.71484 4873.53223
8000 4266.55371 4312.67090 4418.87305 4600.38770 4877.93848
9000 4272.25781 4318.31445 4424.38086 4605.67871 4882.92871
TABLE 12 FREQUENCIES OF A ROTATING DISC OF A UNIFORM THICKNESS 
h = 1/16" THE RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE RITZ METHOD 
USING TWO TERMS OF SOLUTION; WITH n = 0, 1, 2, 3 AND. 
4 AND FOR VARIOUS VALUES OF ANGULAR SPEED ft OF:
12 a) ft = 0
/ 2 2
Values of the freq.'p = / P-j_ + P2 -^n ^  ^or inoc^ e
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a
,:-n = .0 n . = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 206.712 164.653 270.763 630.563 1092.068
PROG 2 0.1114 216.424 173.191 289.668 631.465 i 1095.860
PROG 3 0.2 267.104 244.540 323.818 637.881 1100.735
PROG 4 0.3 344.552 325.644 412.243 668.005 1105.618
PROG 5 0.5 658.004 669.589 744.599 934.848 1350.737
PROG 6 0.7 1863.634 1886.198 1983.159 2147.200 2263.677
PROG 7 0.8 4245.011 .4291.360 4398.077 4580.416 4859.108
12 b) ft = 1000 RPM
/ 2 2
Values of the f req. p = ^ + ?2 ^  ^or m0( e^
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a
...n =. 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 207.498 165.638 271.363 630.821 1092.217
PROG 2 0.1114 217.704 174.787 290.625 631.904 1096.114
PROG 3 0.2 268.292 245.837 324.799 638.379 1101.024
PROG 4 0.3 345.549 326.692 413.071 668.516 1105.927
PROG 5 0.5 658.820 670.392 745.321 935.423 1351.135
PROG 6 0.7 1864.131 1886.688 1983.627 2147.631 2264.087
PROG 7 0.8 4245.348 4291.693 4398.402 4580.728 4859.402
12 c) ft = 2000 RPM
/ 2 2
Values of the freq. P = / + P2 ^°r moc e^
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a .
n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 209.837 168.559 273.156 631.594 1092.66
PROG 2 0.1114 221.498 179.492 293.479 633.222 1096.874
PROG 3 0.2 271.826 249.688 327.723 639.872 1101.890
PROG 4 0.3 348.496 329.814 415.545 670.047 1106.853
PROG 5 0.5 661.265 672.795 747.483 937.146 1352.329
PROG 6 0.7 1865.621 1888.160 1985.026 2148.925 2265.313
PROG 7 0.8 4246.360 4292.695 4399.378 4581.667 4860.287
12 d) ft = 3000 RPM
/'" 2 2 .
Values of the freq. p = J  + p^ m  HZ for mode of
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 ... n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 213.678 173.3177 276.118 632.880 1093.408
PROG 2 0.1-114 227.683 187.069 298.174 635.4116 1098.139
PROG 3 0.2 277.6146 255.478 332.541 642.353 1103.332
PROG 4 0.3 353.364 334.954 419.636 672.592 1108.396
PROG 5 0.5 - 665.319 676.780 . _ 751v072 “ 940.012 1354.316
PROG 6 0.7 1868.101 1890.611 1987.358 2151.078 2267.356
PROG 7 0.8 4248.046 4294.363 4401.006 4583.229 4861.759
200.
12 e) fi = 4000 RPM
/ 2 2'
Values of the freq. p = y + ^2 ^T1 ^or m0^e
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 E3 II
PROG 1 0.0379 218.942 179.768 280.211 634.677 1094.449
PROG 2 0.1114 236.068 197.190 304.625 638.464 1099.908
PROG 3 0.2 285.521 264.533 339.169 645.809 1105.348
PROG 4 0.3 360.069 342.020 425.297 676.139 1110.551
PROG 5 0.5 670.954 682.320 756.068 944.008 1357.093
PROG 6 0.7 1871.568 1894.037 1990.617 2154.090 2270.213
PROG 7 0.8 4250.407 4296.698 4403.285 4585.416 4863.822
12 f) Q = 5000 RPM
/ 2 2
Values of the freq. p = y + in ^  f°r moc e^ °f
PROG 
. NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 225.531 187.735 285.389 636.98 1095.786
PROG 2 0.1114 246.431 209.485 312.724 642.368 1102.179
PROG 3 0.2 295.377 275.141 347.507 650.227 1107.935
PROG 4 0.3 368.510 350.895 432.467 680.671 1113.316
PROG 5 0.5 678.131 689.378 762.444 949.122 1360.656
PROG 6 0.7 1876.016 1898.433 1994.800 2157.956 2273.882
PROG 7 0.8 4253.438 4299.697 4406.212 4588.227 4866.472
12 g) n = 6000 RPM
^ 2  2
Values of the freq. p = y p + p in HZ for mode of
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 233.330 197.037 291.592 639.783 '1097.418
PROG 2 . 0.1114 258.533 223.596 322.347 647.107 1104.948
PROG 3 0.2 306.993 287.576 357.433 655.585 1111.088
PROG 4 0.3 378.571 361.447 441.072 686.171 1116.687
PROG 5 0.5 686.800 697.908 770.164 955.336 1364.997
PROG 6 0.7 1881.439 1903.791 1999.900 2162.671 2278.358
PROG 7 0.8 4257.141 4303.360 4409.786 4591.661 4869.708
12 h) 7000 RPM
7 2 2
Values of the freq. p = /-P^- + P£ ^  ^or mo^e
PROG
NO,
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 242.224 207.493 298.756 643.080 1099.343
PROG 2 0.1114 272.1428 239.2015 333.361 652.663 1108.2116
PROG 3 0.2 320.178 301.611 368.814 661.862 1114.803
PROG 4 0.3 390.128 373.534 451.030 692.614 1120.658
PROG 5 0.5 696.906 707.855 779.190 -962.627 1370.109
PROG 6 0.7 1887.827 1910.105 2005.911 2168.232 2283.636
PROG 7 0.8 4261.514 4307.685 4414.007 4595.714 4873.532
12 i) n = 8000 RPM
/'T"" '2
Values of the freq. P = / P^ + ^2 ^  ^°r raoc*es
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 252.097 218.938 306.816 646.864 1101.561
PROG 2 0.1114 287.045 256.028 345.634 659.017 1111.965
PROG 3 0.2 334.747 317.034 381.535 669.0317 1119.075
PROG 4 0.3 403.050 387.0113 462.252 699.974 1125.222
PROG 5 0.5 708.388 719.162 789.476 970.971 1375.985
PROG 6 0.7 1895.171 1917.363 2012.825 2174.629 2289.711
PROG 7 0.8 4266.553 4312.670 4418.873 4600.387 4877.938
12 j) Q = 9000 RPM
/“ 2 2
Values of the freq. P = / P^ + ^2 ^or ^odes °f
PROG
NO.
Ratio 
of b/a n = 0 n = 1 n = 2 n = 3 n = 4
PROG 1 0.0379 262.839 231.225 315.701 651.125 1104.068
PROG 2 0.1114 303.050 273.852 359.037 666.144 1116.2038
, PROG 3 0.2 350.528 333.653 395.453 677.065 1123.896
PROG 4 0.3 417-212 401.739 474.652 708.223 1130.372
PROG 5 0.5 721.179 731.766 800.974 980.343 1382.614 '
PROG 6 “0.7 1903.461 1925.557 2020.631 2181.856 2296.577
PROG 7 0.8 4272.257 4318.314 4424.380 4605,-678 4882.928
Nodal
diam­
eters
n
Nodal
circles
s
calculated X 
from the 
present 
investig­
ation by 
the
Rayleigh's
principle
calculated X 
from the 
present 
investig­
ation by 
the 
Ritz 
method
' values of X 
taken from 
book of 
Kovalenko 
{59}
0 0 22.682 19.183 19.2
0 1 - . 142 139.15
1 0 21.836 18.450 18.47 •
TABLE 13 COMPARISON OF THE NATURAL FREQUENCY PARAMETERS X FOR 
A NON-ROTATING TAPERED DISC WITH KOVALENKO {59}
X “ P1 Vph r 4/D , VALUES GIVEN a = 3 .5 AND CLAMPING 
o o o
RATIO b/a = 0.2
Ratio 
of b/a
Results by the Rayleigh method Results by the Ritz method
s = 0 s = 1 s = 0 s = 1
0.11 9.043 - 7.989 43.77
0.2 22.682 - 19.183 142
0.3 71.144 - 58.029 405.737
0.5 83.594 - 66.471 421.728
/ Vi T*
TABLE 14 NORMALISED FREQUENCY PARAMETERS X = p ^ P o o FOR A NON-
D
o
ROTATING TAPERED DISC, CLAMPED AT ITS CENTRE, WITH ZERO NODAL 
DIAMETERS MODE OF VIBRATION.
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Clamping 
ratio b/a
values of K obtained 
by Rayleigh's method 
(n=0, s=0)
values of K obtained by Ritz 
method
n = 0, s = 0 n = 0 s = 1
0.11 3.474 2.007 78.135
0,2 7,2717 2.300 237.9
0.3 . . 16,524 2.800 4653
0.5 99.175 3.919 -
TABLE 16 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY PARAMETER K = p^ / Q 2 DUE TO 
THE ROTATION ONLY.
atic
f
/a
fre­
quen­
cies
Values of p^ and p for the angular speed SI (RPM) of:
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
.11 P2 =
0 195.201 390.405 585.608 780.810 976.015 1171.213 1366.417
P = 716.222 716.895 718.912 722.260 726.933 732.873 740.081 748.510
.2 P 2 =
0 282.387 564.779 847.169 1129.557 1411.95’ 1694.332 1976.72
P = 940 941.100 944.267 949.600 957.015 966.467 977.895 991.230
.3
P2 =
0 425.680 851.367 1277.051 1702.73 2128.419 2554.093 2979.779
P = 1310.364 1312.4 1317.351 1326.633 1338.094 1353.442 1371.967 1393.544
.5
p2 =
0 1042.86 2085.742 3128.614 4171.48 5214.357 6257.204 7300.081
P = 2494.28 2499.8 2516.27
..... .. .
2543.496 2581.126 2628.717 2685.73 2751.602
TABLE 17 VALUES OF THE FREQUENCY p2 = J Kfi2 IN RAD./SEC. AND p +
IN HZ FOR ROTATING TAPERED DISCS BY USING A SINGLE TERM IN THE 
FUNCTIONAL SERIES.
DISCS 
BY 
USING 
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TERMS 
SOLUTION 
IN 
THE 
RITZ 
METHOD, 
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AND 
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No. of
terms
solution
Freq.
Values of p£ and p for the angular speed ft (RPM) of:
0 1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
single
term
p2
0 282.387 564.779 847.169 1129.557 1411.95 1694.332 1976.720
P 904.920 906.035 909.373 914.909 922.604 932.40^ 944.244 958.048
two
terms
p2
0 158.814 317.631 476.447 635.262 794.078 952.890 1111.707
P 764.598 765.015 766.267 768.348 711.253 774.972 779.493 784.803
TABLE 19 VALUES OF p2 IN RAD./SEC. AND p IN HZ FOR A TAPERED DISC
WHOSE CLAMPING RATIO.b/a =0.2. THE RESULTS GIVEN FOR THE 
CASE OF A SYMMETRICAL VIBRATION FOR n = 1 and s = 0
CHAPTER 3
208.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE USING 
HOLOGRAPHIC INTERFEROMETRY AS 
A METHOD OF VIBRATION ANALYSIS
3.1 Introduction
Holography can be defined as a method of retrieving the 
likeness of an object from a record of its unfocused defraction 
pattern. In order to understand holography and how it works, a full 
understanding is required of the nature of light and its properties.
3.1.1 Light, Interference and Diffraction Phenomenon
The theory that led Gabor to the discovery of holography 
is the wave theory of light, first suggested by Christopher Huygens 
(1629-1695).
Light is a wave motion and these waves move outwards with 
a certain velocity c and the distance between each crest is the wave 
length of light A . The simplest type of the wave is a.sine wave 
and the oscillating frequency of waves for a number of complete 
vibrations per unit time is given by:
(156)
where the velocity c is in m/sec. and the frequency f is in cycle/sec. 
or (HZ).
The maximum displacement of the wave A or the height of
the wave is called the Amplitude. All waves carry energy, and the
Intensity I of a wave is a measure of the amount of energy it is
carrying. The intensity of a wave proportional to the square of the
2
maximum amplitude that is to say I a A .
Light is a type of Electromagnetic Radiation as are 
radio waves and X-rays and they all consist of oscillating electric 
and magnetic waves. Figure 17 shows the electric and magnetic fields 
each at right angles to the direction of propagation. This illustrat 
ion is a perspective view of a graph of the two fields at a given 
instant, the electric field is vertical and magnetic field is hori­
zontal. The intensity of the light varies with the square of the 
peak amplitude A of the electric field and is proportional to the 
number of photons in the field. The colour of the light is governed 
by the wavelength A .
The simplest type of electromagnetic wave is the linearly 
polarized plane wave. This plane wave of light can be represented by
2 7T i (ft - •y)
E = A e .... (157)
electric field
electric field
distance
magnetic field
FIG. 17 ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVES
where f is the temporal frequency of vibration of light wave (HZ)
and, r is the distance between a two points of source.
This equation can also be written as:
E = Ae1 (ai" Z ‘ 4>) - ... (158)
where to is the circular frequency of light in rad/sec. , and <j) its
phase angle. They are given by:
u) = 2 it f ... (159)
n
and ;
2TTr
"1—  ... (160)
Equation (157) or (158) is a good representation for a 
linearly polarized plane wave. A surface over which phase is con­
stant, in this case the pbase <f> = constant, is called a wavefront.
Another wave of simpler form which is important in optics is the 
spherical wave arising from a point source of light. In this case 
the wavefronts are concentric spheres and r is constant about the 
point source. The amplitude of E decreases in inverse proportion to 
the distance from the source.
Spherical and plane waves used in holograpic interferometry 
can be produced from a narrow beam of laser light, as shown in Figure 18. 
The beam is passed through a small positive lens of short focal length 
L ^ .  After passing through the focal point, the rays diverge to form a 
spherical wave. If desired, this wave can be collimated by using a 
second lens of larger focal length > an^ a plane wave is formed.
The phenomenon of interference is central to the subject 
matter of this section. In the rest of this section the defraction 
and coherence of light will be discussed to understand the interference 
of light.
The diffraction of light is well known and arises from the 
fact that light is a wave motion and can thus bend round corners or 
through a very small aperture. The best example of this phenomenon 
is the classic experiment conducted by Young using two parallel slits 
as shown in Figure 19. The single vertical slit S is illuminated by 
a source of monochromatic light. Two parallel slits and about 
0.3mm apart and 0.03mm wide are illuminated by light from S. Alter­
native light and dark interference fringes appear on the screen depen­
ding on whether the path difference T between the two rays is A or 
A/2, that is to say the zeroth order maximum is found in the centre of 
the screen where the optical path difference T is zero.
Maxima also occur whenever the path difference is
213.
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FIG. 18 SPHERICAL AND PLANE WAVES PRODUCED 
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r = A, 2A, 3A etc.
or in general when
T = K A ... (161a)
where K is an integer number, called the order of interference. And 
the interference minima occur when:
T = (K + -) A ... (161b)
In terms of phase angle difference 6 , interference maxima 
are formed wherever phase angle difference is to be:
h = 2 7r N ... (162a)
that is to,say:
6 = 0, 2tt , 4 tt, 6 tt etc. .
2 tt
where N is an integer N = 0,1,2,3.....  , and 6 = <j> - <f> = -r- (r,-r0)
1 2 A JL 2
... (162b)
Conversely, interference minima occur wherever the phase angle diff­
erence is 6 = (2 N+1) tt ... (162c)
21b.
that is to say: 6 = tt, 3tt, 5tt, etc.
The maxima and minima interference in terms of T and 6 
are shown in Figure 20.
The only requirements to obtain fringes is that there must 
be a single source of light to ensure coherence and that the slits must 
be precisely parallel. Another example showing that diffraction occurs 
is when light from a monochromatic source passes through a single 
aperture and provided that certain conditions are fulfilled, fringes 
are obtained on the screen. This phenomenon is more difficult to 
explain than the double slit experiment and the fringe pattern is 
somewhat different. Finally, when light passes round a narrow ob­
stacle as shown in Figure 24, interference fringes are obtained on a 
screen.
In the double slit experiment using monochromatic light, 
the two waves of equal wave length are combined without any phase 
difference between them, that is to say $2 > where and <f>2
are the phase angles of the light passing through the slit and 
S^ ' respectively. Then the resultant amplitude is the sum of the 
individual amplitudes, that is:
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FIG. 19 DIAGRAMMATIC ARRANGEMENT OF YOUNG'S DOUBLE SLIT EXPERIMENT
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FIG, 20 INTENSITY CURVE FOR A DOUBLE SLIT INTERFERENCE PATTERN
and the resultant intensity is
I = A 2 ... (163)
For the maxima the intensities I are proportional to
max
2
(A^ + A^) and can be written as
I = A 2 + A 2 + 2A.A, ... (164a)
max 1 2 1 2
or I = I + I + '2 / I I
max 1 2 / 1 2 ... (164b)
The amplitude of the light passing through the two slits 
is equal, therefore at the maxima the intensities are equal to four 
times the intensities of the individual waves.
For the minima the intensities I . are proportional to
m m  . r
2
(A^ - A^) and thus:
I . = I. + I - 2 , I I  ... (165)
m m  1 2 v 1 2
For 1^ = the intensities at the minima are zero.
In the case of combining two waves with any phase 
difference 6, the total intensity is:
1 = I1 + I2 + 2/ I1I2 C°S 5 •“  (166)
when the amplitudes of the waves is equal then I, = I_ = I , so that
1 2 o
equation (166) becomes
1 = 2 1  (1 + Cos 6)
o
= 4 1  Cos2 ( |  ) ... (167)
O I
Noting that:
6 = 2ttN , in case of the interference maxima
and 6 = ( 2 N + 1 )tt . in the case of the interference minima,
3.1.2 Coherence
Coherence is defined as the extent of stability of phase of
a wave, both in time and space.
*
Basically there are two types of coherence, these being 
temporal coherence and spatial coherence. The temporal coherence 
refers to the constancy of phase within a single wave of monochromatic 
light with respect to time. The spatial coherence refers to the con­
stancy of phase difference between two waves with respect to space.
That is to say that the phase of light wave is regular with its length 
in the case of temporal coherence and with width in the case of spatial 
coherence.
The interference patterns are not usually detectable by an 
incoherent light source. The reason is that the different wavelengths 
will interfere constructively in different places and the overall 
pattern will approximate to constant illumination.
In order to obtain coherent light from a natural source 
the range of wavelength must be narrowed by means of a monochromatic 
filter to obtain temporal coherence, and the size of the source must 
be reduced to a small area by means of a pinhole or slit, see Figure 
21. With the advent of the laser highly coherent light, can be . 
obtained without loss of intensity.
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FIGURE 21 A SIMPLE METHOD OF OBTAINING COHERENT LIGHT
The degree of coherence between two waves which inter­
fere at a screen or at a recording medium such as a photographic 
emulsion, is directly equal to the visibility or contrast of the 
fringes produces. The visibility v of the fringes are defined by 
Michelson as
v
I - I .
max m m
I + I .
max m m
... (168)
for I . = 0  and the visibility is unity or v = 1
m m
In practice, unity contrast cannot be obtained because 
no light is entirely monochromatic. As fringe order increases, 
fringe contrast decreases.
The average distance over which the wave crests remain 
in step is known as the coherence length of the source which produces 
it.
The coherence length As is given by:
As = c . At ... (169a)
or As = ••• (169b)
where c is the speed of light, At is the coherence time, and Af 
is the band width in terms of frequency,
af = —  ... (170)
At
From Figure 22, relationship ~  = —  can be
f . *
written as:
Af = f—  (171)
A
Substituting equation (171) into (169) and using 
c = f A , the coherence length becomes:
a2
A s = ... (172)
AA
where AA is the doppler width, as shown in Figure 22.
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FIGURE 22 HALF-WIDTH OF A SPECTRAL LINE
The longer the coherence length of the source, the more 
purely monochromatic it is and the easier it becomes to produce 
interference patterns with wavefronts derived from it. The coherence 
is best achieved by using a single light source of high coherence to 
produce both waves of the interference pattern.
The laser fulfills this requirement by producing high 
intensity bundles of light, which consist of a large number of 
separate waves, each in phase with all the others, see Figure 21. .
The best non-laser sources of monochromatic light usually 
have coherence lengths of less than one millimetre, whereas the 
coherence length of a laser may extend to one kilometer.
The laser:is a device which produces light which has a 
high degree of both spatial and temporal coherence and, as such, is 
an ideal source of light to produce interference patterns which are 
bright and easily visible to the eye.
The action of the laser will be explained later in
section 3.5
3.2 What is Holography
Holography is an exciting new field that has received wide 
attention during the past several years. The simple description of 
holography is 'A three dimensional image of an object appears as 
solid as the object appears to the eye'.
The technique is accomplished by recording on a photo­
graphic plate the pattern of interference between coherent light re­
flected from the object of interest and light that comes directly 
from the same source or is reflected from a mirror. The word holo­
graphy or hologram stems from the Greek root, holos- which means 
whole, complete, or entire, and the word gram - which means message. 
Thus a hologram is a complete record of a scene or object.
In conventional photography, light from an object or scene is focused 
by the camera lens onto the photographic emulsion. The resulting ex­
posed and developed plate or film is readily identified as a negative 
picture of the original subject. Standard photography involves the 
recording of the amplitude distribution of light reflected from or 
created by the object. Variations in the amount of light reaching 
the photographic emulsion appear on the negative as varying shades 
of silver density. A two dimensional image of the object is then 
stored. No information about light phase is recorded.
A hologram, on the other hand, may be produced without a
lens, and its appearance gives no indication of the object that it 
represents. The photographic emulsion is used to record phase and 
amplitude information from superimposed light waves arriving from 
the subject and from a reference beam. Such information is recorded 
as a subvisible pattern of whorls and dots.
The image from a hologram is observed by reconstruction; 
that is, by illuminating the hologram in much the same manner as it 
was exposed. The observer looks through the hologram, as if looking 
through a window, and sees a virtual image. Under the correct view­
ing conditions, he can observe a real image suspended in space in front 
of the hologram plane. If a three-dimensional object has been re­
corded the image is three-dimensional and exhibits parallax proport­
ional to the size of the window. A three-dimensional image of a cup 
is shown in Plate 2.
. Holography, therefore, is distinctly a two-step imaging 
process, while conventional photography is a one-step imaging process. 
The simplest methods of recording and reconstructing the hologram are 
shown in Figures 26 and 27 respectively.
3.2.1 Recording Process and Reconstruction
The primary requirement for producing a hologram is that 
one must start with a monochromatic, spacial and temporal, coherent 
light source of high intensity. The requirement of coherence means
that the light should be capable of producing interference effects.
The basis technique of hologram formation is to divide the coherent 
light ray into two beams by a device known as a Beam splitter. This 
produces two separate beams each of which is expanded by a Spatial 
filter and directed by mirrors to the appropriate positions, one as 
a reference beam to the recording medium or film, and the other onto 
the object, see Figure 23.
The object beam is then diffusely diffracted by the object 
before travelling to the recording plate where it combines with the 
reference beam to make the interference pattern. The stability of 
this pattern or grating, is a measure of the amount of mutual coherence 
between the object and reference beams. Hence the necessity for a 
strongly coherent light to start with. The recording process is com­
pleted x^ith the development of the photographic record of the inter­
ference fringes. This developed photographic plate is called the 
Hologram.
The set-up used in reconstruction is the same as that 
used in recording the hologram except that the object and its illu- 
minating beam are now removed. The hologram is placed in the ref­
erence beam at roughly the same angle to it as that used in the 
recording stage. Some of the beam passes straight through the 
hologram, unaffected by its presence, but some of it is bent to 
either side into two other wavefronts, one of which is a replica of 
the original wavefront reflected from the object, as shown in
Figure 27. The image produced by this wavefront is known as the 
virtual image or true image which is observed by looking through 
the hologram as if it were a window and appears hanging in space 
behind the hologram. It appears exactly as the original object and 
retains both depth of field and parallax, that is to .say it is three- 
dimensional. The other wavefront which emerges from the hologram 
also produces an image, the real image or conjugate image. The 
real image appears to float in the space between the observer and 
the hologram that is, it is in front of the plate, rather than 
behind it. Another interesting property of the real image is that a 
screen placed in its vicinity will capture on its surface a flat 
image, like a photograph, of the object which was hologramed.
A hologram may be cut into two pieces to produce two 
holo'grams of the object. However, since each of these holograms is 
obviously smaller than the original, they each, provide us with only 
a small section of the original window through which the images of 
the object can be produced.
The type of hologram described here is known as a trans­
mission hologram, since by transmitting light through it the wave- 
front of an object is reconstructed. The technique outlined for its 
production is known as off-axis holography and is shown in Figure 23, 
to distinguish it from the type of hologram produced in a slightly 
different way by Gabor {84} which is called on-axis hologram or 
in-line hologram, as shown in Figure 24.
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FIG.-23. TYPICAL ARRANGEMENT FOR RECORDING A TRANSMISSION HOLOGRAM 
(OFF-AXIS HOLOGRAPHY)
Gabor invented holography in 1948, during his invest­
igation of ways to reduce spherical aberration on a high-magnificat- 
ion electron microscope. His arrangement was basically of the form 
of that shown in Figure 24. He used'a photographic plate and made 
a permanent photographic record of the interference pattern which is 
a form of plane hologram. The recording of the interference pattern 
is formed between light diffracted at the object edges with a portion 
of the same coherent beam which passes the obejct uninfluenced by it. 
The object must be small compared with the hologram dimensions, and 
the angle shown in Figure 24 is always small. This angle defines 
the fringe spacing of the coded record in the sense that decreasing 
angles give rise to coarsening of the fringes.
When the object is removed and the developed hologram is 
replaced in its original position, virtual and real images of the 
object are obtained as shown in Figure 25.
Early Gabor type holograms are not particularly useful for 
engineering analysis, the phase information is lost in this type of 
hologram. The technique is only suitable for transparent objects 
with small opaque areas. Also, the process was limited by the fact 
that the two images are in line which cause problems with viewing.
It was not until 1960, when the invention of the laser 
provided a monochromatic source of highly coherent light coupled 
with a high power density that the technique became a.viable subject 
for further research. Leith and Upatrieks {85} formed off-axis
hologram which overcame problems associated with on-axis hologram, 
and the greater coherence of the laser light allows reconstruction 
of three dimensional images.
Since then there has been a great revival of interest in 
holography, reflected in the numerous applications to which it has 
been applied. Holography now provides a powerful tool in such diverse 
fields as fatigue study, microscopy, biological research, dramatic 
•advertising displays, data storage and retrieval systems, acoustical 
work, vibration and stress analysis etc.
3.2.2 Application of Holography to Vibration Analysis
It is in the application to vibrating objects that the 
holographic procedure has proved to be most useful. Nodal pattern 
analysis of machine parts such as turbine blades, discs etc., is a 
standard procedure used by the vibration engineer. To obtain nodal 
patterns in the past was a tedious and time consuming procedure 
entailing tracing over the surface of the object with a probe or 
stylus to determine the nodal lines. Unfortunately the classical 
technique is only applicable to optically flat parts. The holograph­
ic technique has overcome this, problem. By use of the holographic 
interferometer a full field picture of the complete nodal pattern of 
the part can be obtained instantaneously and recorded. The simple 
definition of interferometry is a laboratory technique by which 
extremely small movements of objects are detected and measured by
exploiting the interference properties of light. Movements of roughly 
the wavelength of light, one thousandth of a millimetre, can be 
measured using this technique. Conventional interferometry has a 
number of limitations which restrict its use to rather specialised 
applications. An accidental discovery by the first holographers at 
the University of Michigan indicated that there was a way in which 
holography and interferometry could be combined in a powerful new tech­
nique. Once, when an object being hologrammed accidentally moved 
during exposure, its reconstructed image had a zebra-like pattern.of 
dark lines superimposed upon its surface. The holographers soon 
realised that the pattern was related to, and in a sense described, 
the movement which had occurred. They developed this into a technique 
called Holographic Interferometry. Using this technique it is poss­
ible to measure the tiny movement produced when an object is slightly 
distorted in shape, or to analyse the way the surface vibrates. For 
vibrating motion, nodal lines are clearly illustrated and contours 
of equal amplitude iso-amplitudes are generated.
More detailed explanations of holographic interferometry 
will be given in section 3.4.
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3.3 Theory of Holography
The original ideas of holography were presented by Gabor 
in 1948 (84). A practical use of holography had to wait until the 
invention of the laser. It was not until 1963, in a paper by Leith 
and Upstaieks {85}, that practical holography was demonstrated. Since 
then holography has initiated a whole new field in optics. Holography 
can best be described as a wavefront reconstruction. Light rays, as 
they scatter from a diffuse object or pass through a transparent 
object, contain amplitude and phase information that completely des­
cribes the object.
The basic theory of holography can be described mathemat­
ically using a very simplified theory of light. No claim to the 
originality of the following analysis is made. The ideas presented 
arise from a wide variety of sources of which a few are listed in the 
references {79, 81, 86 }•.
Let us consider light as an electromagnetic wave, as 
shown in Figure 17, so that equation (157) is a good representation 
of a plane wave of a laser light source. The properties of mono­
chromatic light of infinite duration can be expressed in terms of a'
coherence length and coherence time. The coherence length and time
£
of.laser sources are about 10 times longer than ordinary thermal 
sources. This makes the plane wave representation of laser light 
a good ^ approximation when compared to ordinary thermal light.
Since the frequency of light is about 10 HZ, all obser­
vable phenomena must be the time average of the phenomena over many 
cycles. Therefore, for this analysis there is no loss in generality 
in eliminating the time variation.
A monochromatic plane wave can then be represented by:
E = A e1^ ... (173)
2 tt r .
where cj> = — —^  is the phase angle of the light, and A is the
maximum amplitude of it.
To form the hologram, let us consider light coming from a 
point on an object represented by:
0 = A x e ^ l  ... (174)
where; 0 refers to the object beam, and both the amplitude A^ and 
the phase <|>^ are to be evaluated at the plane H of the hologram, as 
shown in Figure 26. The relative amplitude and absolute phase of 
light coming from all points on the object will be unique to the 
object, hence allowing an observer to see the object.
If the relative amplitude and phase information can be 
stored and reconstructed at some later time the object will then be
bject
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FIG. 26 CONSTRUCTING A HOLOGRAM
reconstructed. For the sake of simplicity let us only consider 
the reconstruction of one point on the object. A reference beam is 
obtained from the same light sources as the object beam by use of 
a beam splitter. It can be written as:
R = A2 e1(J>2 ... (175)
To make the hologram the object beam and reference beam 
are projected on a photographic plate H. Photographic material is 
sensitive to the intensity of light I. The intensity can be deter­
mined from:
I = E1E1 ... (176)
where is the total light at the plate H and E^ is the complex 
conjugate of E^. The total light from the object and reference beam 
is :
Ex = 0 + R ..; (177)
So the intensity at the plate H is:
I = (0 + R) (0" + R~) ... (178)
Substituting equations (174) and (175) for 0 and R yields
This equation can be simplified as:
I = Ix + I2 + 2 A ^ 2 Cos ( ^  ... (180a)
or
I = I + I. + 2 / I I Cos 6 ... (180b)
1 2 v 1 2
2 . . 2
where 1^ - A^ is the intensity of the object beam and I2 = A i s
the intensity of reference beam and 6 = ^  - <J>2 is the phase difference
The exposed photographic plate is called the hologram.
After the hologram is developed there will be an intensity variation 
corresponding to a diffraction grating on the plate as defined by 
equation (179.).
The transmittance of light through the hologram will depend
on the intensity variation I and the incident light E^. The light
transmitted E is then: 
t
Et = (I) (Ex) ... (181a)
If now the hologram is illuminated with incident light E^ 
equal to the reference beam R only, then
Et = (I) (R) (181b)
Substituting equation (179) for I and equation (175) for R into 
equation (181b) yeilds:
Et =
a 2 , 2  i (<(>« “ <!>,) A ' i ( d >  - 4>)
1 2 + 1 2  6 ' iA  26
E = A 2 
t 2
... (181c)
or
A 2 . . ‘
/ I  v i<}> i( d> -d> ) icb id)
+ A ) e 2 + A e v2 V  e ^2 + A. e V1
2
... (181d)
The third term of equation (181d) contians all the inform­
ation about amplitude and phase of the original object wave, and hence
an observer will see the object. The first term is a portion of the 
reference beam being transmitted. If A ]>]> A^ this term will be of the 
same relative amplitude as the original reference beam.
The second term has the same relative amplitude as the
object wave but has a different phase. If the hologram is illuminated
with a reference beam equal to an amplitude but 180° out of phase with 
the original reference beam then the second term is the reconstruction 
of the original object but 180° out of phase. This term is known as 
the twin or conjugate wave of the object. Figure 27 illuminates the 
reconstruction of the object.
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FIG. 27 HOLOGRAM RECONSTRUCTION
3.4 Holographic Interferometry Applied to Vibration Analysis
Optical or classical interferometry has long been a power­
ful tool in the laboratory for measuring the displacement of small 
changes of an object. Its advantages include a high sensitivity to 
halt the wavelength of light and the determination of the entire surface 
displacement at one time. Disadvantages of classical interferometry 
are that it can only be -applied to optically flat models. Its practical 
use before holography was limited, however, to mirror-like surfaces.
The combination of interferometry with holography was first 
presented by Powell and Statson {60, 61} to analyse a vibrating plate. 
Since then this technique has been extended to a great number of vibra­
tion problems. If the object has moved a very small amount between 
exposures an interference fringe pattern will appear superimposed on the 
object when the hologram is reconstructed. These interferometric fringes 
can be produced by three techniques of the holographic interferometry, 
these being double-exposure, time-average and real-time techniques.
Real-time interferometry is the more advances techniques.
The following analysis will only be concerned with the time-average 
and double exposure proceudres.
3.4.1 Time-average Holographic Interferometry
In this technique a single exposure is taken of the vib­
rating object, which is vibrating with simple harmonic motion.
When an object vibrates sinusoidally, it spends most 
of the time near its:'two positions of maximum displacement, that is 
when the velocity is zero. For example as a pendulum swings back 
and forth, its velocity is a maximum at the bottom of swing and goes 
to zero when the pendulum reaches its maximum displacement.
Qualitatively, a time-average holographic interferometry 
of an object vibrating in this manner is like a two exposure holo­
graphic interferogram that displays contours of the object displace­
ment between these two extreme positions.
During the exposure time the film is exposed primarily 
where the velocity is zero, and is exposed very little when the 
velocity is a maximum, so that if the hologram is exposed over a 
number of cycles, it will receive and record two well defined images 
corresponding to the positions of maximum vibrating excursion and 
will give simultaneously what' can be regarded as a double exposure 
hologram.
When the developed hologram is reconstructed a series of 
fringes are superimposed on the virtual image or real image and the 
image can be photographed to obtain a permanent record. Once again, 
the brightest areas of the image correspond to nodal positions and 
fixed boundaries while the dark fringes are lines of iso-amplitude. 
The time-average procedure is very useful in determining the mode
shapes of a vibratingdisc in the non-rotation case. The mathematical 
analysis of the time-averaged interferometry as applied to objects 
vibrating with simple harmonic motion is explained below.
3.4.2 Theory of Time-average Method
To illustrate a relation between vibration amplitude and 
the intensity of the fringe pattern we consider a vibrating membrane 
illuminated with coherent light as in Figure 28. The phase difference 
6 of rays scattered by a pair of corresponding points A, A' can be 
written as:
6 = ( 2 tr / A) £ FAt + F g ]
—  (2 tt / A) (AA7 ) | Cos e ]L + Cos &2
Where 9^ is the angle between direction of propagation of light in­
cident on the object and displacement vector, and 0^ is the angle 
between-axis of observation and displacement vector.
Let the displacement A A 1 = y(x,t) at some instant of time 
t. If the object is vibrating sinusoidally then the displacement of 
an arbitrary point at time t may be written as:
y(x,t) = y (x  ^ Sin pt (183)
where y is the maximum amplitude of the mechanical vibration and p 
is the circular frequency of the vibration.
By substituting y, >. for AA' in equation (182) we
\  X  j u /
obtain for the instantaneous phase shift of the scattered rays: 
6(x,t) = (2 7T / A) Sin pt Jj Cos 0^ + Cos 0^J
... (184)
Let E represent the amplitude of light in the hologram 
plane which is scattered by the object beam when it is stationary in 
its equilibrium position:
E (x,z) - A (x,z) e ^  ^x,z  ^ ... (185)
st*
Therefore, at any instant of time t the complex amplitude of light in 
the hologram plane will be: ~
E , , = A, . ei+ (X’Z) + 16 (x’°  ... (186a)
(x,z,t; (x,z;
or
E . = A, 
(x,z,t) (x
i S <}> , v + (■— ) y (x) Sin pt [Cos0 +Cos0. \ 6 \ \ X «Z J A 1 1
(186b)
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A time-average hologram is recorded by simultaneously
exposing a film plate to E, \ and to an off-axis reference beam
\ x j z j t /
. 2tt
for a period of time t = -=r. When this hologram is developed and ill-
F
uminated by the reference beam, the reconstructed wave will have a 
complex amplitude that is proportional to the time average of E 
over the exposure interval t:
(x,z,t)
= E
s
The time-average intergral in equation (187) is called 
the characteristic function for sinusoidal vibration and is denoted by 
M^. Thus the reconstructed complex amplitude is proportional to 
E (x,z). M , and the intensity is proportional to:
I, . = (E)2 . (M )2 
(x,z) T
= A2 (x,z)- ( M ) 2 = I , . (JL)2 ... (188)T st.(x ,z ) T
where I is intensity of image of static object.
The.characteristic function for sinusoidal motion can be
2 7T .
evaluated for the exposure time t = ^ —  as following:
m t  mh I e i  6 ( x , t )  d  ( p t )  • • • ( 1 8 9 a )
o
1 /*27r £ |(-~■)  ^ Sin pt[cos 6^ + Cos 6 }  d(pt)
" 2v
.. (189b)
= J (( - r )  9r ^  C^os e-> + Cos eo)) ••• (189c)o \ A J(x) 1 2 1
where J is the zero-order Bessel function of argument (2tt/A) y. N 
o •'(x)
(Cos0^ + Cos
The intensity at the .observation point is:
\  =  1  t v
(x,z) st.(x,z) Jo (¥ } y(X) • (Cos6i + Cos62^
... (190)
The function J { (-.— ). y / v  . (Cos 0. + Cos 0_) J 
o \ A J (x) 1 2 1
is a periodic varying function whose maxima give bright fringes and 
minima gives dark fringes. The bright fringes represent a total 
excursion of the object of approximately a half wavelength. Hence 
the resultant fringe pattern on the image provides a bright zero order 
fringe for the nodal area and higher order fringes diminishing in
brightness denoting the amplitude of vibration.
The dark fringes occur at zeros of the Bessel function.
Fringe order at any point can be found by counting the dark fringes
(
from the zero order node to the point in question. At an anti-node 
the order is maximum and decreases from there to the next zero. Fringe 
order N can be related to peak to peak amplitude y^x j by consideration 
of those values of argument which make the Bessel equation zero, this 
relation between the fringe order and the vibrational amplitude is:
y (Cos 6, + Cose J  = 27TN ... (191)
A J (x) 1 2
it is evident in order to do this one must first obtain reasonably 
accurate values of 6^ and 6^ . Equation (191) refers to maxima
fringes order.
3.4.3 Double-exposure Holographic Interferometry
In order to better understand the vibratory behaviour 
of a rotating disc it is desirable to be able to determine the dis­
placement of the surface of the disc at any instant in time. This 
is especially true if the disc vibrates in more than one normal mode 
at the same time.
In order to identify nodal pattern it is necessary to 
observe the displacement of all points on the surfaces of the disc 
at some fixed period in time. The method used to do this consists 
of making two holograms of the disc on the same film. One hologram
is of the stationary disc and the other is of the rotating disc. 
From the resulting interference pattern the mode shapes are easily
is known as double-exposure holographic interferometry. The mathe­
matical analysis of this method can be explained as follows:
Let us record but not develop a hologram of a given object. 
The intensity pattern that will exist when the hologram is developed 
is given by equation'(179) as:
Now let us move the object an amount Ar and record 
another hologram superimposed on the original one. Figure 29. The 
intensity distribution of the new hologram will be given by:
observed as fringe lines of constant displacement. This technique
I' - Ai2 + A22 + Ai A2 6
i ) i ” <J>2>
(192)
where Aj e1(^ l = O' the original object beam.
2 2 
I" = A ” + A + A"A e
1
i(t2 - ♦;)1 + A ” A2 .e - *2 )
... (193)
icb 11
where A ” e 1 = 0M , the object beam from the displaced’object.
The intensity variation is a scalar quantity, therefore, both quan­
tities add arithmatically, namely:
The hologram is then developed and the original reference 
beam is used to reconstruct the image. Calculating we have:
Et = I.E = I. A ^ 1 ^2
Substituting equation (194) for I yields:
E = A n: 
t 2
10 1 
A2 6 2 + “ I
A'2 + A"2
1 i<j> i i (4> “ <i>1)
—  e 2 + A^ e v2 V  . e
„ i(<f>„ - (p") i<f>( n i<P\'+ A ” e 2 T1 e Y2 + A^ e Y 1 + A" e T1
... (195)
The last two terms are the reconstructed images. Since 
the displacement of the object is very small, the amplitude of the 
object beam changes only a small amount, thus:
Object
Laser
Hologram
FIG. 29 DOUBLE EXPOSED HOLOGRAM
from the reconstructed image becomes:
Aj - Ax ( ei+i + ei+l) ... (196)
Detectors like photographic film or the eye are sensitives 
only to intensity. From equation (176) the intensity of the re­
constructed only the object beam 1^ is:
h  = V A i
/ icb * id)". . — id>1 —id)**
= A l ( e U  + e U )  . A (e U  + e Vl)
expanding the right hand side gives:
I1 A1
= 2A. 1 + Cos ( <})” - <j>p . .. (197)
From the definition of the phase <p in equation (160) we can write:
_ 2Trr
1 X
... (198)
j 11 _ 2Trr'
*i " T
... (199)
where: r: is the total path length of object from the origin to
the observer, and r 1 is the path length of the displaced object from 
origin to observer.
for
Substituting equation (198) and (199) into (197) yields:
h  = 2Ai 1 + Cos
2tr (r* - r) . (200)
From Figure 30;(r’) can be calculated as:
\ JL
(rj)2 = (rx - Ar Cos 6 )  2 + Ar2 Sin2 &l ... (2019)
By expanding the right hand of the above expression:
(rj)2 = r^2 + Ar2 - 2 r . Ar Cos 6^ ... (201b)
or
ri ri
1 + - —  Cos 6
rl ri
... (201c)
(— )2 «  1 andr
TT i  ,then can be written as
r' = r 
1 1
1 ~ —  Cos 6 
r, 1
... (202)
expanding and dropping higher order terms yields:
r| = - Ar Cos 0^
or
r^ = r^ + Ar Cos 0^ ... (203)
In a similar manner, we have:
( r p 2 = (r^ ~ Ar Cos 0^ )2 + Ar2 . Sin2 0^
r. = r ’ + Ar. Cos Qn 
2 2 2 ... (204)
The total change in path length (r^ + - r| - r^)
can be written as:
(r^ - r^) + (r2 - r p  = Ar (Cos 0 + Cos 6^) ... (205)
Therefore equation (200) for the intensity becomes:
I = 2A, 1 + Cos f . Ar | Cos 0^ + Cos |
... (206)
The intensity distribution goes through a series of maximan 
and miniman. Whenever the intensity is zero a dark fringes will be
formed. This occurs when the value of:
• T  . Ar (Cos6. + Cos 0 j  = (2N + 1) tt ... (207)
A 1 2
Where N is an integer number, the formation of fringes 
depends only on the magnitude and direction of the displacement of the 
object. When the intensity is maximum bright fringes will be formed. 
This occurs when:
—  Ar (Cos 0 + Cos 0 ) = 2ttN
A 1 2
(208)
Ar sin
FIG. 30 DERIVATION OF FRING PATTERN IN DOUBLE-EXPOSURE 
METHOD
3.5 Practical System lay-out of Holographic Interferometry
A typical arrangement for producing three dimensional 
object hologram is shown in Figure 23.
Plates 3,4 and 5 show different views of actual arrange­
ment of the equipment used for making disc holograms.
The room vibrations must be kept to a minimum and that 
all optical components must be securely fastened to an optical table. 
Since hologram must be made while a disc is vibrating by using time- 
average holographic technique. This can be accomplished by using a 
Helium-Neon Continuous Wave Laser.
The laser beam is first directed by a suitable steering 
arrangement of mirrors, if necessary, to the beam splitter 'a*.
This divides the beam into two components; object beam and reference 
beam. The intensity of each can be varied by suitable choice of 
beam splitter. With a low reflecting object is is necessary to have 
a much more intense object illuminating beam than reference beam to 
make up for energy loss at the object. The object beam passes on 
through the splitter and is reflected by a mirror at fd 1 towards the 
object. Before reaching the object the beam is diverged to cover the 
whole of the object, by passing it through a suitable lens. A pin 
hole placed at the focal point of the lens is used for filtering 
the effects of dust-spots etcetera from the beam. The lens and pin 
hole assembly is known as a Spatial Filter’. The enlarged beam then
travels to the object, which diffuses it towardst the photographic 
emulsion retained in the camera at 'C'. The reference beam is re­
flected by the beam splitter, through another spatial filter, to a 
mirror at 1 b 1 . This mirror directs the enlarged '.reference beam to 
the camera, where it’interferes with the diffused object beam to prod­
uce a hologram.
The system described above is identical to that used for 
all experimental work of this investigation.
Stability of the system is of prime importance in produc­
ing successful holograms and is therefore a criterion in choosing 
apparatus and fixing mounts. A brief discussion of stability require­
ments follows, prior to a description of the optical apparatus 
normally used.
3.5.1 Stability Requirements
In order to record a successful hologram, the fringes 
produced on the photographic emulsion by interference between object 
and reference beam, must remain stationary during exposure time. If 
the fringes move one-half fringe width during recording no fringes 
are recorded and there is no hologram image. When the fringes move 
less than one-half fringe width the hologram image may not be des­
troyed but the brightness is adversely affected, since unlike con*: 
ventional photography, movement causes loss of image brightness rather 
than blurring. This movement includes displacement of the vibrating
disc during recording, as well as movement of the recording film, 
mirrors, beam splitter, filters, the work table itself, and even the 
air through which the beam passes.
The main causes of movement which have to be overcome are:
a) Floor vibration transferred to the work table.
b) Insufficiently rigid mounting of optical equipment.
c) Air turbulence across the light paths caused by air 
conditioning, electrical equipment colling fans, 
excessive bodily movement by operators etc.
d) Acoustical disturbances such as loud talking which 
may give rise to mechanical vibration.
e) Temperature changes. Expansion and shrinkage of 
mirror supports etc. may cause fringe movement.
f) Accidental displacement of apparatus by operators, or 
vibration caused by bodily contact with work table.
The most significant source of movement is due to trans­
mitted vibration from the surroundings to the whole work table. This 
is overcome to a suitable extent by using a heavy, very rigid work
bench, isolated from the floor by a system of spring damping.
The main function of the working table is to provide a 
stable surface, isolated from external disturbance, upon which to 
mount the optical instruments. Clamping facilities are necessary 
for rigid mounting of the instruments, such facilities being avail­
able over the whole of the working surface.
The table used for the experimental work described herein 
is constructed from a cast iron inspection table weighing about 2500 
pounds, reinforced on its outside by a transverse web for high 
flexural rigidity. The working surface is provided with a number of 
parallel T-slots suitable for clamping components to the table. Nor­
mally these slots are only used for clamping down a heavy machine 
vice in which the disc is held, all other apparatus such as mirrors 
and beam splitter being individually mounted on heavy but movable 
stands, which are not clamped, since ease of movement is essential 
when setting up the system. Isolation of the table from floor-borne 
vibration was achieved,by mounting it on four AEON hollow rubber 
springs. The system has a vertical fundamental frequency of 2.5HZ.
The interference fringes were found to be stable to better than 
A/8, thus fulfilling stability requirements for the optical component.
Optical components on the table must be held rigidly in 
place. A fixed positions is required between these components, as 
shown in Figure 31. The actual layout of the optical components is 
shown in plate 6.
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Exposure is 1/3 sec on 10E75 and 
1 sec. on 8E75
FIG. 31 TYPICAL COMPONENT LAYOUT
Note that if, for some reason, the holographic set-up
is relocated in a different site, then it is essential that the
overall stability be rechecked.
The mounts used here are fabricated from 6 inch lengths of 
4 inch diameter steel stock, each weighing about 25 pounds. Positive 
stability of each mount is ensured since each was fitted with dowel 
pins on the bottom face, to create a three-point support. Optical 
elements are mounted on half-inch steel or aluminium shafts which 
drop into holes in the centre of each mount and are clamped by. 
transverse screws. Height adjustment of each element is thus obtained. 
See plates 5 and 6.
3.5.2 Optical Components
3.5.2.a Mirrors
To avoid multiple reflections, good quality front surface
mirrors are necessary wherever reflection of the laser beam is re­
quired. These must be flat (generally A/8) over the area used.
Only one mirror is required to reflect a large area of light that 
positioned in the reference beam and should therefore be of suffi­
cient size - about 3 inches diameter being suitable for most purposes.
3.5.2.b Beam Splitter .
A beam splitter is.required to split the single laser beam 
into two discrete components. In principle it works as a partially
reflecting mirror, reflecting some of the light, transmitting some, 
and absorbing a small amount.
The ratio of reflected light quantity to transmitted light 
should, ideally, be variable so that beam intensities may be altered 
as necessary.
The splitter used here is of the fixed ratio type with 
about 7 to 1 transmitted to reflected light.
3.5.2.C Spatial Filters
These consist of a short focal length lens placed in front 
of a pin hole - the pin hole being at the focal point of the lens.
The lens is necessary in order to enlarge the laser beam to cover 
the whole of the object or reference mirror. The pin hole is used to 
filter out any impurities in the laser beam. Dust spots on mirrors, 
for example, if not filtered out, will show up as large blobs when 
the beam is" projected onto a screen.
The optimum size for the pin hole may be calculated using 
the Rayleigh resolution criterion:
where D - diameter of pin hole
= focal length of lens 
X = wavelength of laser
d = diameter of laser beam.
The resolving power for an image is generally defined as
1/d.
The lenses presently available for use as spatial filters 
consist of a set of microscope objectives of from 5x to 60x magni­
fication. The lenses used experimentally are of 20x magnification 
prior to cleaning of laser unit end windows and of -40x magnification 
after cleaning. A 25Mm diameter pin hole is found to be suitable for 
use with the lenses. Positioning of the pin hole at the exact centre 
of the focal point of the lens is accomplished using three adjusting 
screws. One screw moves the lens in relation to the pin hole, oper­
ating in a horizontal plane, while the other two screws are used to 
correctly orientate the pin hole in the vertical plane. The pin hole 
is held to the ends of these two screws magnetically and can therefore 
be easily removed prior to proper focussing of the lens.
3.5.2.d Camera
Techniques for holding the photographic emulsion depend 
entirely on the type of film being used. 35mm Agfa roll film is best 
when a large number of holograms are to be taken and in this case the 
ideal film holder is a 35mm camera body with the lens removed.
Ideally the camera body should be of simple design giving easy load­
ing and unloading and easily removable from its mount. It is also 
convenient if the back of the camera is completely removable so that, 
when setting it up, one can look through the camera and ensure that
the whole of the object is in field.
The Southern Scope camera is ideal in satisfying these 
requirements, as shown in plate 1.
3.5.2.e Shutter
A variable speed automatic shutter, with trigger release,
is necessary to ensure that the film is only exposed to the laser
beams for the correct exposure times. It is best placed close to 
the laser to minimise stray reflections. Speeds from about y ~  
to one second should be available, and also a 1T 1 setting so that 
the shutter may be left in place whilst setting up the equipment in 
the laser beams. A long release cable is required to minimise vib­
ration and avoid turbulence caused by close proximity to the operator.
3. 5. 2, f Laser
For a number of reasons, mainly the absence of a coherent 
light source of high intensity (spatial and temporal), holography 
did not advance to any great extent until the introduction of the 
laser 1962 which provided the required coherence and intensity in the 
light source. By using the laser it is possible to employ much more 
flexible arrangements of apparatus than used previously, in which the 
real and virtual images in the reconstruction process do not appear 
in line.
The selection of the laser is an important part of the 
recording system design. The laser must have an axial coherence length 
greater than the difference in path length between the object beam and 
reference beam. The laser should operate in the fundamental trans­
verse emission mode, that is, the output should uniphase across its 
diameter. Power output should be high enough to allow suitable short 
recording times, bearing in mind that price increases drastically with 
power. The output wavelength should be in the visible range and 
correspond to the spectral sensitivity range of ultrafine grain films.
A Spectra Physics 125, Helium-Neon gas laser used in 
this procedure. The laser is mounted below the table and directed to 
the surface by the beam steering apparatus. The mirrors on the beam 
steerer can be cleaned with good quality acetone. The laser power 
supply is placed on the floor, not the table, so that vibrations from 
the cooling fan are not transmitted to the table.
The laser output is 6328A0 and approximately 25 p in, The
coherence length was about 20cm, before the addition of an etalon and
cavity. The effect of fitting the etalon is to bring the laser into
single mode operation and the coherence length is greatly increased
and could be as high as 10m. The advantage of this modification is
to allow much greater flexibility in the layout of the interferometer
at the expense of some loss of power. The rated power of the laser
before the fitting of the etalon was about 65mW and after the fitting of 
the etalon an estimated value was 40mW. The actual value now is about 20mW.
The laser requires approximately 30 minutes to warm lip, and 
then should be adjusted for maximum power using the power meter. The 
action of the laser is explained below.
3.5.2.f(I) The Emission of Light From Excited Atoms
Neutral atoms compirse a central positive nucleus surrounded 
by a cloud of negative charged electrons. These electrons can only 
take up certain configurations (orbits) each of which has a slightly 
different energy. The electrons in the highest energy levels are 
usually those responsible for valency and the absorption and re­
emission of electro-magnetic radiation. When an atom absorbs incident 
radiation the electron in the highest energy level is raised up to 
the next highest level provided the incident photon matches the energy 
difference between the two levels. The energy of the photon is E=h.v.
where v is the frequency of the photon, and h is Plank’s constant 
-34
(=6.62. 10 Joule sec.). The atom exists in this excited state for
a time t, after which the electron falls back to its original level 
emitting the difference in energy as a photon. See Figure 32.
There is another mechanism which causes emission from the 
excited state known as Stimulated emission, and this is the basis of 
laser action.
3.5. 2. f (II) Stimulated Emission
If a photon of the correct energy is incident on an excited 
atom it will trigger off the emission of the photon without being 
absorbed itself - the wave of the emitted photon will be in phase with 
the triggering photon. See Figure 33.
If it can be arranged that only stimulated emission occurs 
with little or no spontaneous emission then a coherent light source is 
obtained. This, in fact, is the way the laser produces its light.
Whether stimulated emission or excitation will occur when 
an incident photon reacts with an atom will depend on the relative 
numbers of atoms in the ground (unexcited) and excited states. In 
order for stimulated emission to dominate there must be more atoms in 
the excited state than in the ground state - a population inversion in 
fact since in. the normal thermally excited light source the ground 
state is always slightly the more populous.
Excited photon
Energy
Incident exciting photon 
(Excitation) Re-emission (spontaneous)
FIG. 32 THE EMISSION OF LIGHT FROM EXCITED ATOMS
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FIG. 33 STIMULATED EMISSION
The laser population inversion is achieved by optical 
pumping, that is, the raising of the excited population by either 
strong incident light or electron collision but not by heating which 
would only lead to the normal thermal incoherent effects. In gas 
lasers the active atoms are in gaseous form and are usually excited 
by passing an electric current through them. Electron collision 
occurs so that the energy which free electrons in the gas gain-from 
the applied p.d. is transferred to the neutral gas atoms. Once the 
population inversion is achieved any spontaneous emission will trigger 
off stimulated emission.
The stimulating photons will not react with every excited 
atom along their path and in order to improve the reaction and inc­
rease the amplification effect, mirrors are used at each end of the gas 
tube to reflect the photons back through the gas many times. Such 
mirrors have a coating to preferentially reflect only the lasing wave­
length and will have a reflection factor of approximately 98% so that 
the final beam emerging through the mirror is 2% of the intensity of 
the beam inside the gas tube. A typical arrangement of an He - Ne 
laser is shown in Figure 34. This gives visible radiation of wave­
length 632.8nm (red) which is due to transitions in the neon atoms.
The helium acts as an aid to excitation of the neon which" is done by 
a D.C. discharge, in the case shown. Pumping can also be established 
by use of an R.F. (high frequency) coil wound round the gas tube.
End windows of tube angled to plane- 
polarise the emergent light.
High voltage100%
reflecting
supply
98%
reflecting
Tube fitted with active material (He-Ne mixture)..
Electrodes fitted in side tubes.
FIG. 34 TYPICAL He-Ne LASER WITH d.c. DISCHARGE EXCITATION
3,5.2*g Disc Fixing and Surface Preparation
The disc must of course be fixed very firmly to the working 
table since any movement of the disc, during recording, will result in 
loss of contrast. Where possible it is best to clamp the disc rigidly 
in a heavy mount and bolt this to the table using the tee slots pro­
vided.
Surface preparation of the object is essential in cases 
where the surface is normally very reflective - e.g. precision machine 
surfaces. A diffusely reflecting surface may be obtained by lightly 
spraying with a matt-white paint. Diffusing the light that illumin­
ates the object effectively causes each point on the object to radiate 
a spherical wave, hence the information concerning each point is spread 
out over the whole of the hologram.
This ensures that the hologram will contain full inform­
ation about every point on the surface of the object. It also means 
that every point on the recorded hologram contains information about 
the whole of the object.wave, hence even if parts of the hologram were 
destroyed by scratches or other accidental damage, a successful re^ - 
construction could still be obtained from the remaining part.
3.5.2.h Recording Medium
For ease in processing and low cost, the recording medium 
selected was photographic film.
Special photographic materials are required for recording 
holograms. They should exhibit a high resolution but also high 
sensitivity in order to reduce the necessary exposure times and hence 
minimise the requirements for the mechanical stability of the experi­
mental arrangement.
High resolution and high sensitivity are to a certain extent 
contradictory properties. Especially in the case of conventional .photo­
graphic silver halide layers a high photographic sensitivity can be 
obtained merely with relatively coarse emulsion grains of greater than 
0.1 um. This, however, implies a considerable amount of light scatter­
ing in the layer and consequently a somewhat diffuse image. Furthermore, 
a reduction of the resolution is caused by the graininess of the image. 
Both light scattering as well as graininess can be easily reduced to 
negligible values by decreasing the grain size to less than 0.1 um 
in thickness, but this causes a loss of sensitivity. According to the 
requirements, one must therefore make a suitable compromise between 
resolution and film speed.
Both Eastman Kodak and Agfa-Gevaert produce high resolution,
fine grain emulsion films which are ideal for holography. Agfa-
Gevaert 8E75, being capable of resolving more than 3000 lines per mm,
and for an amplitude transmittance of 0.5 requires an exposure of 
2 2
about 8 MJ/cm (or 80 ergs/cm ). Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 is even faster,
2
requiring a corresponding exposure of only about 2MJ/cm , and capable 
of resolving about 2800 lines per mm. The mean grain diameter of
each type is approximately 0,05 and 0.08 jxia respectively, Agfa- 
Gevaert 8E75 and 10E75 are used extensively in the experimental work.
The exposure time used for each type for recording holograms 
are 1. sec. and 1/3 sec. respectively.
3.5.3 Layout Geometry and Beam Intensity Ratio
Figure 23 shows a typical system for producing holograms of 
three-dimensional objects.
The layout geometry of this system is of prime importance 
if a successful hologram is to be produced, the three main criteria 
being:
a) Path lengths of object and reference beams.
b) The intensity ratio between the object scattered wave 
and reference wave.
c) The angle subtended by the object beam and reference 
beam incident at the hologram.
3.5.3.a Path Lengths of Obejct and Reference Beams
If two wave trains travelling side by side will only inter­
fere with maximum contrast if they completely overlap. The case of 
partial overlap only, produces reduced contrast and hence reduced 
visibility.
It is clear that complete interference at the hologram will 
only be obtained if the path difference between the object and refer­
ence beams is zero. In other words the length adec must be equal to 
length ab c. This is the best possible case but is often difficult to 
obtain, and one must often be content with a small path difference, 
that is to say that the path difference should obviously be less than 
the laser's coherence length. See Figure 31. If the path difference 
is increased beyond this coherence length then no sensible interference 
can occur. There would be interference between successive waves in the 
object and reference beams, perhaps, but this interference would not be 
coherent because the phase angle between object and reference waves 
would no longer remain constant.
3.5.3.b Beam Ratio
. The intensity incident on the hologram is equal to the 
square of the combined vectors of object beam and reference beam.
The intensity of each beam must be measured at the camera body.before 
recording process.with any reasonably sensitive CDS cell photographic 
light meter.
The ratio between these two intensities is called the
beam ratio.
In practice, the ratio of reference beam intensity to 
object beam intensity should be 4:1 to 9:1 to reduce fogging of the
plate or hologram due to intermodulation noise. The beam ratio used 
in the experimental work of this investigation is 5:1 by using Agfa- 
Gevaert 10E75 film and 9:1 by using Agfa;Gevaert 8E75 film.
to be dependent upon the type of photographic film being used, since 
the angle ip subtended between the object and reference beams incident 
at the hologram plane is a function of the resolving power of the film
Bragg's equation for fringe spacing relates the distance d 
between fringes to the wavelength X and angle ip , thus
3.5.3.c Angle \p Between Object and Reference Beams Incident at Hologram
Once again, the required recording system geometry is seen
2 Sin
... (210)
Resolving power of film, expressed in lines per m.m. =
1
d
One can thus solve for \p
... (211)
For Agfa^Gevaert 10E75, which can resolve about 2800 lines 
per mm, the theoretical value of^ is found to be about 125 degrees.
In practice, however, it was found that in order to obtain 
the best results, it was desirable to maintain^ below about 20 degrees. 
The main reason for this was so that the whole of the photographic 
emulsion was exposed to both object and reference beams. If the beams 
had not been set up at an angle of 100 degrees say, then that part of 
the camera body which is proud of the film would have blocked out parts 
of the two beams and prevented interference over the whole of the ex­
posed emulsion.
3.5.4 Disc Vibration Excitation
Disc vibration excitation may be accomplished in any of 
the usual ways, using magnetic transducers, electrodynamic shakers, 
accoustic loudspeakers and piezoelectric crystals.
Piezoelectric crystals used in the experimental work of 
this investigation provide enough amplitude for maximum fringe con­
trast and visibility particularly at high fringe orders the motion must 
be simple harmonic. Thus, an oscillator and amplifier are used as 
shown in plate 7.
The arrangement of the equipment used for producing objec­
tive excitation and for monitoring the vibratory modes is shown in
Figure 35,
A piezoelectric crystal (exciter) cemented to the disc with 
Araldite, is used to excite the disc at the desired frequency. These 
crystals are powered via a transformer, by an oscillator and power 
amplifier in series. This sinusoidally excited input is monitored on 
an oscilloscope. Resonant conditions at the disc are detected by the 
use of sensor strain gauge, also cemented to the disc. The signal 
from this gauge is monitored on the oscilloscope. Resonance condit­
ions at the disc are indicated by a large amplitude increase of the 
output signal. The form.of the output signal also shows whether or 
not the resonant vibratory mode is a sinusoidal motion.
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3.6 Experimental Procedure
The experimental analysis is concerned with the determinat­
ion of the mode shapes and the frequencies of the stationary disc when 
excited at its natural frequencies. This is accomplished by using the 
•classical sand pattern method and a time-average holographic interfer- 
ometry technique.
3.6.1 Sand Pattern Method
The apparatus is set up as shown in Figure 35. The sand is 
sprinkled on the front surface of the disc whereas the exciter and 
sensor gauges are fixed behind it, see plate 9.
The disc is clamped rigidly at its centre by a heavy mount­
ing bolt. The disc is then subjected to vibration and the oscillator 
tuned until a resonant vibratory mode is detected on the oscilloscope. 
The natural frequency of the disc is noted on the counter.
With the disc vibrating in this manner a nodal pattern can 
be obtained. With different values of natural frequencies different 
modal patterns are obtained and photographed, see plate 10 and plate 11.
3.6.2 Time-Average Holographic Interferometry
Method:
The apparatus is set up as shown in Figure 35. The disc, 
beam splitter, mirrors, spatial filters and camera must be placed on 
the working table in their required positions as shown in Figure 31 
and Figure 23. The setting heights of the components are adjusted 
to be in line with the laser beam. The view through the back of the 
camera is adjusted to ensure that the whole of the disc may be seen 
by the photographic emulsion, when the film is loaded.
The object and reference beam path lengths are measured 
and adjusted to give a minimum path difference to be less than the 
coherence length of laser.
The angle between the object beam and reference beam 
incident at the camera must be arranged to be at about 20°. The 
spatial filters are placed, without pin holes, in the correct posit­
ions, after ensuring that the undiverged object beam strikes the 
centre of the disc. An X40 lens is inserted to expand the laser beam 
and cover the entire disc surface. Filtering of the beam, to remove 
the effects of dust spots, or laser speckle, may be accomplished by 
placing a small pin.hble at the focus of the lens. The spatial filter 
with X20 lens is similarly adjusted in the reference beam.
The beam ratio is measured at the camera, using a light 
sensitive meter and it should be of the order of 1:4 to 1:9. The 
camera may now be removed, the film loaded, and the camera returned to 
its original position. The automatic shutter is then placed in the 
undivided laser beam and set to give the required exposure. The correct 
exposure time is largely a matter of trial and error.
The front surface of the disc is painted with matt white 
paint to reduce glare and make dark surfaces sufficiently reflective.
The exciter and sensor gauges are attached to the back surface of the 
disc.
The laser is switched on at least thirty minutes prior to 
the procedure in order to warm up and to allow the air in the room to 
reach a thermal equilibrium.
The disc under test is then vibrated by the exciter gauge 
at one of its natural frequencies. The laser room is in a state of 
complete darkness and is without any external noise or vibration or 
other accoustical disturbances and is free from air current turbulence.
The photographic emulsion is then exposed by releasing 
the trigger mechanism attached to the shutter. The shutter is preset 
to give an exposure time of about one third of a second when the 
Agfa-Gevaert 10E75 film is used.
After exposure, the camera shutter is closed and the 
film wound on ready for the next hologram. Room lights are then 
switched on, as desired, and the oscillator is tuned to give another 
natural frequency.
The above procedure is repeated and this is carried on for 
different values of frequency until the film has been fully exposed. 
The film is then removed from the camera, in complete darkness, and 
loaded into a daylight developing tank. It is then developed and 
dried. After drying the fixed negatives are reconstructed in the 
primary laser beam and a real image from each hologram is focussed on 
to a white screen, ready for photographing. The photographing is 
accomplished by using a single-lens reflex camera, loaded with ILFORD, 
FP4, 35mm film, having a speed of ASA 125. An f.2.8 aperture setting 
with an exposure time of 10 to 20 seconds, is found to give, satisfac­
tory results, as shown in Table 20, 21, 22.
This entire procedure is repeated for four different discs 
with various clamping ratio b/a. A typical interferograms of a 
centrally mounted, stationary, uniform thickness disc are shown in 
plates 13, 14, 15, 16 and 17. Modal patterns holograms of a centrally 
mounted stationary tapered disc are shown in plate 18.
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Nodal
diameters
n
Nodal
•circles
s
Experimental 
value of A
Theoretical values 
of A obtained by 
Ritz method
Exact values of 
A taken from 
papers {l5} &{l6)
0 0 0.3380 0.3549 0.351
1 0 0.2590 0.284 0.260
2 0 0.46488 0.475 0.465
-3 0 1.0462 1.03548 1.032
4 0 1.8267 1.797 1.788
5 0 2.8286 - -
0 1 2.066 4.078 2.150
1 1 - 4.20 2.310
2 1 3.0336 4.669 3.065
3 1 4.3783 5.547 4.388
4 1 6.05088 6.91 -
5 1 7.9432 - -
0 2 5.87378 - -
1 2 -
2 2 7.3151 - -
3 2 9.2272 - -
4 2 11.6787 - -
TABLE 20 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS OF X = p1 / ph/D OBTAINED 
FOR NON-ROTATING, UNIFORM THICKNESS DISCS.
THE VALUES OF A GIVEN FOR THE CLAMPING RATIO b/a = 0.1114 AND 
a = 3.5"
Nodal
diameters
n
Nodal
circles
s
Experimental 
value of X
Theoretical values 
of X obtained by 
Ritz method
Exact values of 
X taken from 
papers {15} &{16)
0 0 - 0.438 0.428
1 0 0.4017 0.401 0.393
2 0 0.5312 0.531 0.518
■ 3 o 1.056 1.046 1.040
4 0 1.820 1.805 -
5 0 2.787 - -
0 1 3.319 5.060 -
1 1 - 5.231 -
2 1 - 5.521 -
3 1 4.493 6.760 -
4 1 6.0722 7.12 -
5 1 7.9465 - -
0 2 7.1856 - -
1 2 - - -
2 2 8.325 - -
3 2 9.769 - -
4 2 11.8722 -
5 2 14.394 - -
7 2 20.409 -
3 3 17.140 - -
4 3 19.5612 - -
5 3 22.5965 - -
7 3 29.842 - -
TABLE 21 EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL RESULTS OF A = / ph/D OBTAINED FOR
NON-ROTATING, UNIFORM THICKNESS DISC.
THE VALUES OF X GIVEN FOR THE DISC OF RATIO OF b/a = 0 . 2
285.
Nodal
diameter
n
Nodal
circle
s
Value of the frequency 
in terms of p^ (HZ)
Values of the 
frequency para­
meter (X)
0 0 640 8 *08
1 0 580 7*322
2 0 663 ,8.3711
3 0 1152 14.5200
2 1 3311 41.8050
3 1 4529 57.1836
4 1 6000 75.7566 '
5 1 7615 96.1477
'6 1 9200 116.1601
7 1 11044 139.4426
8 1 12967 163.7226
0 2 6472 81.7161
2 2 7830 _ 98.8623
3 2 9725 122.7888
4 2 • 11930 150.6293
/p h r 4 
/ o o
TABLE 22 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF p = X/ J   OBTAINED FOR
o
NON-ROTATING TAPERED DISC CLAMPED AT ITS CENTRE WITH RATIO 
OF b/a = 0.11 P = 3.5", = 3/16" and h g = 1/16"
rvmERAM726 CAM
SO UTH ER N  IN S T R U M E N TS  U ! 
CAM 8ER LEV ^URRET
PLATE 1 A PHOTOGRAPH OF CAMERA BODY USED IN RECORDING 
PROCESS.
PLATE 2 THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIRTUAL IMAGE OF A CUP
SUSPENDED IN SPACE. THE HOLOGRAM WAS ILLUM­
INATED BY THE REFERENCE BEAM OF He-Ne LASER
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PLATE 5 SIDE VIEW OF THE ACTUAL HOLOGRAPHIC EQUIPMENT
PLATE 6 LAYOUT OF OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS FOR HOLOGRAPHIC 
INTERFEROMETRY
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IPLATE 8 MATERIALS USED FOR DEVELOPING A DOLO-RAj
PLATE 9 A PHOTOGRAPH OF DISCS OF 7" DIAMETER SHOWING 
HOW THE STRAIN GAUGES ARE FIXED BEHIND THEM
PLATE 10A
PLATE 10B n = 3 , s = 0 , p = 638 HZ
PLATE IOC
PLATE 10D n = 3, s = 1, p = 2670 HZ
PLATE 10E
PLATE 10F n - 0 , s = 2, p = 3582 HZ
PLATE 10G
PLATE 10H n = 4, p = 7122 HZ
OBTAINED BY SAND PATTERN METHOD, a = J . 5 
b/a = 0.2, h = 1/16"
PLATE 11A
PLATE 11B n = 3, s = 0, p = 644 HZ
PLATE 11C
PLATE 1 ID n = 5, s = 0, p = 1700 HZ
2024 HZPLATE H E
PLATE 1IF n - 0, p = 4382 HZ
£. 57
PLATE 11 G 2740 HZ
4846 IIZPLATE 11H
PLATE 111 = 2  s = 2, p = 5077 HZ
PLATE 11J s = 2, p = 5958 HZ
PLATE 1I K  n - 5, s - 2, p 87 78 HZ
PLATE 11L n = 4, s = 3, p = 1H29 HZ
h = 1/16"
PLATE 12A
PLATE 12 B n = 1 s = 0 , 158 HZ
PLATE 12C
=2, s = 2, P = 4461 HZ
PLATE 12D
_ 2 s = 1 p = 2670 HZ
PLATE 12E
PLATE 12F n = 3 , s = 0, p = 638 HZ
PLATE 12G
PLATE 12H n = 2, s = 1, p = 1850 HZ
PLATE 121
PLATE 12J n = 4, s = 2, p = 7122 HZ
PLATE 12K
PLATE 12L n = 5, s = 2, p = 8744 HZ
INTERFEROMETRY , FUR a = J.b , b/a = 0.2, 
h = 1/16"
PLATE 13A A PHOTOGRAPH OF A REAL IMAGE OF DISC WITHOUT 
VIBRATION
PLATE 13B n = 5,
s =0, p = 1700 HZ
4382 HZPLATE 13C
PLATE 13D n = 5 , s = 1, p = 4846 HZ
1110 HZPLATE 13E
PLATE 13F n = 4, s = 3, p = 11929 HZ
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PLATE 13G n = 3, s = 2, p = 5938 HZ
PLATE 13H s = 2, p = 87 78 HZ
UN T LK F L K U M L T K Y  , t UK a = J.D, D/a = U .1 1 14,
h = 1/8 ON 10E7 5 AGFA FILM AND EXPOSING 
TIME OF 1/3 SEC.
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PLATE 14A
PLATE 14B n = 2, s = 1 , 3505 HZ
PLATE 14C n  =  1 , s = 2 ,
p = 6150 HZ
PLATE 141) n = 2, s = 2, p = 8293 HZ
PLATE 14E n = 4, s = 2 , p = 13364 HZ
PLATE 14F n - 2, s = 3, P = 14930 HZ
PLATE 14G
PLATE 14H n - 8, s = 1 , p - 16800
FEROMETRY FOR a = 3.5, b/a =0.2, h = 1/8'
PLATE 15A
p = 21500 HZ
PLATE 15B DOUBLE EXPOSING
n = 3, s = 0 , p = 1190 HZ
1  IN l  l j  i \  r  i j  i x u r i J j  i  iv  i  ,  j. w iv
h = 3/16"
3
PLATE 16A
PLATE 16B n = 3, s = 0, p = 1790 HZ
31b
PLATE 16C
PLATE 16D n = 4 , s = l ,  p = 10295 HZ
INTERFEROMETRY, FOR a = .3.3, b/a = U.Z 
h = 3/16"
PLATE 17A
PLATE 17B n = 3, s = 0 ,  p = 1830 HZ
r wi\ d  —  . j ,
b/a = 0.1114
PLATE 18A
p = 3311 HZ
PLATE 18B
PLATE 18C n = 5, s - 1, p - 7615 HZ
PLATE 18D n = 4, s = 2, P = 11930 HZ
CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
Results are presented for the natural frequencies of free 
vibration of a circular plate, and only the fundamental frequencies 
are given in certain cases.
Sets of results obtained by other.investigators are also 
presented. Furthermore, from a brief comparison among the known 
results for other boundary conditions, estimates of the frequencies 
and mode shapes of the various modes of vibration can be made. This 
is one way in which a qualitative understanding of plate vibrational 
behaviour can be obtained. The frequency data can be the angular fre­
quency p in cycfe :/second or it can be a non-dimensional frequency 
parameter X. Corresponding nodal patterns are provided in some cases 
including higher modes. Results are given in both tabular and 
graphical form. Tables are useful for indicating the accuracy of the 
results whereas graphs give an indication of general trends.
4.1 Results
For a disc of a uniform thickness the calculated frequency 
results by using the Rayleigh-Ritz method are given in Tables 2 to 12 
and Figures 36 to 47, for different clamping ratio b/a = 0.03794 to 
0.8, in both the rotating and non rotating cases.
The frequency results obtained by using a single term 
solution for y^ only are given in Table 2 and are of order of 45% 
to 55% higher than the exact values obtained by Raju {15} and Vogel 
{16} .
The results obtained by the Ritz method using a two term 
solution for y^ are about 1% to 4% higher than the exact values and 
are given in Tables 7. Figure 36 shows the effect of the clamping 
ratio b/a on the frequency of a uniform thickness disc clamped at its 
centre. It is seen that the frequencies increase as the ratio b/a or 
the clamping radius b as constant a increases. This is because the 
amplitude y decreases with increasing b and in effect the stiffness is 
increased. Also it can be seen that the frequency of the disc increases 
as the mode of vibration n increases as would be expected.
Figure 38 shows that the frequencies of the disc increase 
as the thickness cf the disc h increases. When a rigid disc is not 
rotating it has definite modes of vibration due to its stiffness.
When a rigid disc is rotating the vibration is controlled both by the 
centrifugal tensions and the stiffness. The effect of rotation is 
small compared with the effect of the stiffness of the flexural deform­
ation, as shown in Figure 38.
Figure 38 shows frequency against speed of the disc. These 
frequencies show only small increases from 0, 1000 .... to 7000 RPM.
Figure 39 also shows how small the effect of rotation is 
on the frequencies, especially at higher modes of vibration. The 
frequencies increase only by a small amount at n = 4 compared to say 
n = 0 or n = 1. Thus at higher modes the effect of the rotation is 
negligible.
Figure 39 also shows how the frequency of the disc increases 
as the mode of vibration n increases.
Figures 40 to 45 show frequencies of the rotating disc ~  
the clamping ratio b/a, for different values of constant angular- speed £2.
The calculated natural frequencies are compared to the
exact natural frequencies obtained by Raju {15} and Vogel {16} in
Figure 46 and Table 7 for different clamping ratio b/a and for the
first five modes of vibration n and zero nodal circle. Table 8 shows
the same comparison but with s = 1. These results can be improved when
a three terms solution for y is used in the Ritz method.
r
From Figure 46 the greatest natural frequency errors are 
found at n = 0.,],2 and 3 nodal diameter, and zero nodal circle. Howr 
ever, the more accurate values of the calculated frequencies are 
desired when b/a is definitely reduced; that is to say for clamping 
radii b/a < 0.7 the correlation between the approximate and the 
exact frequency is good.
The calculated results are very close to that obtained by 
Mote {27} as shown in Figure 47..
In general, it is found that as b/a tends to zero, the 
natural frequency has a definite non-zero value. As b/a tends to 
unity, the frequency tends to an infinite value in both the rotating 
and non rotating cases.
It is also significant to note in Figure 36 and Figure 40 
to 47, that there is an intersection of the curves at b/a «  0.7.
Also there is another intersection between the curves of n = 0 and n = 1 
at b/a >0.4.
In the case of the tapered discs, the frequency results 
obtained by the Rayleigh-Ritz method are given in Tables 13 to 19 
and Figure 48 and Figure 49 for different clamping ratio b/a = 0.1 to 
0.5, in both rotating and non rotating cases.
The frequency results given in Table 13 are compared to the 
approximate values obtained by Kovalenko {59} . The results obtained 
by using a single term solution for y^ are about 18% higher than the 
results obtained by Kovalenko.
The results obtained by using a two terms solution are very 
close to that obtained by Kovalnko. The calculated natural frequency 
values for non-rotating and rotating tapered discs are given in Tables 
14 and 18 respectively.
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Figure 48 shows that the natural frequency of tapered 
discs increase as the clamping ratio b/a or the radii ratio r/ro 
increase . The natural frequencies are larger than the corresponding 
uniform thickness disc frequencies. The two discs should not be
compared directly. In general the frequencies increase as the taper
h2 . 
ratio Ah = —  decrease that is to say that the frequency of .
tapered discs is higher than the frequency of uniform thickness disc
of the same dimensions of a,b,y and inner thickness h^ as shown in
Figure 49.
4.2 Experimental Results
The experimental results are given in Tables 20, 21 and 22 
and in Figures 50 and 51. The natural frequencies of the disc obtained 
experimentally are very close to the VKJAmex ical frequencies values 
as shown in Figure 50.
Figure 51 shows how the frequency increases as the modes 
of vibration increase.
Holographic interferometry as an experimental procedure is 
very useful in determining the modal patterns of vibrating discs.
The hologram provides a contour map patterns of the complete disc 
surface.
The time-average method is found to be equally effective
when applied to both flat discs and variable thickness discs.
The Helium-Neon, laser has an output power of 20m.W and has 
a coherence length of 10m with the etalon fitted. The fitting of the 
etalon’ allows greater flexibility in the layout of the interferometer 
at the expense of some loss of power.
The experimental procedure is also accomplished by the 
classical sand pattern method.
The results given in form of photographs are shown in 
plates 10 to 18 for non-rotating discs only. Plates 10 and 11 show 
the mode shape patterns of stationery discs of thickness h = 1/16" 
obtained by sand pattern method for clamping ratio b/a = 0.1114 and 0.2 
respectively.
The holograms shown in plates 12 to 17 are obtained by
non
time-average holographic interferometry for^rotating discs of thick­
ness h = 1/16", 1/8" and 3/16" and b/a =0.1114 and 0.2
Holograms shown in plate 18 are represented by the mode 
shape patterns of a tapered disc of inner thickness 3/16" and outer 
thickness 1/16".
In order to use the holographic interferometry technique 
for finding the mode shape patterns of a rotating disc a pulsed laser
or a high power laser is required. Since the output power of 20m.W of 
the Helium-Neon laser is not enough to produce a hologram of moving 
body.
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CONCLUSIONS
The first part of this thesis deals with the theoretical 
analysis of disc vibration using the Rayleigh-Ritz method.
The Rayleigh-Ritz method with the appropriate boundary con­
ditions is used to obtain the transverse vibration characteristics of 
a rotating disc clamped at its inner radius and free at its outer 
radius.
From chapter 2, it can be seen that when a rigid disc is 
not rotating it has definite modes of vibration and the stiffness of 
the disc arises from its flexural deformation. When the disc in rot­
ating it is in tension due to centrifugal force F^ and the resulting 
centrifugal tension increases the disc stiffness. Thus, when a rigid 
disc is rotating the stiffness arises from the flexural deformation 
and the centrifugal tension. Since the centrifugal tension is prop­
ortional to the square of the angular velocity ft, it follows that, at 
low speeds the stiffness is mainly due to the flexural rigidity,
whereas at high speed it is mainly due to the centrifugal tension.
For the analysis of the plate disc vibration problem the
Rayleigh-Ritz method is simpler to use than obtaining the exact
solution of the governing differential equation. The advantages of 
the Rayleigh-Ritz method may be given as follows:
a) The frequencies and mode shapes follow directly out of 
the process without in certain cases a knowledge of 
differential equations.
b) The frequency is given from the lowest upwards which 
is the way they are required.in practice, the lowest 
frequency being the most important.
c) The procedures are generally simpler than direct 
solution of differential equations. The degree of 
complexity increases with the number, of normal modes 
and as consequence the accuracy of results increase.
The vt uLwe-XScal frequency results, given in Tables 2 to 19, 
show agreement with the classical solution for the frequencies obtained 
from a classical solution of the differential equations using a power 
series. Results obtained by Southwell {14} , Raju {15} and Vogel 
{16} are given in Table 3 a, 3b and 3c respectively.
One method of dealing with the problem of vibration of 
rotating discs is to combine the natural frequencies of a stationary 
disc and the natural frequencies of a rotating membrane to obtain the 
natural frequencies of the rotating disc by use of equation (114).
The time-average method as an experimental technique is 
found to be equally effective when applied to both uniform thickness
discs and variable thickness discs.
Holography provides an effective method of applying inter- 
ferometric technique to mechanical componnets. Its major advantage 
is that modal shapes and amplitudes are obtained over the entire field 
of view of the object. It may be applied at any frequency. The 
sensitivity is approximately the wavelength of light and it is superior 
to other methods of vibration measurement. The object may be curved or 
flat. It is more accurate and versatile than the classical sand pattern 
method and provides vibrational amplitude information that has not been 
previously possible. The measurements can be taken quickly and perm­
anently stored in photographic form.
The experimental work of the thesis shows the usefulness of 
the time-average holographic interferometry technique in obtaining 
nodal patterns and is compared to the sand pattern method.
The classical sand pattern method is only suitable for a 
uniform thickness disc that is to say for simple flat shapes which 
can be supported horizontally so as to retain the sand sprinkled on 
the vibrating surface. It has the advantage that it is.fast and easy 
to use.
For more complex shapes, the sand pattern method is not 
satisfactory. An alternative procedure would be to set up a network 
of capacitive probes or other sensing devices in contact with the 
vibrating surfaces for whcih the deflection information is required.
However, these probes would take time to set up, making the method 
tediuos to apply. This is particularly as when a large number of
measurements need to be taken on several parts of differing geometry.
In addition, the proximity of the probes could affect the dynamic 
stiffness of the object and alter the nodal frequencies.
The holographic method is quick by comparison, and a visual 
representation of the modes are produced which are retained as 
permanent records and which are unaffected by being damaged. The 
hologram has a remarkable property in that it can be cut into several 
parts and each part will retain the complete image providing that it 
is large enough to form a significant reconstructing aperture.
Other advantages of the .holographic technique are:
a) High sensitivity, making the method especially
suitable for low amplitude vibrations.
b) The method can be applied to practically any object,
so long as its surface is diffusely reflecting. The
effects of any turbulence in the air can be overcome
by arranging the optical layout in such a manner that
the reference and object beams are very close togehter
when passing through the turbulence. This means that 
any transient disturbance has the same effect on both 
adjacent wave trains so that the phase difference between
the waves is kept constant and the coherence is 
therefore unaffected.
c) One sensor gauge and one excitor gauge can be attached 
to the disc.
d) The holographic technique simultaneously records all 
the deflection information required. Full field def­
lection data can be stored on a very small piece of 
photographic emulsion.
The disadvantages of the time-average holographic tech­
nique are:
a) It is unsuitable for analysing vibrations of.large 
amplitudes because the fringe constrast decreases as 
the amplitude increases.
b) The results are not available until the hologram is 
processed and reconstructed.
c) The strain gauges used to determine the resonant 
frequencies increases the noise of the object and any 
attachments to the object may affect its response.
Thus the alternative method of real-time analysis 
has some advantage.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
1. Further work on pockets of blades of simple or complex
shapes, and on the disc can be carried out in order to determine the 
effect on the disc vibration.
The shaft and bearing can also be included.
The use can be made of finite element method to solve the 
theoretical problem and this obtain more accurate values for higher 
modes of vibration. The effects of the thermal stress due to the 
temperature acting on the disc can be considered with reference to 
the disc vibrations.
2. The output power of the Helium-Neon laser presently used,
restricts the experiments to objects up to a maximum of 10 inches in 
diameter. The limited power is one factor which restricts the work
to non-rotating discs. In order to obtain holograms for rotating disc 
pulsed lasers or high power continuous wave laser must be used.
The Elomag Image Derotator system provides a means of 
continuously freezing the rotational motion of engineering components 
in real time and without the use of a stroboscope. It is possible to 
measure, with the aid of this system and a variety of optical tech­
niques, stresses, vibration amplitudes and fluid flow distributions 
on rotating structures. The operation of the system is based upon an
unusual optical phenomena which involves the observation of the 
image of a rotating component in a roof edge prism rotating at half 
the angular velocity of the component. This condition makes the 
image of the component stationary, regardless of its rotational 
velocity.
Figure 52a shows a pictorial representation of the principle. 
Looking into the hypotenuse surface of a right-angle prism, which is 
rotated through 90°, the reflected image rotates 180° or twice as 
fast in the same direction. Conversely, if the prism is rotating at 
half the speed of the rotating object, and in the same direction, the 
reflected image as viewed by an observer would be stationary. This 
prismatic action forms the basis of a non-stroboscopic system for 
freezing high speed rotation.
The basic operation of the system is shown in Figure 52b 
and the technique used to measure the vibration patterns on the 
rotating object is shown in Figure 52c.
reflected image of 
object
reflected image of object rotated by twice prism 
rotation angle
Object
F
I  Object
F
I  Object
working system of roof 
edge prism
K
a) THE PRINCIPLE OF OPTICAL DESIGN OF THE SYSTEM
Rotating
object Servocontrolled . 
motor
Beamsplitter
Rotational and 
optical axis
Prism
Photocell I S f  
detector — —
Observer
C o n t ro l
unit
b) BASIC OPERATION OF THE SYSTEM c) PULSED HOLOGRAPHIC 
INTERFEROMETRY
FIG. 52 THE ELOMAG IMAGE DEROTATOR SYSTEM
APPENDIX A
PROPERTIES OF THE DISCS
1. Uniform Thickness Discs
Material: Mild Steel B.S 970/En.3B
Carbon < 0.25
Mn > 1 . 0
Inner radius of the disc (r.)
l
Outer radius of the disc (a)
Rigidity clamped at inner radius (b)
The experimental clamping ratio (b/a) =
The theoretical clamping ratio (b/a) =
0.1328".
3.5"
0.39" and 0.7"
0.1114 and 0.2
0.0379, 0.1114, 
0.2, 0.3, 0.5,
0.7 and 0.8.
The thickness (h) 1 / '» 1 / " anrl T/ »16 , g  16
Weight Density (y) = 0.283 lbf/. 3
m
rv O Q O /
Mass Density (p) = ■ = (7.324) 10 slug/. 3
12 x 32.2 m
Young's Modulus (E) = 30 x 10^ lbf/. 2
m
Poisson's ratio (y) = 0.303
Tapered Disc
As above except for the following:
The inner thickness (h,) = 3/ "
16
The peripheral thickness (h„) = I/,/1
2 16
The rigidity clamped radius (b) = 0.39"
The experimental clamping ratio (b/a) = 0.1
The theoretical clamping ratio (b/a) = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 0.5
APPENDIX'B
NUMERICAL INTEGRATION BY SIMPSON’S 
RULE USED TO WRITE A FORTRAN PROGRAM
Simpson’s Rule is used to write a Fortran IV Program to 
calculate the approximate value of the integral function:
rx n+1
I y . dx 
X1
Ax
n+1
Xxx 2
FIG. IB AREA UNDER CURVE DIVIDED INTO A NUMBER OF 
STRIPS FOR APPROXIMATION BY SIMPSON’S RULt
356.
The interval between x_ and x , as shown in FIG. IB
1 n+1
is subdivided into an even number n of equal intervals. The width 
of each will be Ax where:
Ax =
X , - X,
n+1 1
  (2B)
Simpson's Rule is given by:
knti
f(x) dx =
Ax
3
X1
i=n i-n-1
(7--} + 2 E  w
i=3,5,7i=2,4,6
+ yn+1
Ax
3 (yx + 4y£ + 2y3 + 4y4 + + 2y , + 4y + y . )  ^n-l ‘ n *^n+l
... (3B)
Analysis
The limits of the integration in the energy expressions 
are given as:
xi = b
x = a 
n+i
357.
3 " b
Therefore, Ax = -----  (assuming n = 40 intervals to be
40
used).
Let D = 0,1,2,3 ... 40, then the values of x will be
x = (D x Ax) + b , that is to say
x^ = ( O x  Ax) + b = b
X£ = (1 x Ax) + b
x^ = 2 Ax + b
x. = 3 Ax + b
4
x „ = n Ax + b
n+1
= 40 Ax + b
Thus, the value of y becomes:
y^ = f (x) > at x = x^
y 2 = f (x) J x = x2
”n+l " f (il) j x  = Xn+1
358.
The magnitude of the integral depends on the y values 
and thus the program is required to calculate these values and sum 
them according to the above Simpson’s Rule.
Notation used in the program:
Y (I) Array which includes all y values
EY Sum of even y values
OY sum of odd y values
D Dommy variable, D = 0,1,2, .... n
n Intervals number
S Sum, at which the value of the integration is stored
F Number of the function.
Fortran Program
DIMENSION (F, 41)
DO 10 I = 1,41 
D = 1-1
Y (1,1) = (D * Ax) + b
r°where y = I x dx 
b
Y (2,1) = ((D * Ax) + b) ** 2
f 2where y = I x dx 
b
Y (3,1) = ((D * Ax) + b) **3
Y (F,I) = (D * Ax) **2
10 CONTINUE
DO 60 J = 1,F
EY = 0
DO 20 I = 2, 40, 2
20 EY = EY + Y (J,I)
C 3
where y = J x dx
b
/
u 2
(x - b) dx
b
OY = 0
3, 39, 2 
OY + Y (J,I)
(Y (J,l) + 4.* EY + 2.* OY + Y (J,41)
3
WRITE (3, 40) S
40 FORMAT (F 13.7)
60 CONTINUE
STOP 
END
The flow chart of this program is given below:
DO 30 I =
30 OY
S
START
Sura Y values
according to
Simpson’s Rule
print out
result
END
values in OY
sum odd Y
values in EY
sum even Y
all Y values
calculate
FIG. 2B GENERAL FLOW CHART OF FORTRAN PROGRAM USING 
SIMPSON'S RULE
APPENDIX C
DERIVATION OF LAPLACIAN OPERATOR
V IN POLAR COORDINATES SYSTEM
Let 1/R and 1/R denote the curvatures of the element 
x z
shown in FIG.. 4, represented by the deflection w as a function of X and 
Z, hence the Laplacian operator has been proved in equation (6d) in 
rectangular coordinates as
2 2 
( 3 w 3 w v
•  ( 7 T  + 7 2  >
3x 3 z
... (1C)
In applying the Rayleigh-Ritz method for a circular plate
2
it will be useful to transform the expression V in to the polar
w r
coordinates.
dx Sin0dx Cos©
z
v
dx |<—
FIG. 1C GEOMETRICAL 'RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE POLAR AND 
CARTESIAN COORDINATES SYSTEM.
From FIG. 1C it can be seen that from the elemental 
triangle ABC, the small increase dx in the coordinate x corresponds to
dr = dx cos© ... (2C)
, Q dx Sin© ,
d e  ---------- . . . (3C)
Considering the deflection w as a function of r, 0 hence
w , s = w 
(x, Z) r (x,Z) ; 6 (::,Z) J ... (4C)
and from the relationship
2 2 2 
r = X + Z
= arctan (— ) 
x
we obtain
3r _ x 
3.x “ r = Cos©
3r
3z
—  = Sin© 
r
_36
3x
Sin©
00^ 4.
Now, differentiating eq. (4C) we find
,9wv _ _3w . _3r _3w _3j)_
3x 3r 3x + 80 3x
= If Cose - i If Sine ... (5C)
32w
Differentiating again eq. (5C), the value of - r —=■ can be obtained:
o 2- 
X
( _ JL 
2
3x 3r
f” —  Cos6 - —  —  Sinsl Cos0
L 3r r 36 J
1 3 [ 3w . 1 3w . 1
■ 7 36 [ 37 Cos6 ' 7 36 Slne J Sin0
/3^Wv 3^w 2 3^w Sin (20) a 3^w Sin^f
or (— o) = — n Cos 6 --------------   - +2 2 2 2 
3x 3r 3r30 r 30 r
2
3w Sin 0 , 3w Sin (20)
+ — ------- + ------- r  ... (6C)
3r r 30 ‘r
In the same way we obtain
,3^wv  3^w _. 2 3^w Sin (20) 3^w Cos^f
(— ) = —  Sin 6 + -------------------- + —  — j-
3Z 3r 3r30 r 30 r
, 3w Cos^6 3w Sin (20) fnn\+ —    - —  ---- ----  ... C7C;
3r r 30 r
Thus, the sum : of eq. (6C) and eq. (7C) give the value
2
of V represented as: 
w
2 2 2 2 
„2 ,3 w 3wv 3 w , 1 3w 1 3 w
V  = ---(---   +   -) =    + --------- +  —   jr
w 3x 3Z 3r r 3r r 36
2
That is to say the Laplacian operator V is represented
in polar coordinates by
'!-4 A 4
3r r 30
2
Similarly we can transform the other expression of 3 w/
3x3Z in to the polar coordinates as
(3_^w_^ _ 32w Sin (26) + 32w Cos (26) 
3x3Z 3r2 2 3r38 r
3^w Sin (26) _ 3w Sin (26)
2 2 
36 2r 3r 2r
3w Cos (26) ^ C)
30 r2
APPENDIX D
TO PROVE THAT THE TOTAL INWARD DISPLACEMENT OF THE ELEMENT
GIVEN BY:
6 = -r dr
dr
Let w be the deflection of an element of length dr at distance r 
from the origin.
From FIG.10 it can be seen that:
ds =
2 2 
d w + d r
or
ds
dr i + ( -r )'dr
... (ID)
For small displacement, expression (ID) may be approximated by
ds
dr ■ * i 1
ds =
. 1 , d w v 2
1 + —  (— )
2 dr .
dr ... (2D)
Thus, the increase in the displacement is given by:
d6 = ds - dr . .. (3D)
Substituting eq. (2D) into the above equation, dS becomes:
- }d6 = \ 1 + —  (—— ) > dr - dr ... (4D)
from which, d6 can be written as
dd = i ( ^ )  dr ... (5D)
2 dr
Therefore, the total amount of the inward displacement of 
a disc, centrally clamped at radius r = b is found to be:
r _ 1 f  fdw>j2 dr ... (6D)
6 - 2  J  ( d7>
b
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